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his

recent

tour of Australia and other Pacific army
camps, was invited by Gen. Douglas MacArthur to conduct the Manila Symphony
Orchestra when the American forces retake the Philippine

Islands.

Dr, Ormandy

spent an hour with Gen. Macarthur at
the General's headquarters.
discussing
music, and it was during this visit that
the invitation

was given.

THE NATIONAL
FEDERATION
OF
MUSIC CLUBS has taken over the responsibility
of supplying musical equip-

'-------

ment for all hospital ships used in' bringing back wounded Americans rrom foreign battlefronts.
The project will be
under direct supervision of the War
Service Committee of the National Federation.
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Teaches YoungPeople to Use the Brales
BOB JONES COLLEGE STANDS
AGAINST THE POPULAR "DO·ASYOU.PLEASE", "LIVE-YOUB·OWN
LIFE", "GO·THE·LIMIT" PlULOSOPHY OF THISEMonONALLY
UNSTABLE DAY.

BORIS KOUTZEN has won the annual
publication prize of the Juilliard School
of Music' with his symphonic poem,
"Valley Forge." Mr. Koutzen is head of
the violin department at the Philadelphia
Conservatory, and has had his orchestral
works performed by the Philadelphia
Orchestra, the San Francisco Symphony,
and the Chicago Symphony.

Bob Jones College stands
withoutapology for the "oldtime religion" and the absolute authority of the Bible.
Voice - piano - pipe
organ-violin-6peechart-without additional
cost.

Academy
Liberal Arts College
Graduate School
of Reli910D
Graduate School
of FIne Arts
/

For detailed information write

WINNING MUSIC FESTIVAL AWARDS
when playing on a home-made violin is
becoming almost a habit for nine-yearold Joan Curtis of Truro, Nova Scotia.
She recently won the silver cup award
. at the New Glasgow (Nova Scotia)
Music Festival, in which entrants from
all over the province competed. This is
the third such prize to be won by Joan,
whose father made the violin as a hobby.
The adjudicator of the festival, Dr. J.
Frederick Staton, commented on the
beautiful tone of the instrument.
A MOZART FESTIVAL
of four concerts will be
directed by Dr. Serge
Koussevitzky at Tanglewood,
Massachusetts;
this in lieu of the Berkshire Festival which remains a war casualty.
The four concerts are
DOROTHY
scheduled for July 29
MAYNOR
and 30; and August 5
and 6. Soloists announced are Dorothy
Maynor, soprano; Ruth Posselt, violinist;
Robert Oasadesus, pianist; and the duopianists, Luboshutz and Nemenoff. Following the Mozart Festival there will be
a series of chamber orchestra concerts
in Boston by members of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra. The Boston Flute
Players Club and the Boston Society of
Early Instruments also will participate.
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her retirement in 1928she was for a time
head of the vocal department
of the
Hartford School of Music in Connecticut.

- A TRAGIC SIDELIGHT

of the War is the finding in Rome, following
the occupation by Allied
troops, of the worldfamous composer, Pietro
Mascagnt and his wife,
• living in most deplorable
conditions. His money
PIETRO
gone, he had been perMASCAGNI
nutted to remain with
his wife in a small hotel when it was
taken over by a kindly disposed French
officer. Now eighty-one years old, he wept
as he recalled when, at one time, ninetysix opera houses all over the world were
simultaneously
performing
"Cavalleria
R ustdcana."

THERE.

ELEANORW. SCHEIB, concert pianist
and vocalist, and former pianist and accompanist for Schumann-Hetnk, Louise
Homer, Alma Gluck, and other famous
concert artists, died recently in Philadelphia. She was born in Chicago and
made her debut at sixteen with the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Following

=

DRUNO GRANICHSTAEDTEN, widely
known Viennese composer of operettas,
who had been a refugee in this country
for four years, died suddenly on May 30,
in New York City. He was at work on an
operetta scheduled for fall production
when stricken. For twenty-five
years.
operettas by Mr. Grantchstaedten
were
produced regularly in the leading theaters
of Vienna. He composed also for the
films in Austria and France.

Competilionj

A PRIZE OF A $1,000 WAR BOND
will be the award, in a nation-wide com-

petition conducted by the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra, for the writing of a
"Jubilee Overture" to' celebrate the fiftieth
anniversary of the orchestra, which takes
place during the coming season. The competition is open to all American citizens
and works submitted must be between
ten and fifteen minutes in length and
written especially for the anniversary.
AN AWARD OF $1,000 to encourage
"the writing of Amerdan operas in general, and of short operas in particular," is
announced by the Alice M. Dltson Fund
of Columbia University and the Metropolitan Opera Association.The opera must
be not over seventy-five minutes in length
and by a nat.ve or naturalized American
citizen. The closing date is September 1,
1945 and full details may be secured from
Eric T. Clarke, Metropolitan Opera ASSQelation, Inc., New York, 18, New York.
THE
TWENTY-FIRST
ANNUAL
CONTESTS for Young Artists, sponsored
by the Society of American Musicians, is
announced for the season 1944-45. The
classifications include piano, voice, violin,
violoncello, and organ, .with various ages
for each group. The contests will begin
about February 1, 1945, and all entries
must be in by January 15. Full details
with entrance blank may be secured from
Mr. Edwin J. Gemmer, Sec-Treas., 501
Kimball Building, Chicago, Illinois.
THE SOCIETY FOR THE PUBLICATION OF AMERICAN
MUSIC has
announced its twenty-sixth annual competition. Composers who are American
citizens (native or naturalized) are invited to submit manuscripts. These should
be mailed between October 1 and November 1. Full details may be secured from
Mrs. Helen L. Kaufmann, 59 West Twelfth
Street, New York 11, New York.

=

THE
EIGHTH
ANNUAL PRIZE
SONG COMPETITION, sponsored by
the Chicago Singing Teachers Guild, is
announced. The award is one hundred
dollars, with guarantee of publication of
the winning song. Manuscripts must be
mailed between October first and fifteenth,
and full details may be secured from Mr.
E. Clifford Toren, 3225 Foster Avenue,
Chicago 25, Illinois.
AN ANNUAL COMPETITION to be
called the Ernest Bloch Award has been
established by the United Temple Chorus
of Long Island, for the best work for
women's chorus based on a text from or
related to the Old Testament. The Award
is one hundred and fifty dollars, with
publication of the winning work guaranteed. The closing,date is December 1,
and all details may be secured from the
United Temple Chorus, Lawrence, Long
Island.
A PRIZE OF ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS is offered by The H. W. Gray Company, Inc. to the composer of the best
anthem submitted in a' contest sponsored
by The American Guild of Organists.
The closing date is January 1, 1945. Full
information may be secured from The
American Guild of Organists, 630 Fifth
Avenue, New York 20, New York.
A COMPOSITION CONTEST open to
all composers of American nationality is
announced by Independent Music Publishers. A cash award of five hundred
,dollars will be given the composer of the
winning composition and also publication
of the work will be assured, with royalties on sales and fees for public performance going to the composer. The closing
date is September 15, and all details may
be secured from Independent Music Publishers, 205 East Forty-second Street,
New York 17, N. Y.

EVERYWHERE
MUSICAL
GEORGES

WORLD
BARR ERE,

long considered one of
the world's greatest flutists, died on June 14 at
Kingston, New York, at
the age of sixty-nine.
Born in Bordeaux, he
studied at the Paris
Conservatory.
He had
GEORGES
been in America since
BARR ERE
1205, when he became
first flutist of the New York Symphony
Orchestra, Since 1931 he had been on
the faculty of the Juilliard Graduate
School. In 1910 Mr. Bart-ere founded the
Bart-ere Ensemble of Wind Instruments
and in 1914 he organized the Barrere
Little Symphony which was destined to
maintain its place in the musical life of
New York City for almost two decades.
ERICH KLEIBER, noted Austrian conductor, has been engaged by the Metropolitan Opera Association for the coming
'season to replace Bruno Walter, now enjoying a year's vacation. Mr. K~eiber, a
former conductor of the New York Philharmonic-Symphony
Orchestra, and a
director of the Berlin State Opera, never
before has conducted at the Metropolitan.
THE FLINT SYl\IPHONY ORCHESTRA of
Flint, Michigan, one of the major projects sponsored by the Flint Community
Music Association, recently finished its
twenty-fifth season. Organized in 1918,
with about twenty players, it has grown
both in numbers and in playing ability
until at present it is a full symphonic
organization of one hundred players capable of presenting
programs of high
artistic standing. The director, Dr. William W. Norton, has been with the
orchestra since 1921 and it is due to his
ability and untiring efforts that the
orchestra
has made such gratdrytng
progress.
SIR HENRY COWARD,
famous English choral
conductor, author, composer, who once made a
world tour with the
Sheffield Choir, died on
June 10, at Sheffield,
England, at the age of
ninety-four. He was born
SIR HENRY
in Liverpool and did not
COWARD
take up music as a profession until he was forty, and before he
was fifty he was considered the foremost
chorus master of England. He formed a
choral society which developed into the
Sheffield Musical Union. The Sheffield
Musical Festival, established in 1895,pro(Continued
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A patriotic
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Can you hear these notes played as the composer wrote them,
with the mystic pizzicato strings, the clarinets, and the bassoons?

The reason there is so much unmusical playing is that the performers rarely listen to the tones of their instruments in the
"mind's ear"-to paraphrase the common expression, the "mind's
eye." Merely going through the mechanical motions of putting
down the keys on the keyboard or stopping the strings on a violin
does not signify that one is really hearing music.
Rembrandt had many apprentice pupils and it is said that he
used toask them to close their eyes and picture in their imagination various shades of blue, yellow, or red, and the resultant colors
of the spectrum. The color sense in the highest form is in the
imagination, Color perception requires sight. In some, color perception is very highly developed; in others it may scale down to
absolute. color blindness, In music, the mental concept of tone,
rhythm, harmony, and counterpoint is always desirable. This can
be cultivated from very simple beginnings to a very high technical
proficiency.
'We do not know of any more wholesome musical practice than
that of listening to music silently, Many of the foremost composers
we have known have written without referring to an instrument
for composition purposes, Some look with disdain upon the composers who are compelled to compose at the keyboard. On the other
hand, we have known some widely recognized masters who did
much of their creative work at the keyboard, trying out various
themes and harmonies as they proceed from measure to measure,
Of course, the really well-trained musician should be able to take
any composition and enjoy it, without playing it or hearing it
played for him.
Five-sixths of the music that Schubert wrote was not published
until after his death, and much of it he never heard performed.
Some of Schubert's fine.t things were written without recourse to
the piano, for the tragic reason that he had no piano. Berlioz
played the guitar, and anyone who is familiar with that very ex(Continued
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,
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Over Hill and Dale.
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Composiliortll

Country Dance (Violin and Piano).
,
Donfdd /{eins 470
All This I Pray {Low Voice) .. ,...
,
,..
. .. John F"ink,'. Jr. 471
Sweet Hour of Prayer (Organ) (From "Chancel Echoes")
William
Bradbury (Arranged bll Willia:m M. Felton) 473

Delightful

PieceJ for

Young

Pla)·erJ·

Home on the Range (With Words) Cowboy Song
(From "Our Native American Airs")
,. (Arranged by William Sriler)
Parade of the' Tiddle-dy.winks.
.
Milo Slel'ens
In a Canoe
,.....
..Russell
Snively
Gilbert
The Wooden Toy Captain.
.
Lewis
Brown
THE JUNIOR
ETUDE
".,.,.,
.. ,
.
EHza.b'etll
Gest
MISCELLANEOUS
.... Leonora. Sill A$hton
The Vital Use of Drudgery .. , .. ,
.
.. ,
Joseph Skatski
Somewhere in the Pacific (Letter)
,., ..
,
Alan K. Walker
Protect Your Prec':~us Musical Inslruments .. ,
......
,.,
Myle,
D. Blanchard
If Parents Had Had Their Way,.,
,
,
Velm(1 Blauvelt
Phonetic Spelling Vital to Diction
,
. ,
,
..
,
..•..........
Nora
E. Taylor
Finding Effects"" .. , ... ,.
, .... Dr. Nicholas Doutll
Voice Questions Answered,
.
...... Dr. Henry S F"ry
Organ and Choir Questions Answereu.
..........
' .... Harold
BM'klell
Violin Questions Answered,
.
WUHam D. Revelli
Band and Orchestra Questions Answered.
.......
Letters fro:n Etude Friends.

And I like to dream at evening,
When the stars its arches
light,
That my Lord and God treads
its hallowed sod,
In the cool, calm peace of
night.
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PiailO ::r.!o Sr!rctirm,
....•
Morl1al1 Wcst
Alpine Waltz.
Tango in D
··1 ra1h;esC'o B. Dr Leone
Romanza, from Symphony No.4 (From "Themes from the Creat Symphnn.les"
-Levine)
,
Robert Schumann
rArranged bll Henry LI'I'lnC)
Prelude.....
. .F. Chopin, Gp. 28, No, J3 (With Leason by Dr. Guy i'\1(/ler)
Valse Espagnole.
.
.' .. Man Paldi
Invocation (From "Chapel y.,;u:;;ings·')
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Tlteodore

Lindsay

.B, Mcredlth

Clauie

In my dear green cathedral
There is a fiower'd seat
And choir loft is branch·ed
coft.
Where song of bird-hymns
sweet;

Chorus of Treble Vcs., Three-Part (S.S.A.)
Catalog No. 35038..
...Pr., 15¢

.AL/Ted
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MUSIC

know a green cathedral,
A shadow'd forest shrine,
Where leaves in love join
hands above
And arch your prayer and
mine;
Within its cool depths sacred,
The priestly cedar sighs,
.And the fir and pine lift
arms divine
Unto the pure blue skies.

15¢
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Victory

Chorus of Treble Vcs., Two·Part (S.A.)
Catalog No. 35399..
....... Pr., 12¢
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Trumpet Solo or Duet, Alto SOlo/?hone
or Duet end Trombone or Bontone
or Duet: with Piano Ace. in collection
FAMOUS SOLOS err. for each of
instruments.
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u
Streamlining Choir Rehearsal.
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Sanders
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Mare Practical Hints on Ear.Training.
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M. Pit~ 450
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Wllh.am D. RI'I'ellt 451
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Verses by GORDONJOHNSTONE
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making an audible sound, read the following:

Easy? Now imagine it played in succession by a violoncello, a
trumpet, an oboe, a flute, a diapason stop on an organ, a xylophone,
and a piano, It is always just a little harder to hear tone quality
than to hear pitch.
Without making an audible sonnd, listen to these measures from
the heavenly Andante Moderato from the "Fourth Symphony" by
Brahms:

MUSIC AND CULTURE
.. Jc.mes F'mncb Cooke
Why Music Study Is a P.ric.eless Investment. .
... , .... , Pattl WhilClrlt/n
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Music, ..... Mrs, Charles Rhl,}ling
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,Elsa Elene SIl'f1r(Z
Building Character Through Music
·
.La-uTa. Helen. Couplal1d
Music in the Chinese Theater .... ,·····

~ .........
A Beautiful Number·~~
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sharpening value of music study. Music study will
Opus 106"
works, paintings, sculpChopin, Ballade in F not turn a fool into a wise man, but it wHl, in almost
tures, etchings, and pho- ./
every case, enormously help all who have t~lC op~orminor
tographs, all by contemChopin, Prelude, Opus tunity to engage in it, We have made thIs ,CUrIOUS
porary physicians. The
census of Mr. Hofmann's achievements (which are
28, No.1
book is published by
Chopin, Prelude, Opus E-imilarto those of all great virtuoso pianist" '. because
Mead, Johnson
and
it will assist many unthinking people to gam a new
28, NO.8
Company of Evansville,
Debussy, Soiree dans respect for the brain capacity of musicians.»
Indiana. Probably a noYour editor has a list of over two hundred such
Granada
table art collection of
names of eminent men and women who have gladly
Prokofieff, March in F
many times the size
attested to the fact that music study has been of ~ncould be made if all the
minor
Strauss - Godowsky, qualified value in helping them to obtain f\nd mam- .
works of doctors were
tain their prominent and successful positions. There
assembled. In the pref"Fledermaus"
ace to the book is a brief
"This program was are doubtless thousands of other outstanding people
list of distinguished docplaced in th~ hands of who could endorse this.
It would thus seem from this standpoint and many
tors who have been able
a member of our staff
others that the vast sums of money spent on music
musicians, such as Theo(Mr. Milton Harding),
education in our country are the finest investme~ts
dor Bilh'oth, Leopold
with a view to estimatDamrosch,
Herrman
that American parents can make for the corrung
ing accurately all of the
JOSEF HOFMANN
Boerhaave, and Louis
mental operations ingeneration.
Pasteur. To this list
In all other human occupations--literature. scienc~,
volved. The work of
might be added the great
counting the operations (notes and fingering, acci- mathematics, painting, &l·chitecture, engineering. bUSIRussian composer, Alexander Borodin, and the Amerness administration aod so forth-the
worker has
dentals, interpretation, rests, pauses, phrasing, pedalican medical pioneer, John Harvey Kellogg, a~d sc?res ing, meter rhythm, and other details) took this musi- time t~ check corre~t and amplify his work. The per,
,.
f
of other medical men who have found the bram-qUlck~
forming artist, however, cannot stop in the mIddle 0
cal expert nearly a week to audit and collate: and
ening, nerve-resting value of m,:sic of much i~porthis with the assistance of an adding machine. The
a program and say, "I'm sorry. I have just made a
tance in their work. Stanley P. ReImann, M.D.,emment
result was that 319,418operations were required in a
mistake, but with your kind permission I Will.p~aY
onocologist and gifted, finely schooled pianist, claims
program which Mr. Hofmann presents in not more the composition all over again." His creation. Ius lDthat music study is of special value to the surgeon,
than ninety minutes of playing time. This indicates
terpretation, must be technically and artistically perwhose mind must be continually stepped up to make
fect the first time it is performed. He does not have
rapid and vitally accurate decisions and whose fingers that Mr. Hofmann's mind travels consciously and subconsciously at an average rate during this period of
another chance. We cannot think of any other occumust be trained to the greatest possible degree of coabout 3549 operations a minute. In no Qther life callpation which in its training specifications calls for
ordination, accuracy, and facility. Orches~ral societies
such lightning decisions or scientific control of the
made up of physicians have fiourished m Brooklyn, ing is a greater demand made upon the human brain
mind, nerves, and muscles upon a plane of such superNew York, Detroit, Akron (Ohio), Oakland (Cali- muscles and nervous system. The musician's brain
flies ahead at an airplane speed which makes that of
accuracy and timing as does music study.
fornia), Boston, and other ~~nters. The Doctors' S!mthe average man appear like the old-fashioned stagcPsychologists are not all agreed that mental exerphony Orchestra of Milan, Italy, was an eSP~cl~lly
fine one. The eminent New ]:ngland ncuropsychIatnst,
** D.l'. l~. WiIlian;t SUI~de.rn:un, of the University of Pennsyl_ cise in one field (music) is transferable generallY ~
vania,
hlms~lf a fine VIOlIniSt, has wrItten admirable brochures
other activities. There may indeed be special cases In
on th~ mUSICal careers of the noted physicians. Billroth and
~cently
published "NervoUs:les~, Indigestion, and Pain"
which musical proclivities (Continued on Page 478)
Borodm.
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SECURED

PAUL WHITEMAN
Now General
Network and

Music Director for the Blue
Directcr of the Philco Hour,

Paul Whiteman is one of tIre few people in the world who needs
no editorial introduction, in any country, amongst any group or
class. There is, perhaps, one slight qualification. Most people
think of Whiteman as a ian musician. Actually, he is a musician who has chosen to devote himself to ian. There is a
subtle but imporlant difference there, and the essence of this
difference is responsible, in a measure at least for Mr. White·
man's success. He is first of 0/1 a serious and thoughtful musician. He has had thorough musical schooling. His father was at
one time supervisor of music in the public schools of Denver
and wef! known as a leader of musical activities in the West.
(It was during these days that Paul Whiteman first made friends
with THE ETUDE, which occupied a front place on his fathe,s
magazine rock, and to which the future bond virtuoso would
turn in his insatiable quest for new music,)
Whiteman's professional career storied symphonically, and for
eleven years he remained as violinist and principal viola player
in various symphony orchestras. Then he turned his attention to
t.he then-developing
field of popular music, and brought to it
the knowledge and experience of more' than a dozen years of
serious musicianship. It is precisely in this serious and experienced musicianship that we find the roots of the wonderful
arrangements, interpretations, and performances thai have made
Whiteman's name a byword in every country that listens to
music. In addition to his public work., Mr. Whiteman has assumed the post of Director of Music of the Blue Network.
In the midst of the controversy recently raging around iazz
and ian values, THE ETUtlE has asked Mr. Whiteman to express
himself on what iazz does for us.-EoITOR's
NOH.

.T

HIS NEW DISCUSSION of jazz sends me back
nearly twenty-five years, when exactly the same
sort of discussion was going on. At that time, I
was the battleground myself. I had taken jazz into
Carnegie Hall. For the first time, jazz was performed
not as dance music but as concert music; it was performed symphonical!y; special musical numbers were
given, not as incidental dance airs but as serious
musical expression in the idiom of jazz. It all provoked
the sort of comment that the old farmer made when
he saw a giraffe and said, "There ain't no such
animal." On the one hand, jazz music was being performed and enjoyed; on the other hand, there were
those who said it just wasn't music! I asserted my
position at that time, and I find that, essentially, it
has not changed much since then. It is this: there's
_nothing wrong with jazz-or swing or jive-provided
its adherents realize the fact that it's only a part of
music. It has a definite niche, a definite job; within
the scope of these it is excellent. The difficulty begins
when people begin mistaking jazz for music as a whole.
Jazz tickles the muscles. It is the sort ,of thing you
want to dance to, the sort of thing that sets your feet
moving, that appeals to the inst.inctive urge for self,1UGUST,
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classics; modern classics making use of the modern
expression through motion. It will do just that to a
or jazz idiom. I commissioned a number from George
three-month-old baby. Let the baby hear a jazz record, and it will begin moving and jumping around. . Gershwin- for the first of my symphonic concerts. He
agreed to do it, but kept playing around with his ideas,
There you have an instinctive, primitiv.e appeal. Reand nothing was written. Three weeks before the pergarded in that light, it is a fine thing. We need to
formance, when the advertising had already gone out,
move, to express ourselves through motion-but that
I got after him and told him the new work would
isn't the whole '1icture of our reactions and responses.
have to be done in time. It was. You know that work
We need something to stimulate us spiritually as well,
as the Rhapsody in Blue. I don't feel that the jazz
if our emotional lives are to be balanced and complete.
elements in the Rhapsody have proved harmful to
This sort of appeal requires greater maturity than a
the development of American music!
baby can supply; it req'ijires cultivation. contemplation. And in time, our hypothetical baby grows into it.
•
Not a Substitute lor Beethoven
When that happens, the child does not renounce its
The point is, of course, that jazz (like everything.
fondness for the jazz sounds; it keeps both kinds of
else) must be kept within its limits. It is not a submusic in its heart. The only possible harm that could
stitute for Beethoven, and wise folks don't try to precome to the child would be the rejection of the more
tend that it is. But it can help lead one to Beethoven!
developed musical appeal because of its fondness for
First a youngster is thrilled by jazz; that sets him to
jazz.' Wherever that happens-wherever you find folks
thinking about music. The next thing, he wants to try
refusing to have anything to do with the larger scope
to express himself a bit through tone. He starts foolof music because of their love of jazz-you are witing around with an instrument. Next thing you know,
nessing a development that lacks balance and proporhe tries a few lessons. As his musical knowledge intion. But, happily enough for all concerned, such cases
creases, he enlarges his musical scope. This is not
are rare. In my experience I have found that jazz and
merely a pipe dream of my own. I have seen it hapjazz bands have educated more people for symphonic
pen time and time again.
music;:than the_symphony orchestras themselves have!
Take the matter of recordings, for instance. Some
Learning With Entertainment
years back, AIda and Kreisler made a fine recording
of the Song of India by Rimsky-Korsakoff. This, even
Americans, on the whole, are specialists-in
their
in its original ballet setting, is a bit of dance music.
work, in their sports, in their fun. They seem to find
These fine artists made the record and it sold very
it more natural to take to one thing at a time and
develop that. Also, they learn most easily when they. well. Then, sometime later, I made what has been
called my first "desecration" of good music by arrangget delight and entertainment from the thing they are
ing the Song of India as a modern dance number. It
learning. In other words, they'll learn fast enough if
was a dance number to. start with; I adapted it to
they're entertained, but they shy away from "learnsuit the pace of modern dancing. Well, that record
ing" as such. The first great musical educator to stimsold over two and a half million. And the climax of
ulate a love for good music through the presentation
the story is that, as a direct result of public familiof popular music was John Philip Sousa. People would
arity with the tune through the popular recording, the
flock to his concerts simply to. swing to the rhythms
AIda-Kreisler record took a new lease on life' and· sold
of his own wonderful marches. And what did Sousa
over one hundred per cent better than it had origindo? He kept those popular marches to the end of the
ally. Did my popular recording harm the cause of
program and first played symphonic movements, overgood music?
tures, and operatic selections. And the people sat
through them willingly, waiting for the marches to
A Word on Arrangements
come. After a few years, those opening numbers were
In the twenty-five years that have sped by since the
no longer strange and "odd"; the peop~e enjoyed them
first jazz controversy, a number of things have hapfor their own sakes. Thus, Sousa was the first to
pened to popular taste-the
same popular taste that
popularize the symphonies of Tchaikovsky.
still likes jazz! It is no longer possible, for one thing,
The next great personality to do the same sort of
to use jazz bands as the final resting place of poor
thing was John McCormack. People came to him for
players. The kind of player who is inadequate for a
simple home and folksong's-and found themselves
listening to his wonderful interpretations of Mozart .symphony is also inadequate for a band. Musicianship
is the first requisite for holding down a place in 1\
and Handel and Schubert, before Mother Machree.
jazz band. The boys who swing it hot must be as thorListening, they learned and enjoyed. Third in order
oughly familiar with Bach and Beethoven as they are
among the early musical educators came the old
with jive. To be sure, there is a certain freedom in
motion-picture-house orchestras, who provided mood
jazz that comes from its very youthfulness-no
set
music for love scenes, holdups, battles, and stealthy
traditions prevaiL But lack of tradition does not mean
burglars,' and did it by using bits of the class~cs.Again,
lack of musical precision!
the people came for entertainment-------andgot it in
Much of the popularity of jazz, rests on the various
terms of Mendelssohn, Rimsky-Korsakoff, and Wagner.
arrangements in which it is offered. As I was the first
Finally, then, came our bands, the Whiteman bands.
to do these arl'angements, I'm glad to tell how they
We, too, gave people "fun" music. But at our symoriginated. I was trained by (Continued on Page 482)
phonic concerts, we offered classics-a new kipd of
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of
Grew
The "Greatest Show on Earth"
s ~'egular1Yrefused the fees and the racketeers.
the. boy _ d them the name of 'the Sunday-school
ThIS ~~~:
took it as a compliment, although it Was
outfit.
Y meant as one! But all that came much
by no means
the early days the church and scholi} sponlater " Inh Iped make them known I 0 mIDlS
" Iers, schooj
sorshlP e
.
I peep Ie. Al so, 1'I exthe
nicest
kind
0
nd
d
boars,a
111'1
tended to some degree the scope 0
'ieir ours. Instead of staying around Baraboo, .they began a tour
, ht stands all over the MIddle West.
Co-Owner and Director,
of one-mg
.
"On one such tour, they landed m Nebraska in
grew
Ringling Bros and Barnum /;. Bailey Circus
the fil'dsl 01 a heavy snowstorm. The storm
.
.
steadily worse and the boys were ma~'ooned m theuhotel with no chance of getting to th~lr engagements.
Another musician was stranded tner e, too. He was
Blind Tom, the fabuloUS Negro ptantst. who played
SECURED EXPRESSLY FOR THE ETUDE BY ROSE HEYLBUT
anything and everything by ar, The boys made
friends with him and they spent that entire week
.
h
reat thin s began, ana the more obscure ~he
making music together. Many years later we found
Americans have a national love of findIng auf ow g th'/1 'n g hearing hO\fllthe miracle of applIed
ourselves in a. town where Blind Tom was playing.
·nnings
the
better
\file
like
it.
We
find
a
persohnal
""
'td'
a
bow
car'
how
the
popularized
b.g,
,
I
/I b
'II a expeflmen
e m
A'
W 'd
M husband and I went to heal' Iuru, und afterwards
electricity grew out of the dreams 0 a sma
oYh k
h
ted to see whot he. could do.
e nn
motorcar grew out of the kitchen of a young wotc ma ~r w a wan t f a love of music If the sons of
c~arles went around to sp ak to ht,u. He said only,
an equal thrill in learning that the world's greatest ~IfCUS grbw t~u~ic"
there might b'e no "Greatest
'Hello, Tom'; not a word at any past meeting. Blind
a horness-moker in Boraboo, Wisconsin, hadn't been crazy a ou
,
Tom -stopped a moment, swung hili head around and
Show on Eorth."
....
t d of seven sons and one doughter, and, though
answered, 'Ah! I know-CharHc Rlngllll,-,-snowbound
The older generation of the RinglIng famrly conm. ~
th bo s early realized that they must make
in a little hotel In Nebraska.' He had never met my
the father's harness business provided a comfortable Jlvm9/h' e t Yd they consulted their own deepest
husband In the Intervening time. yet that marvelous
their way in the world to .help .along. ~n Joo.~ing forth:mhodnbeeon :~ing something with music as lo?g
ear of his had stored up the sound of his voice.
inclinations to do something "nth musIc. Actually,
y R' r
h d formed themselves into a famrly
"After some years of musical work, the boys had
as they could remember. Entirely self-taug~t, thz ~ou7 . ;og ~~k;ng alun for others lor a fee. They gave
orchestra that had lun at home and loter ro,:/ e
In a
t reputation in Baraboo Wisconsin. Then,
saved up a Ilttie-a.. very llttlel-and
invested it in-a
concerts, played at, school and at danc?s, a? earne a ~~de u a Concert Compa~y and went lorth
small wagon show. This consist.Cd at a fcw wagons, a
when Charles, the youngest, was not q,rt: ergttten't th/h~t lay n:Or Baraboo, Wisconsin. THt. Eruot. is
few circus acts,
to conquer the world, or that part 0 tr, a eas , I R' r
widow alone
of the "Big Show's"
h
a few animals,
privileged to present the recollections ~f Mrs. C or;s
;;:g Ingn'tusical beginnings that started out so'
founders and mother 01 its present preSIdent, concernmg
ose
and a band.
obscurely ond grew so great.-EoITOII'S NOTE.
They had to
was a worthy one. I like to recaU that my husban.d learn the circus
MAY NOT BE entirely impartial about the old
and his brothers had firm ideas about the show bUsI- business, but
they came out
Concert company, because I thought it was
ness' they believed that entertainment could be clean,
strong in the
wonderful the first time I heard it. I was twelve
wholesome, and uplifting without losing an~: of its
band.
They
years old then. I grew up in. Baraboo and had .always
sheer fun value. They always held to that belle!. .
played 1n it
known the Ringlings as neIghbors, and the Sight ?f
"Years later when they had a 'big show' on then
old friends up there on the platform, making m~sIC, hands and the owners of questionable side-show themselves and
was staggering. The music was good, too. At that tIme
rackets offered them big fees for concession privileges, saw to it that
the outfit was called 'The Carnival of Fun.' It was
made up of six members and they changed the name
a few times.
"There was Albert Ringling, called_AI; Alfred. T.
Ringling, called AU-T, to keep him fro~ .get~mg
mixed up with AI; otto Ringling, Charles Rmglmg,
M1lS, CHARLES RINGLING
Ed Kimball (whose daughter, Clara Kimball Young,
won distinction in the movies), and another boy whose
name, alas, I have forgotten. There were no. women
'clrcus music' g:1.ve the people
iIi the com'pany and no assistants. The boys dId every
something
more than ~er~
'bit of the work themselves. The programs ,:"ere car~noise. A wagon show D1ea~ JUS
fully selected from good, entertaining. p:easmg mUSIC.
thatno money for rallroa d
. h of
All the boys sang and played several mstrumen~transportation:
every mc
Alf-T was a first-class cornetist and Charles specIalground bad to be covered by
ized on the violin and the trombone-and
toget~er
wagon travel. No chUd was ever
they were able to put on programs of vocal. and m·
more thrilled
by an elephant
strumental solos and group numbers.
, II gs when
U"Ian wel'e the Rmg n
ur
at last they were able to p .~
A Worthy Enterprise
theIr
chase an elephant Ior
t
"There were operatic arias, marches, overtures, wellshoW. In a small way, they ~e~f
known ballads (oh, hoW I thrilled to Rocked i-n: the
on demonstrating the vatu
Cradle 01 the Deep sung as a bass soloD regIOnal
th
pros~
wholesome fun, and
ey ble
songs. popular songs-everything.
Also, the boy~ alred
Presentlv
they
were
a
po
ways included a comic sketch. which they had ~ntten
.
.
shoW
to change the old wagon that
and rehearsed themselves. There was no slapstlCk, no
into a railroad show. After
'
jazz---':'itdidn't exist then!-and
nothing rough. Famthey grew quickly.
ilies came and brought the children and everybo?y
had a good time. The first step up was the speCIal
A Musical Romance
kind of sponsorship that the company attract~d. .
so to
"Pretty soon, the boys were able to stop playmg Just
"I entered the picI ure.
1
THE MUSICAL RINGLING FAMiLY
dates, and to accept invitations from churches and
speak, when I was e.ightee~at
Back
Row
(L.
to
R.)
AI.
Alfred
T"
Auq1!st
Go,
Charles.
Otlo
schools. This gave them the character of the Chausaw the Ringling ClrCUS had
I
Front Row (L. to R.l John. Mrs. Augusl Ringlinq. Mr. August Ringling. Ida, aod Henry
tauqua circuit and served as public .testimony (of
5ummer~the
first ttroe d marwhich they were justly prOUd) that theIr performance
ever seen any circus-an
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RAJAH
Thrilling tightwire performing tiqer 01 Alfred Court's
wild animal groups with the Rinqling Bros and Barnum
& Bailey Circus.

ried Charles Ringling in the fall. After that, I went
along on tours, and have been doing just that for
fifty-four years. For half the year our home was a
private car, and wherever we went we made music.
We had a five-octave piano; aI).d when the day's work
was done we had fun playing and sin(Sing.

The Bond 0/ Music
"1 had a soprano

voice, 1 played the 'cello, and I
soon picked up a number of other instruments. So I
fitted right in! 1 don't believe that a day of our married life passed without our practicing together. My
husband kept up his violin playing, and I accompanied
him. On tour and at home. we found our recreation
in going through the library of violin and piano
works, interspersing the sonatas of Mozart, Beethoven,
and Brahms with waltzes, salon numbers, and songs.
Later, my husband collected a number of fine Cremona
violins, inclUding two Gaglianos, an Amati,and
a
Stradivarius.
"Naturally, it was a satisfaction to us both when
our love of music showed itself in our son, Robert,
Who, before becoming president of our company, sang
as leading baritone of. the Chicago Opera. Like his
father, Robert too turned to mus,ic when a serious
decision had to be made. Robert sustained an injury
when he was a child and, at twelve, had to spend

The Vital Use of Drudgery
t';j d!eonora Silt .,A"hlon
RUDGERY used to be applied, in music study,
to the practice of scales, arpeggios and finger'
exercises. The repetition of technical exercises
on the keys of the piano, has one aim in view; namely,
to generate in the five fingers of the player's two
hands the ability to sound the keys with a firm and
accurate touch.
This "habit" of striking the piano keys is one of
the prime attributes of piano playing, and like all

D
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ALBERT OSTERMAIEB AND DOHEOS
HiS famous horse, featured with the Ringling Bros
and Barnum & Bailey Cire.us.

JACK -LE CLAIR (Top) CLAYTON CHASE (Bottom)
Two of the fifty funny clowns with Ringlinq Bros
and Barnum & Bailey Circus.

"The 'big show' grew out of music-and
the thing
goes deeper than the mere fact that a group of boys
who played and sang, happened to invest in a circus.
There is a certain philosophy of living that underlies
all good music. No matter how entertaining or stiInulating or moving music may be, it is always something more besides. That 'something more' has to do
with the qualities of character that make music a
source of uplift. The Ringling brothers did.n't look on

music as an alien thing that simply gave them a livelihood. They believed in it, revered it, felt it, loved it.
"The Ringlings tried. in their small way those years
ago, to make their music bring culture and good
things to their hearers, along with the fun. They were
completely honest about it. I've lived long enough to
know that honesty is about the only thing a person
needs, to make good in life. He doesn't need to· be
intellectual, or handsome, or rich, or clever if only
he can convince people that they may trust him. Naturally, you have to spend a long time with people to
come to that conclusion. When I was younger, I used
to turn up an inward nose when I heard a man say,
<r done it." Today, I'm not so particular. I'm quite
satisfied to have him say 'I done it'-if I know that
he really did do it and that I can -put my trust in the
honesty of that doing!
"That kind of honesty, I think, is the cornerstone
of all good music. The composer who puts down notes
that he doesn't believe in, because he wants to catch
a passing fact, isn't honest. The performer who woos
popularity through exhibItionism rather than through
an earnest desire to reflect what the music means,
isn't honest. Only through complete sincerity can one
convince others. Only through sincerity did a small
concert company of small-town boys develop into 'the
big show.' ..

other habits it is created in the lively and interesting
manner explained to us by the pioneer American,
William James. Habit, he tells us, is a path in our
nervous system, along which a nerve c4rrent flows,
each time the same stimulus arises. The first time we
perform this act----say that of practicing the scale of
D-flat major---our will has ordered the flow of nerve
current into the definite channel. In other words, we
are determined to sound the scale on the keys. ~ach
time we repeat the act of playing that scale. the
same channels are used for the ~ffort; and the pathway. through that intricate nerve system of the' human
body, flows along that road more and more easily,
until after countless repetitions, it proceeds almost
without conscious direction.
The psychologist declares that we can create any

habit within ourselves with practice. To accomplish
this, he gives us the following formula.
First: we must launch ourselves into the new and
desired activity, with as strong and decided initiative
as possible.
Second: we must never suffer an exception to occur
until the new habit is securely rooted within us. (A
good warning against aimless playing and practicing.)
Third: we must seize every opportunity to act on
the habit, and make chances for it to act, so that it
may be strengthened and intensified.
Drudgery it may be-this toil of striving to attain
a piano technic which shall free the music withm
the mind and heart; but drudgery with a vital meaning, when it is viewed in the light of modern psyChology.

seventeen months fiat on his back in a cast. So abrupt
a departure from normal routine could handicap an
active boy-but music settled the difficulty. My son
spent most of the day listening to (and studying)
phonograph records, learning songs. arias, and roles,
and perfecting himself in languages and -interpretation. He emerged from his ordeal with a background
of musical knowledge that was most helpful to him
when his own career began.
"Yes, we Ringlings still make music! Professionally,
the music of the 'big show' gets the same careful attention that went into the old Concert Company and
into the Chicago Opera. And privately, we have fun
with tones. I enjoy playing my son's accompaniments,
and the private car that is still home to us for many'
months of the year has its piano.

Honesty Pays'
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Building Character
·Through Music
HE

T

MUSIC

TEACHER'S

social

influence

upon

the pupil is a singularly intimate one. The
Liszts, the Leschetizkys, the Lampertts, and the
Auers were great not merely because they were magnificent musicians and able teachers. They were far
more than that. They were great personalities and,
through their rich experience with men and afIah:s,
exerted a wonderful influence upon all who came In
contact with them. Those pupils who were smart
enough to lend themselves to this influence benefited
enormously, but those, who through conceit felt themselves so important that they did not need it, usually
disappeared in the drains of oblivion.
.
Most public

school instruction

is given

in a class-

room with from fifteen to twenty other pupils present. At the music lesson, however, the pupil, in the
larger number of cases, is alone with the teacher;
and the teacher's personality, therefore, may ma':e
a great individual impression upon the pupil. The
teacher with ideals cannot fail to look upon this as
a rich personal responsibility.
How many teachers who have spent long years in
the profession of musically training the young pupil,
realize that the actual teaching is only a small part
of the obligation to the student? Do we try to tie up
the tonal world with ideals which will serve him In
later life, or do we disregard the relation existing
between his music and life as he is going to find it?
This does not mean that the teacher must "sermonize" at the lesson. But it does mean that the teacher
can help find the way to wholesome ideals. Through
the use of those incidents which every lesson provides, the teacher can "point a moral or adorn a tale."
Most important of all is the principle of emulation
in general. The teacher must set an example of good
manners, kindness, precision, neatness, tact. We know
of one teacher who went into a home filled with discord and by his personal influence was able to establish a much more harmonious atmosphere. Of course,
the last thing that a teacher should do is to meddle
in domestic affairs, but by a fine example music
may lead students to higher standards of personal
behavior.
We have been assured that music study is the best
possible builder of character. The instrumental student learns bodily coordination, becomes mentally
alert, imaginative; finds music an emotional outlet;
receives meohanlcal training; improves his power to
reason logically, as well as to concentrate. In short,
the study of music enriches his educational and
spiritual life in myriad diversified ways.

The Indifferent Teacher
The conscientious teacher's share in making each
lesson a truly beautiful experience in the student's
musical progress, cannot be minimized. By giving
wholeheartedly of her imagination, her personality,
her enthusiasm, and her understanding, she makes
the music-study hour a definite achievement. Her obligations do not end with the lesson itself.
The too conscientious young teacher may err in
having too great a concern for her work for her own
physical welfare, but to have an indifferent attitude
is far more reprehensible. Frequently, a teacher boasts
of the fact that once the pupil and his work are out
of sight, they are out of mind as wen. Some, with
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he held himself without fail, ~herebY winning our
nfidence in all he said and stood for.
camp1eI e· co
.
principles _are _of value only ~h~n applied to the
.1
ogram of living, and this Instructor exerted
dad Y pr
.'
,
e-ir-,applIcatIOn,
a bene
enevo 1en I· in 11-uence OVer
throUgh th
.~ ... '
.
I I ·f~·-·
all with··whom' he ca~e m con ac . .n! ew years ~e~
fore this gr.eat -teacher s death, I had the opportunuy
little of my gratitude when I met him in
to expre55 a
.
New york City where he held a highly responsible
position in a teacher'S cOlleg~. .
.
o of the happiest memones m my own expenence
. that of a fifteen-year-old girl who never failed to
is
tna me when the lesson perroled wa~ over. Wh en
thank
minded of the fact that her father paid me for her
~:ssons, she said quickly: "Daddy pays you. for your
time, but I have to thank hYOU Ifho: your patience and
kindness, and for all the ot er
mgs you do for me."
The teacher who watches the clock throughout the
lesson is another who cannot expect her pU~ils to
enjoy their lessons or to have great. confidence m her
as friend and counselor. He, too, will watch the clock,
hoping for release the instant the allotted time is over.
Most of all, the teacher should remember that the
pupil looks upon him either with loving respect or
with indifference. What the teacher stands for in
character, integrity. patience, tolerance, exactness and
enthusiasm means everything to the pupil in his music
and in his life.

Music: and Culture

Teacher and Man
The late Theodore Presser Is reported as saying
about Eben Tourjee (1834-1891) who founded the New
England Conservatory of Music In 1867. "I learned a
great deal of practical musical value from Tourjee,
as he had been a pupil of the great Karl August Haupt
in Berlin, but I learned far more from 'r'ourjee, the
man who, as a poor boy ran a music store until he
was able to save up money enough to go abroad.
'r'ourjee had a vast acquaintance with great men and
women and knew the ways of the world. Just to be
near him gave me a kind of savoir-faire. a knowledge
of life and manners that has proved of real value in
my entire musical and business ncttvtucs."
Mr. Presser has stated that he himse-lf was a poor
boy and his very strict father, cnrtsua» Presser, held
him in severely as a Ind. Theodore Pl'l'~scr worked in
a music store untH he. like Eben 'rcurjee. was able
to save enough money to go to cortege. For years he
taught music in colleges until he had acquired the
means to go to Leipzig to study at tbe Leipzig Conservatorium. Returning to America, life was still a
struggle to him until he was almost fi fly years old.
THEODORE
PRESSER (1848·1925)
No man ever enjoyed a. struggle more. A worthy
Founder of The Etude, always stressed the importance
adversary was a delight to him. Money meant very
of music in building character. His life was an example
little. It was only a means whereby he could help
of fine Christian principles and dean living. This pic.
others and satisfy his own relatively modest desires.
ture. now published lor the first lime, was taken shortly
However, his years in a collegiate atmosphere and
after he moved the offices of The Etude from Lynchburg. Virginia, to Philadelphia. in 1884. The expression
his extensive travels adjusted h1m to society. so that
on his face shows his high human ideals and his belief
in any group he always was listened to carefully by
in the great project he was Icunchinq.
those who respected idealism and achievements. He
had very little respect for the type of musician who
looked upon music as a mere routine by which to
crowded schedules, even confess to forgetting children's names and faces. What a crime against music. make money. Those players who left their jobs to
spend their idle hours in beer saloons, without trying
...and humanity they commit!
to advance themselves spiritually, educationally, pracOne of America's greatest educators was Mark
Hopkins (1802-1887), President of Williams College, tically, and socially. he looked upon with great disgust.
Mr. Presser felt that one of the chief factors in
who felt that the nearer the educator could come to
the value of music was that of helping to build charregarding the pupil as an individual and not as a
acter. He is said to have discussed frequently his
molecule in a mass, the more successful he would be.
dealings with thousands of his musical customers, who
lt was always said of him that none of his pupils
ever forgot his powerful personal character influence. revealed elements of character of the highest type.
Recently in THE ETUDE the story of Leonard PenA common observation was, "Mark Hopkins at one
end of a log and a pupil at the other constitute a
narto, astonishing new and youthlul American piano
university."
virtuoso, was told. The thing that impressed me most
As a child I was taught that only the best one could was. that all through his school and college life he
do was worth doing, no matter what the occasion. never permitted himself to have a rating of less than
So, in later years as a young teacher, the important
"A." With such a standard it is small wonder that
question was always: "Am I doing my best possible' he has met with towering s'uccess in his appearances
work?" And afterward, "Are my pupi~s actually bewith great orchestras. IDs thought was that any·
coming aware of the virtue of excellence, or am I in
.~hing that was worth doing at all, was worth doing
some way 'letting them down?'"
In the best possible manner.
A well remembered personality of my high school
Character has as its objective perfection, although
days was a principal, whose teachings will never be
perfection may never be attained. Perfection is a
forgotten. Ours ""as a small school with an inadequate
mosaic of trift.es. Michaelangelo Buonarroti said:.
staff, and f?r that reason the principal himself taught
"Trift.es make perfection-and
perfection is no trifle.'
several subJects, to our great enrichment of character
Character also is a compos1te of tr1.fies. Because music
He gave to each and everyone of us a definite ph' ~ stUdy demands that kind of personal discipline which
losophy of life, a high standard of conduct to Whi:h calls for perfection in trlft.es, (Continued on Page 482)
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AN OLD-FASHIONED
CHINESE STAGE ORCHESTRA
This picture must have been taken before the Chinese Revolution i'n 1912, as every performer wean a cue.
Cues were abolished at that time. The composition of the orchestra and the style of playing have been
very slightly altered to this day. Dating from two thousand years belore Christ. China has moved with glacial
slowness until the present war, when military and state necessity have brought a great awakening to the
celestial kingdor.

Music in the Chinese Theater
This very graphic article is really a second part to Miss Coupland's highly interesting article "The General Wanted a Wedding
March," which appeared in THE ETUDE for July. This section
may be read as an independent
feafure.-EoITOR'S NOTE.

UR TABLES were directly below a large stage;

O

the General had engaged two companies of
actors for the occasion. One group had been
brought from Peking, nearly two thousand miles away,
for the pleasure of the Mandarin-speaking general
and his friends; the other would give plays in theaterCantonese for the benefit of the local gentry. And this
necessitates a short description of a Chinese theater.
You will find no scenery on a Chinese stage, beyond
an elaborately embroidered entrance curtain at the
right side of the back wall, and a matching curtain
for the exit on the left. Between, are a table and two
chairs also covered with embroidered silks. Nor are
even these the property of the theater owner, but are
furnished by the chief actor. Going into the theatrical
business in China is fairly simple and _always profitable.
Naturally, some scenery is needed as the background
of a play, but it is furnished by the spectator's imagination. The table and two chairs can be, on occasion,
the desk of a law court from whence dire justice is
dispensed, or a bed in a domestic comedy; with the
chairs stacked upon the table, it becomes a mountain
to be climbed. For other scenes, a sign is hung from
the back of a chair which says simply "Garden" or
"River," and the stage is set.
H the hero comes in carrying a riding whip he is on
horseback; he has dismounted when he hands the
whip to an attendant. If he catches hold of a red
pole held by the property man, he has made his
journey by boat and is now disembarking. He may
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stroll up and down the front of the stage conversing
with a friend about finding a certain house, while the
inmates of that house are seated in plain sight on
the two chairs with the table between them. When
the hero lifts one foot and turns toward them he 1s
over the threshold and the dialog can begin.
Costumes and make-up have their conventions too.
The young military hero has a few daubs of red on
his face to indicate courage; the villain's nose is
painted black; if he is not wholly bad, a few white
streaks lighten the effect. I have been told that a
foreigner is splashed with green, but I have never
seen it.

The All-Imporlant Orchestra
The ingenue is clad in pastel silks and has certain
characteristic gestures, such as dabbing at her nose
with a filmy handkerchief to show her modesty, shy. ness, and delicacy. She .always speaks 111 a high,
afIected voice. Her personal servant is dressed in
unornamented black; elderly matrons are also in
plain biack, but with a discreet jewel in the knot
of the hair. All judges have fierce, rolling eyes and
long beards, and bandits are ill-clad, slovenly ruffians
with unkempt hair. Every gesture has its traditional
meaning and a devotee of the theater can tell what
emotion an actor intends ·to convey by the way he
opens his fan, or sits on a chair.
The members of the orchestra have their place at
the right front of the stage near the wings; in Canton,
.there is usually one two-stringed fiddle (with the bow
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firmly fastened between the two strings), a threestringed fiddle, a moon guitar, and a wooden block
and cymbals about eighteen inches in diameter. The
musicians sit in cheap, straight chairs; they have
no uniforms, no leader, no music, apparently no cues.
But they never miss a beat; they cue in the actors,
make simple variations on the melodies and seem
to have a better time than anybody in the audience.
They have a long work day; it may last from about
eleven in the morning until some time before dawn
of the next day.
There are no intermissions in the Chinese theater.
When a musician feels thirsty, or needs a rest, he
lays his instrument on his chair, goes into the wings'
and comes back with a cup of tea which he may
drink standing while he watches the action on the
stage; or he may simply reach down beside his chair,
take a cup out of the top of a padded tea cosy, extract
the tea pot from the same place, and pour himself
a drink right there.
I hardly know whether to call the cymbals a musical
instrument or a stage property. They are not used to
emphasize the music, but the importance of the
principal actors. The more important the character,
the louder the thunder of cymbals as he enters or
leaves the stage. You can locate a Cantonese theater
three or four blocks away by the clash of the cymbals,
especially if an ancient military drama is being
enacted.
There is another member of the troop as important
as any actor or musician; that is the Property Man.
He shuffles on and off the stage, clad in any old
worn-out garment, always at hand if needed. When
the tables and chairs become a bed or moun tain,....he
arranges them; he hangs the signs which change
bare boards to a garden 01' river; when the hero is
killed in hand-to-hand combat, he is there in time
to slip a pillow under the talented head before it
reaches the floor. Occasionally he pours a cup of tea,
shuffles across the stage in front of secondary actors
and musicians, and gives it to a weary tenor to refresh
him for his next aria.
For Chinese drama is not drama as we conceive it;
it is more like a combined opera and ballet. In the
traditional plays, not a word is spoken; all is 'sung
in recitative interspersed with well-known ancient
ballads. The pantomime is exquisite; even without a
knowledge of the language, anyone can get a general
sense of the story from the wonderfully graphic
miming. When Mei Lang Fang came to this country,
I wondered how much of his performance would get
over the footlights against the insuperable barrier
of language. It was idle to have doubted him. Society
matrons and stenographers-all
laughed with him as
he portrayed a modest wife rebuffing an importunate
lover, or a woman getting her own way in a quarrel
with her husband.

A Serious Business
The actors take their profession seriously and practice long hours-beginning
at dawn-in
bodily exercises, vocal exercises, and the arias of their repertoire.
We may not appreciate their vocal efforts, for they
.slng in falsetto.' There is a reason for this tradition,
however. It seems that there was once an emperor
whose mother had been an actress. When he came
to the dragon throne, his first decree barred women
from the stage forever. Whether he wanted no woman
to gain a higher reputation than his mother, I do
not know; but until the day of the Revolution as
long as there was an emperor in China, all wom~n's
roles were taken by men. To imitate women's voices,
they sang falsetto; tha t soon became the standard
of vocal excellence, and the male roles were also sung
in that manner, though in a more forceful style. Thus
it is that Mei Lang Fang is the third generation
actor in his family; his father and grandfather before
him were famous portrayers of feminine roles.
But to return to the General's entertainment:
The
two companies of actors lIterally swept each other
off the boards at three-hC'Ul' intervals. Of course, in
such a short space of time, no one play could b2
finished, but that made little difference to the guests.
They were connoisseurs; they knew the stories well
and were able to appreciate (Continued on Page 486)
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self, and quite appropriately too, "The Wayfaring
" after the famous spiritual of that name
S t ran g er ,
.
t rou b adour and be,'
he has long been a roaming
for e of this he has friends in out-Of-the-way cor~~~ all over the cOWlt
t:y. Ives ~eCe~IY joined the
Four Clubmen rquarte ) In a new ues ay and Thurs_
daY program of folksongs and ballads over the Colum,
bia Network-5:30 to 5:45 P.M., EWT. Whether these
extra spots will still be fille~ by hirt,l when these words
are read, we cannot predict, radical changes being
hat they are in radio. But those programs are of
;enuine interest because .rves ha~ added fighting songs
and folksongs of the umted ~atlOns to his repertoire.
In these recitals he usually smgs about two or three
solo selections, accompanying himself on his guitar;
besides this there are a couple of numbers in which
he is joined by the quartet. Ives generally in his programs introduces each selection with something of the
history and derivation of the music, or a brief exof the finest soprano singers to be heard over the
planation of the characters presented in the songs.
Burl was a member of the cast of "This Is the Army."
airways.
That delightful lady from Russia, Maria Kurenko, When the show went to Hollywood he asked for a
has returned again this year to radio to present antransfer to the Air Corps, but was honorably disother fine series of concerts on the CBS Network (suncharged from the Army and returned to civiUan life.
days-ll:15 to 11:30 P.M., EWT). Maria Kurenko had
A Biblical serial called Light of the World, which
ambitions to become a singer from her early childwill undoubtedly have wide interest, was recently
hood. Born in Moscow. she became a soloist in one of
begun on the Columbia. Network. A dramatization of
its churches at the age of ten. She studied both piano the Holy Bible, which is produced with fitting rev-.
and voice at the Moscow Conservatory, and upon being erence and accuracy, the story deals with Athaliah
graduated, she was awarded the coveted gold medal. pagan Queen of Judah. The serial is board Monday~
Not long after she became a member of the Moscow
through Fridays, 10:15 to
Opera. Her fame in her
10:45 A,M" EWT,
native land scion was to
Since Andre Kostelanetz
be extended throughout
is devoting
the summer
Europe, and later she was
to war ncUritlcs-he
has
to establish herself as a
taken nn active interest
leading concert and opIn Army mu-te In recent
eratic artist in this COUllmonths-Percy
Faith, welltry. Today she lives in
known CanadIan-born
conAmerica, and her son is
ductal', Is now leading the
a Staff Sergeant in the
famous Kostelunetz orchesU. S. Army now fighting
tra (Sundays 4:30 to 5:00
overseas. Mme. Kurenko
P.M..
EWT
Columbia).
knows how to make an
That gift d young Metrointeresting' program.
potttan soprnuo. Eleanor
When Alfred WallenSteber, also bus joined the
stein returned to New
summer
serh-s as chief
York in May to resume
soloist. 'I'urtung her attenconducting his famous
tions mainly
to l1ght muSinfonietta
Concerts (Music, Miss Steber is proving
tual, Tuesdays from 11 :30
her versatile nbttltfes as a
to midnight, EWT) radio
singer In this field of mulisteners had cause to resic. Each of the summer
joice. For Wallenstein's
programs presents besides
chamber orchestral proMiss Steber a well-known
grams are quite unmatched on the airways.
male soloist
The eminent American
His orchestra consists of
actor. Walter Hampton, is
thirty-nine players, the
starred
In a first radio
size of most orchestras
series. which is being heard
in the days of Haydn and
Mozart. What radio lisover Mutual Network, Monteners think of Wallendays from 9 :00 to 9:30 P.M..
DUSOLINA GIANNINI
stein and his Sinfonietta
EWT. The scrtes is called
can be judged by the fact
The Adventures
of Leonthat these programs won first place in the Small Enidas Witherall,
and is a comedy-mystery tale based
semble classification in a first national radio poll
on the novels in which Leonidas Witherall is the chief
made by Musical America.
character. Those of us who have seen Mr. Hampton
Burl Ives, one of the country's greatest folk singers, in his Shakespearean portrayals and in his motion
who has a regular Sunday morning broadcast from
pictures know what a fine actor he is, and how he can
8;45 to 9:00, EWT (Columbia Network), was recently
distinguish any cast in which he is a part. Leonidas
given another spot on Wednesday afternoon on th e Witherall, in his fictional life is the owner and headsame network. This will not be news for some f lks
master of a boys' private sch~l. whose hobbY is writ,
I
h
0 ,
smce ves as a h~st of friends from coast to coast. ing mystery stories. He possesses an excellent sen~e
Probably no one smgs folksongs with more telling
Of. humor, maintains a most friendly relationshIP
effect than Ives, and none of the trOUbadoursh
WIth the police, and finds himself, on many occasions,
the natural beauty of voice which he possesses ;ve
concerned with criminal cases which so intrigue him
that have h~ard him once on the air have not there:
that he solves them. Hampton does full justice to th.iS
after
made
It
a
regular
date
to
tune-in
on
h'
,
t
1m. Ives
character, and the stories offer a welcome respite 10
IS no one of the folks you can write about; he has
the evening's entertainment via radio.
~o be heard to be f~lly appreciated. His is an art that
Recently the CBS Network of the Americas (Cadena
IS natural, . not cultivated,
and
yet
it
is
as
genUl'
_'.
neand
de las Americas), first inter-continental
radio chain,
as expressive as the best tramed singer. He calls himmar~ed the completion of two years of full-time operations, In the beginning the chain was made up
of seventy-six affiliate stations, but todaY it consists
of one hundred and two located throughout all of the
twenty neighbor repUblics. This daily contact with
South America, through radio entertainment, will be
far-reaching in its poUtical (Continued
on page 480)

Midsummer Wartime Radio Music
DOMINATING FEATURE of radio for the
summer of 1944 is the news-news of our boys
fighting in France, in Italy, and in the Pacific;
and perhaps, by the time these words appear in print,
news of our boys fighting on other fronts also, for the
American
soldier is going places and doing things
HE

T
Il

today in the name of freedom. One cannot resent a
favorite musical program being interrupted for some
vital piece of news-for good news-Is music to the ears
of all of us.
There

have

been a great

many

changes

in popular

musical programs for the summer months, and all to
good advantage,

judging

from

some of the programs

we have heard in recent weeks. Variety of talent can
be relied upon to create listener interest, and
we suspect that the Voice of Firestone
programs are
profiting from the decision made to feature fourteen
leading singers of the opera and concert stage and
two of the most popular pianists of the day in its
summer programs. The singers announced for these
NBC Monday-night programs include Rose Bampton,
Leonard Warren, Gladys swarthout, Todd Duncan,
Igor Gorin, Licia Albanese, Dorothy Maynor, Ezio
Pinza, Mary Van Kirk, Bidu gayao, Patrice Munsel,
Eleanor Steber, and Dusolina Giannini. The pianists
scheduled are Jose Iturbi, and J. M. ganroma. Richard
Crooks, regular soloist on the Voice of Firestone, will
continue to be heard on the first program of each
month until October, when he will resume his regular
weekly schedule. Miss Bampton and Miss Swarthout,
and several others, have already been heard, but the
schedule for the others has not been given out so we
suggest you watch your weekly paper. Howard Barlow
will continue throughout the summer as conductor
of the enlarged orchestra.
If you haven't been tuning in lately on the NBC
Inter-American
University
of the Air, you've been
missing a fine series of choral programs. On July 13,
"The New World Choristers" began a five-week series
of choral music of the Americas from the seventeenth
century to the present day. The well-trained, selected
chorus is under the direction of peter J. Wilhousky,
Assistant Director of Music of the .New York City
Board of Education. The two programs of the series
remaining are entitled: "Our Contemporaries" (August 3), and "Popular Music of Today" (August 10).
"Music of the New World" is prepared by Gilbert
Chase and Ernest La Prade. The time is 11:30 P.M.,
EWT (NBC Network) .
Replacing the popular quiz-show, Information
Please,
comes a program called Vacation Serenade, featuring
Rose Bampton (soprano) and her husband, Wilfred
Pelletier (conductor). This program, which began on
July 10, will be heara. for a total of eight weeks, 6n
Mondays at 9:30 P.M., EWT (NBC Network). Light
concert music will be played and sung. It is the sort
of music that tolks want these days, say the radio
program-makers, and it implies no falling off in the
high musical standards for which these noted artists
have been famous.
Eileen Farrell, the young soprano wh6 has gained
so much fame for her singing over the Columbia Network, was again chosen to replace Gladys Swarthout
this year in the summer series of Columbia Network's
Family Hour. With Miss Farrell are heard Reed Kennedy, baritone, Jack Smith, tenor, and Al Goodman
and his orchestra. The show is a typically gay and
melodic one, which undoubtedly will appeal to countless listeners. But to us it -is'marked as a weekly feature because of the voice of Miss Farrell, who is one
always
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THE

STREAM

OF MUSIC

The story of the growth and development of music
has been told a thousand times, but every writer With
experience and individuality sees the progress of the
art from a different viewpoint. Richard Anthony
Leonard's occupation for many years has. been that
of a producer for the National Broadcasting Com-

Any book here
reviewed moy
be secured from
THE ETUDE MUSIC
MAGAZI NE at t~e

price given plus
postage.

( U"derwoo!t-St,atto,,)

FRANZ SCHUBERT
The composer at the aqe 01 sixteen. from a drawinq
by his friend. Leopold Kupelwieser
From "The Stream of Music"-Leonard

pany and in this he has had rare contacts with
famous musicians. His book is catholic in its concept
and presentation, in that in it he endeavors to be
as comprehensive and impersonal as a writer can be
in considering an art. His style is facile- and yet
confident. It will be found of especial value to radio
listeners, as well as to performers.
"The Stream of Music"
By Richard An thony Leonard
Pages: 454
Price: $4.50
Publisher: Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc.
AND

Now

THE CONCERTO!

The most comprehensive book we have yet seen
covering the important field of the Concerto is that
of Abraham Veinus Who, though now with the Sec-

THE ETUDE

ond Air Army, was engaged for some years in preparing the enlightening booklet which accompanied
the Victor Red Seal Record Albums, which now are
in thousands of homes. "The Concerto" takes up The
Early Concerto, The Concerto Grosso, The Early Solo
Concerto, The Classical Concerto, The Beethoven
Concerto, The Romantic Concerto, and The Modern
Concerto. The book is excellently organized and
scholarly in its presentation.
The popularity of the Concerto is increasing steadily. There is a thrilling exhilaration in the experience of playing a solo role surrounded by a great
orchestra which naturally inspires the young player.
To these, this new book is a "must" which will find
its way to many musical libraries.
"The Concerto"
By Abraham Veinus
Pages: 312
Price: $3.50
Publisher: Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc.
CAVALCADE

OF

THE

GREAT

WHITE

WAY

A remarkable compilation of a great variety of
theatrical and operational fact and opinion is "They
All Had Glamour," by the well-known New York
publisher, Edward B. Marks. The book covers a
period of over a century. Much of it is obviously the
result of excavating in Mr. Marks' library, because
no brain, however encyclopedic, could muster the vast
number of references mentioned in the book without
recourse to records. His style is distinctly personal,
often intimate, with shrewd business observations and
a constant lookout for comic relief, now and then with
salty sallies in keeping with his texts.
Part One has to do with everything pertaining to
extravaganza: "The Black Crook," the Kiralfy Brothers, Offenbach, the Cancan, "!i:vangeline," Musical
Families, Acrobats and Clowns. Mr. Marks misses
little, save now and then a mention such as that of
John Philip Sousa having been a fiddler in Offenbach's orchestra., when the latter toured America.
Part Two deals with a series of monographs on prima
donnas of other days, which the aspiring prima donnas
of this day might read with profit. These early prima
donnas include Malibran, Grisi, Bishop, Sontag, Lind,
Alboni, Tietjens, Piccolomini, Parepa-Rosa, Nilsson,
Patti, Lucca, Kellogg, and Hauk. Part Three concerns
itself principally with the metamorphoses of glamour
from the days of Lola Montez and Adah Isaacs
Menken down to Gypsy Rose Lee, and contains a
surprising collection of reference lists which make
this book a unique collection of information about

the show people of Broadway and its byways, not to
be found in any other volume.
Your reviewer, who was brought up in New York
City, read many of the pages with no little nostalgia,
especially the references to the great pantomimists,
the Hanlon Brothers, with their acrobatics, their trick
scenery, and their "marvelous transformation scenes,"
who were the joy of his boyhood.
At the end, Mr. Marks includes a "Roll of Honor,"
with short descriptions of famous actors and singers
of yesterday and today. In looking over this list
there is one outstanding fact, and that is the age at
which these famous stage figures have died. Nearly
forty per cent of these well-known persons, despite
the severe strain of performance and long travel,
have exceeded the age of seventy-five, and a surprising number have been active at eighty and even
ninety. Mr. Edward B. Marks himself is seventyeight and still manages a large business. The reader
will find many interesting and vivid pages in this book.
"They All Had Glamour"
By Edward B. Marks
Pages: 448
Price: $4.00
Publisher: Julian Messner, Inc.
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Music: and ·Study
I

The Teacher's Round Table

A Morale Lifter
Civilian
succession

life these days seem'> to be a
of "drtvesv-c-bonds.
Red Cross.

U.S.D., and salvage of all sorts-crats. news-

II

As you probably suspect, most of my
"ideas" come from Round Tablers
throughout the land. I couldn't function
without the ceaseless flow from their
fertile brains on all sorts of subjectsteaching short-cuts, technical simphtlcations, student-recital helps, teacherparent relations, and many other matters. So, practically simultaneously with
your question came a thrflltng communication from May Etts (Brooklyn) telling
of a project which she and a group of
her pupils, called the "Music Lovers', Ensemble," have organized. This group,
under Miss Etts' direction, has given
many student recitals for the purpose of
securing Christmas or gift packages "for
(Jul'respulldel'ltlS
10-itJi t nre llepm·toverseas soldiers. The entrance fees to
mellt ore nJquesteri to limit Letters
/0 One Hundred
and Fifty
Words.
the concerts are, of course, little gifts
suitable for men and women in the
armed cervices. This veer "over three
hundred and fifty contributions were should be the means of accomplishing
used in making the ninety packages this!
Miss Etts and her students are doing
mailed overseas. By February more than
seventy letters had been received by an admirable job in morale-lifting
members of the ensemble from their through music. But don't be misled by
that highfalutin "Music Lovers' EnArmy and Navy friends, enthusiastically
acknowledging the gift packages. The semble" title. The organization is simply
gift mailing-list is composed mainly of a group of students who give interesting
friends, relatives, and acquaintances of pupils' recitals under the guidance of
their teacher. The friends who come to
the club members.
Some of the letters from overseas are listen find it no hardship to bring along
or other-a
truly touching; for example, this excerpt some little knick-knack
from an Army nurse in Italy: "Today r puzzle or amusing trick to solve, a couple
was very happy. and really cried when of razor blades, a little joke book, a
I received your package. It gave me a package 'of gum.
Now, if only a thousand teachers and
wonderful feeling to know that my
friends in the States are thinking of me. their ten thousand students will follow
the "Music Lovers' Ensemble,"
Your gift raised my morale one hundred the lead
per cent, and I know now that Christ- what a significant contribution we shall
. Let's organmas will not be a 'blue' one when there make to the war effort!
ize a series of Overseas Gift Package
are people like you rooting for me."
Recitals in our studios this season,
From a boy in Australia: "This afternoon you caused a stir in this fellow
when your package was handed to him.
An All-Boy Recital
Every bit of it was in good order. All the,
For my first student recital this season
nuts and chiclets disappeared quickly.
I am planning an "ail-boy" recital. Can
and I had to grab the razor blades and
you help me out by recommending approtuck them in my pocket before the other
priate numbers to be included on this
program?-W. E, B., Minnesota.
fellows got too close! You can see by this
that a package for one is a gift aU
around. It is swell to be remembered like
that. When a man knows he is not forOne of my teacher friends, Mary
gotten by the people at home, it gives Reeder (Florida), has been giving very
him the courage to go on."
successful boy programs for several years.
Here's one from the South Pacific: Her latest interesting list conta.ins such
"Gifts like yours from our friends and pieces as Five O'Clock, On Circus Day,
neighbors in the now almost legendary Up in the Air, Tumbling Clo-wns-all by
country called the U.S.A. are the only Frost; The Whistling Jo~key, and Katysigns of Yuletide here where the therDid, She Did by Diller; The Peanut Tree,
mometer is always above ninety. At this Brahms-Maier;
The Rooster, Maxim;
time, when the gang's spirits reach their Moccasin Dance, Long; Clown's Dance,
lowest ebb, your wonderful package is Mendelssohn; Scherzando, Brahms-Lee;
Allegro in F, Haydn; In the Hall oj the
like a shower from heaven."
A chap from Panama wrote: ."This Mountain King, Grieg-King; Russian
package your students sent me meant Dance, Tchaikovsky-Richter; lntrada in
more than anything I have received this G and Musette in D, Bach; The Spruce
year. It put a soft spot inside me for Tree, Sibelius; Lento, Scott.
the day."
And there are some recent pUblications.
Can any Round Tabler think up a grades 2 and 3, which I recommend for
:finer project than one which can put a your boys: Sailing, Mark Nevin; Laugh"soft spot" in a lonely soldier's heart?
ing Fingers, Mark Nevin; Plantation
How appropriate it is, too, that music Memories, Haven; Fun in Chinatown,

of
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("Thank Goodness!" I hear from a chorus
of relieved Round Tablers.) Yes, OCCa.
sionally even I know when to shut UP]
.. Thank you very much, A. T. S.

by

Conducted

papers, tin cans. I haven't heard of anything being done by music teachers and
their pupils. Isn't there scrnethtng distinctive that we could "drive" for, some project that we could organize? Have you any
ideas on the sUbject?-W.L.
Indiana.

A Cooperative Pupils' Recital Plan
Which Succeeded

Beethoven's

maier
Mus. Doc.
Noted Pianist
and Music Educator

Sonata,

Opus

110

Won't you "break down" just once and
give an analysis of a composition-Bee_
thoven's "Sonata in A.ftat, Opus l Hl?" I
have been studying it a long time, and am
sorry to say that I am in a rut. I cannot
seem to play it with any conviction. It
just seems to elude me.-S.A.T" Massachu,
setts.

I

I

So l1ttle can be conveyed in cold words
concerning this glorious composition that
it is futile to attempt an analysis of it.
For lofty, concentrated, spiritual essence,
the sonata has almost no equal. What
Jean Williams; Chopsticks, Scha~m; T·he
more can one say of 1t? ,.
The first
Football Game, gchaum: The wIld Man
movement, gentle and innocent, flows
from Borneo, Schaum; With Johnny
along with almost Schuberttun ualvete,
DOughboy, Seuel-Holst; Hats Off to the
Flag, Taylor: The Bagpipe Player, Bur- the contours of its theme so softened and
rounded that one hardly discerns the
ton; Corn Pone Shuffle, King; Jusuor
Commandos, Rebe; Dwarfs at work, limits of the first and second themes ...
The Scherzo, in two-foul' lime, Is sharp
Rungee: Merry Widow Waltz, Leharwallis; Dance of the Russian sailors, tongued and rough, The mntr-rtal in its
syncopated middle section st-ems to go
Gliere-Wallis.
"haywire," but what a dctlghtful (and

Boogie Woogie

and Memorizing

I was so glad to read your remarks
about boogie woogte, for "them's my
sentiments" exactly. I have been teaching
piano for thirty-five years, so you see
it is not my age which causes me to
champion boogie woogle: but I believe
there is virtue in anything which will
cause teen-age to work-and how they
work on the numbers you mentioned in
your reply to D.L.WI I drive a hard
bargain-so much boogie woogie or swing
to so much technic and classical. I find
them fair minded, and we both gain. For
a student with weak rhythm. Czemy himself could not have devised more valuable
exercises than boogie woogie affords, and
it is also excellent for gaining independence of the hands. .. When parents
ask why I give boogie woogieI show them
your article. I find that they are imoressed
when they see the answer in print.
As to the subject of memorizing I have
reached the conclusion that piano teachers
are a little lazy about helping students
to memorize. and in actu:l1ly showing
them how to go about it. Certainly an
automatic performance of the fingers only
cannot be identified by the word "memorize."
~y st~dents memorize a piece by analyzmg It from a hannonic standpoint.
When they nre playing from memory at
the lesson and, are forced to stop I do
not set the music before them. I sit on
the opposite side of the room and dictate
in this fashion: "Second position E triad
in the left hand: run starting on B above
mid~le C wit,h the left hand." They are
:eq~ured to 'plck it up in this way 'unless
It IS too dll'ficult for analyzing in that
manner.
When the piece is almost memorized we
spe,~da week or so practicing the "StopGo way. When I say "Stop!" (and I say it
anywhere-not just ~t cadences or holds)
the student drops hiS hands into his lap
thus breaking the connection bet
'
hand and brain. At the word "Go ":,:,e~
must continue on the same beat of
measu~e. Beca~se of this training, any
stumbling or mterruption which might
occur at a public recital does not upset
the a.pple-cart. ~ ~uick recovery without
rep~tltlo?"or omiSSIOns
is assured,_A T S
California.
. , "

th:

There's a letter which brings a glow t
our hearts! So sensible, clear, and helP~
ful, yet so modest in its approach
For 0
th
....
nce ere is nothing that I can add.

HE LITTLE music teacher was plainly discouraged. She glanced around at the studio ~urnishmgs she was still paying for-at the piano which
was only one-third hers-and then sighed even deeper.
All these bills were enough to make any young
teacher wrinkle her brow in perplexity-clet
alone being confronted by the addition of still another-that
of the annual June recital. How could she spare the
money that an affair of this kind always required?
"Let me see-rent
for a hall, fifteen dollars," she
spoke half aloud; "piano moved-that's" another ten
dollars; programs and janitor, five dollars
...
on
dear," she groaned, "why can't there be a way to gtve
student recitals without all this. expense?"
"
There was-only little Miss Brown, as well as dozens
of other music teachers in portland, Oregon, had not
yet learned of the, new idea soon to' be presented to
them: the music cooperative.
'.
.
The new venture, later incorporated as the Progressive Teachers' Association, was the, "pet"· scheme
of Mr. L. Crorroll Day, music' teacher and owner of
one of the city's downtown music stores. The name
"Progressive" had nothing to do with any method or
publication of whatsoever kind. "~or years we haJe
had dairy and lumber cooperatives, cooperatives for
fruits and poultry-so why not a cooperative for music
teachers?" he commented, when reminiscing over the
club's founding back in 1939. "I couldn't see why it
wouldn't be the m.ost practical organization for those
who needed just such help," he went on, "so I continued with my plans in spite of quite .a bit of opposition from many of the teachers. I suppose t.hey
thought it was desecrating their art," he twinkled~ ,'to
put things on a practical rather than -an artistic
b'asis."
Thus the Progressive Teachers' Association was
quietly launched without fanfare of any kind, "'and
throughout the five years of its existence it has continued to develop, until now it has become a constructive force in the city's musical circles. Although many
of its plans and ideas have had to be abandoned or
else curtailed-due
to the war-still the organization
has remained intact, ready to function still more effectively in the post-war days soon to come.

T

difficult I) riot It lSi

The slow movement m list be mentioned with bated breath, Surely the
voice at the beginning Is the voice of
God, breathing eternal peace upon suffering humanity. The deep'y lamenting
Arioso which tollows this benediction
Is
one of the great themes. not only of
Beethoven, but of all music
The soaring fugue is the smoothest of
all Beethoven's ftgures-c-whose essays in
this form are usually cross m-ained and
crotchety. The fugue is Imcrrupted
by
the returning Arioso, even more deeply
moving than before. Note, how later in
the fugue the meJocllc linl' of eighth
notes is curiously shatterC'd into sixteen ths, as though the poign:1n t emotion
of fugue and Arioso had taken its toll
of your soul.
With most pIanists the last pages of
the sonata are a comedown: but when
they are magnificently played, the music
emerges like the pouring of rich, mellow,
golden sunlight through thr rose and
blue windows o[ a Gothic cathedral.

A Mordent

in Chopin

I want very much to know how to plaY
the mordent in the tenth and twelfth
measures of Chopin's Minute Waltz. Opus
64, No.1, I find It difficult to apply the
usual mordent rendition In these measures,
Can you help me?-E.C.B., Connecticut.

How we've aU struggled and wept over
those measures] . . _ My ad vice is not
to attempt to play the mordent-jUst
playa grace note like this <practically
with the principal note):

How It Works
Originally the club consisted of one hundred twenty-five charter members, each of whom paid a fee of ten
dollars, which entitled the teacher to life membership
in the club as well as a share in all of the profits of
the organization. Each new year members are taken
'in who pay annual dues of two dollars and a half. The
books of the club are audited in January, and yearly
profits are then apportioned among the members.
The club's greatest source of income-and tl~e fea-

or omit the embellishment altogether. I
have an old recording by Cortot in which
even he disregards the mordent. ' . No
one will mIss it if you play the waltz
at top speed,
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Beginning to study the piano at the age 01 eight, L Carroll Day rapidly added voice, organ, banJ,
and orchestral study to his s/ore of :nusicianship. During his junior and senior years in high school he
taught a class of fifteen students, In 1914, when he was eighteen, Mr. Day filled his first church posi.
tion, Since then he has been actively interested in all musical affairs of the city, at one time direefing a male chorus 'of seventy-five. Lately, however, he has hael to relinquish.all teaching in order
to look alter his business affairs. Nevertheless, he finds time for such ol.dside duties as Business Manager for the Progressive Teachers, and Tr~osuriu 01 the Oregon Music Teachers' Association.

J..-

ture most gratifying to all of its members-is the handling of student recitals. No longer does the individual
teacher worry over the expense of such a procedure,
nor-what is even more important in these hectic days
of overcrowding-c-where
she can find a place suitable
for her recital.
.All_that she does is to call. the club's secretary, give
her the names of the pupils to be presented, with the
respective dates, and that ends her responsibility.
Later on she will pay seventy-five cents for each number presented, Whether she pays this fee or asks her
students to do so is a matter for her to decide.
, In spite of the many advantages of such a plan, it
has its drawbacks, teo, in that. all the pupils of one
teacher cannot be presented at one time. Generally
four or flve pupils are selected by the participating
teacher for each group recital. It does provide an excellent means, however, of bringing students before
the public-not
once but many times-and
in this
way is a· most favorable. advertising medium for. the
teacher ..

Healthy Compelilion
With the cost of hiring a hall and of printing
charges reduced to a minimum, but with pupils and
club revenue increasing to a maximum, you can readily
see how practical, financially, the music "coop" is, At
any rate, the Progressive Teachers of Portland have
bUilt up their treasury sufficiently large enough to
warrant purchase of several war bonds.
ReCitals may come and recitals may go, but they no
longer leave an exhausted pedagGg in their wake-this
is the consensus of opinion among the group .. Gone
are those frantic moments when the teacher would
be in a dither over the nonarrival of the piano; or of
the tardy arrival of the programs, still wet, coincident
with the arrival of guests; or of the lights, suddenly
becoming temperamental
in, the absence of their
guardian, the janitor, and refusing to throw any light
on the matter!
.
..
Not only is this new plan a great deal more satisfactory from the standpoint of practical arrangements, but what is far more important to the teacher
-it is conducive to better work on the part of the
pupil. Johnny sees what other boys and girls are doing and, as in almost all competitive events, he 1s
accordingly spurred on to do his best work.
It also means that someone else is on her toes, toothis is Johnny's teacher, Naturally she wants her
pupils to compare favorabl:y witp those of her colleagues-especially since par'entswill have ample opportunity to make comparisons. She cannot afford to
rest on the reputation she may have won, but must
continue to advance musically.
What abo1J.tJohnny himself-does he like the idea?
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He dotes on it! Lots more fun for him now with
brand-new companions and a new kind of recital.
With -an organization as large as the club sponsoring
weekly events, endless opportunities are opened that" ~
would be denied the individual teacher. For instance,
theme ideas are frequently carried out in costume recitals, or there may be a little tots' program, or again
a program featuring American composers.
Each teacher in turn acts as Mistress of Ceremonies.
and as such she is responsible for all details of that
program. In this way, more ingenuity is displayed in
rlanning recitals. Recently a "personality" program
was staged in which personal records of each recital
number were cut during the recital and later presented to the student as a souvenir of the event. (In
this case a small charge of twenty-five cents was made
to cover the cost of the records.)
In order to give' a better picture of the boundless
scope of programs sponsored by this organization prior
to the war period, mention should be made of two outstanding ones. They were the "nautical" program given_
aboard the famous old warship, "Oregon," and the
"sport" program staged on the slopes of Mount Hood.
Since the "Oregon" daily attracted countless visitors
(it has recently been scrapped to aid in the war effort), the announcement that the club would sponsor
a program on board attracted an immense crowd.
After the program was conduded, refreshments were
served.-followed by dancing. With an admission charge
of only fifty cents the boat was crowded, and the
club's treasury benefited immeasurably.
The other program was a novel one--a summer
"sports and picnic" affair-given at Mount Hood, Oregon's famous mountain resort, only a little over fifty
miles distant from the city. In the good old days when
there was no problem of gas or tires, it was an easy
matter to get numerous families to s~gn up and promise to fill their cars with guests. In addition, two busses
were chartered
(each guest paying fifty cents for
transportation) -and
provision made to transport a
small grand piano up the mountain.
The start was made in early afternoon of a warm
June day, with plenty of time out for a swim before
the picnic supper. Then on up to Timberline Lodge
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1 uucs has also reImprovement in professiona
elf
gs in
Music and Study
sulted through the series of mo~thlY club ~e~e~edies
which common problems are discussed an. t 1'30
proposed. These meetings are held from 1.2.~O 10 thi~
where the program was given on the hotel terrace,
and are kept strictly within the hour's limit. n f
with the H,OOO-footMount Hood serving as an im.
. 1a timg IS' planne d or
short period somethfng
stimu
mense back-drop. Perhaps the children did not play
every minute. Perhaps it will be a brief review.of.so~e
as well as if they had appeared on a regular studio
new teaching book or method; some new muSICintr program, but few of them will ever forget the marduced or a talk given by an outstanding speaker. In
velous day they had r
,
this way
progressive teachers keep abr~astIthe
0
As a further means of stimulating student interest,
times-giving them no occasion to settle l~ the prominiature "recital diplomas" are issued-a six-by-eight
verbial rut which is so destructive to their art and
sheet of heavy paper bearing the name of Johnny
Jones, stating that he took part in a public recital
morale.
.
I
A third means that has helped abolish professlOna
on such a date. The holders of these "diplomas" autojealousy has been the pupil-teacher exchange. If a
matically become members of the Student Club. Twice
student moves to another part of the city too far away
a year parties are staged for these students.
for him to continue coming to the studio, his teacher
Although the club has been successful in introducing
recommends a "Progressive" in the new district. When
many innovations, still it has had its troubles, too.
that teacher receives her new pupil, she pays the dolWith the exception of the last year or so, one of its
lar fee which is charged by the association for this
greatest problems has been the professional jealousy
found within its own ranks. For some unknown reaservice.
son a great many of its musicians seem to be so suA unique feature of the Portland "coop" is its "Propercharged with this unpleasant attribute that it 'has
gressive Music News"-a monthly four-page bulletin
required persistent efforts of the officers and advisory
which contains items of interest to its members, lists
board to overcome it.
the teachers who recently presented pupils, and announces future recital dates. The lower half of the
Teachers' Courses Help
"News" front page carries this announcement: "This
This has been accomplished in several ways. First,
publication, in the interest of music, comes to you
by offering a series of practical classes so attractively
through the courtesy of-" with space left so that the
priced as to emphasize repeatedly to all members the
teacher may either insert her name and address or
value of their cooperation. Pride in their own organhave it printed in when the "News" is being made up.
ization has been augmented further by throwing these
Even if the war has seriously curtailed many club
classes and lectures open to all music teachers who
plans, still it has brought the Progressives together in
pay a small registration fee.
interests other than in music. They have had their
One of the most popular classes was the one which
own Red Cross class in first-aid methods.
prepared teachers for the state examinations. At least
The Progressive Teachers do not claim that their
fifty teachers were enrolled in this one course.
"coop" has been one hundred per cent effective, nor
Then, some time later a local teacher, who has
are they so optimistic as to believe that it will ever
built up quite a following by reason of her successful
function that near to perfection; not so long, anyway,
methods for beginners, was hired to demonstrate her
as they have to deal with the intricacies and percourse before the group. In place of the customary
versities of human nature.
fee of thirty-five dollars which the individual teacher
They do maintain, however, that many of the teachwould have paid had she taken the course by herself,
er's individual expenses have been noticeably lowered,
the complete series was brought to her through her
her professional pride greatly increased, and that
cooperative at the small cost of five dollars. Thus more
finally, each Progressive teacher, as a result of her venand more the Progressive Teachers learn that group
ture in cooperatives, has become cooperative minded
participation-"the
one for all and all for one" ideaand therefore more valuable to the music profession
brmgamcreased values,
as a whole.

SOMEWHERE IN THE PACIFIC
Here is a V-mail letter from an Etude subscriber that all
civilian readers ~ught to ponder.
"April 15, 1944
Gentlemen:
Please send the 'Etude' to my new address.
We get shoved around quite. a hit, these days, It's good to keep up

Music and Study

Protect Your Precious
Musical Instruments
by .AlEc", ..J( Walker

Meeting Daily V Deal Problems

AVE YOU THOUGHT of how long It may b,
before the manufacturers
of mUsical instru.
ments of any type can supply the great wave f
demand for new i~strume.nts, even though the Plan~
work in day and night shifts? The huge reqUirements
of the ~erican
people for all kinds of cOmmOditiesfor
the American home are so enormous that they stagg
even our Yankee imaginations. Right at this mome~~
we are witnessing a "racket" among unscrupulous Pian
dealers who are buying up ancient instruments aOdo
after making some repairs and doctoring their external
appearance, are selling them at exorbitant prices. Mot.
to: deal only with established dealers of good reputg,
non.
In this emergency the value of your piano has gone
up more than you perhaps realize, and it is of great
practical importance to have your instrument inspected, tuned, and kept in order by the best possible
piano technician you can secure, This is as applicable
to pianos that are not used daily as to Ihose Whichare
in constant use,
In the case or wind and 8trlng Instruments. care is
of vast importance. Very t w pecpt know how to care
for metallic instrum nts. SUCh Inatrumenta have not
been on sale In any velum to the gencrnl public since
the war began; because th y hnv bee-n put on the
priority lists tor military use, th tr manufacture has
been restricted. 80m or th s Instruments are deteriorating rapidly, MoiSture. body acids. salt, and foreign matter are among theIr nernfes. Ullllk the owner
of a piano, one who POSSess8 a wind instrument can
take care of many things cone rnlnK It and should
know about the instrument and 1t.Bnuuutenance. This
cannot be covered briefly. Th hlghcs1 praise can be
given the excellent articles on this suuject, by Robert
Schulenberg, which appeared In Tnt Kt UDE for February and March, J944.
U you play any orchestra or wind Instrument you
will find an invaluable manual ot Inxt ruction tor its
preservation included In a most. useful booklet, "How
to Care for Your Instrument," publlsbed at cost as a
war emergency contribution by C. O. Conn, Ltd" Elkhart, Indiana. This bookl t may be cbtamed by sending, to the above address, only ten cents for a very
practical, well-Illustrated, briet treuttse of great interest to aU Whoplay anyone of the piston valve instruments, slide trombones, and rowry val\'(' instruments:
also for players or the French horn, l't\xophone. cla'r!net, flute, piccolo, oboe, bassoon, and Ihe percussion
mstruments, The booklet was prepared by experts of
long experience. The facts are easily Rnd sensibly put
forth, so that anyone who reads it may ~ave money by
learning how to give the right at.tentioll at the right
time to the instrument he plays.
Unfortunately, in the case or the pinna and the
organ, you cannot do the repairing yourself and it will
be safer if you "give over" their care to a recogniz-ed
expert, who w1ll save money for you by insuring their
good condition in these critical war days. There is,
howe~e:, a little booklet, "How to Buy a New Piano,"
by Wilham Roberts TUford, which contains much information on the care of t.his instrument. A copy of
this will be sent gladly by the Theodore Presser Co. to
anyone, UpOn receipt of two three.cent
stamps.

H

gurney
FALL ASPIRING singers and speakers who. go to
voice teachers had fine voices to start with, the
problems of their teachers would be materially
lessened. Unfortunately, however, only about two per
cent of the pupils who go to the average teacher are
really fine material.
There are many teachers and coaches in the large
cities who have been fortunate enough to have pupils
vcho attained national reputations, and, as a result,
have a following of pupils with good voices who hope
their teacher's name will open the door to big engagements. This is quite natural, and these teachers,
having neither time nor patience to spend on any
but those with promising material, are not faced with
the problems which confront the average instructor.
These problems are many and varied; among them
are the young men and girls just out of high school,
some hollow chested, with poor postures, and having
only about one octave of good notes. Some have little
control of the larynx and when they attempt to sing
beyond a certain point, the voice breaks. These conditions cannot be corrected by assigning scales to be
practiced, or even by talking hours about the anatomy
of the throat, lungs, and diaphragm.
The first thing which must be corrected to counteract this plight is posture; in so doing, correct breathing and natural action of the diaphragm will follow.
At first nothing more should be said about breathing
or about the muscles of the body. The correct dlaphragmatdc
intercostal way to breathe, both for singers and speakers, will have been acquired.

I

Concerning Posture
What is meant by posture? Well: it may mean a
great many things, according to the needs of the individual pupil. There are a large number of physical
culture exercises of a corrective nature to prescribe
for special defects of posture. For instance, the average pupil, who has no idea what posture means in
relation to singing, will strike an attitude that he has
seen taken by athletes, or else he will stand as though
he had swallowed a ramrod or had heard a drill
sergeant bark out, "Attention!" 01' again he may
throw back his head like a horse with checkreins.
The real need in such cases is a few simple exercises
such as the following:
1. (a) Stand straight at ease; (b) arms forward at
shoulder level, with palms down; (c) holding this
position, elevate the hands at right angles to the arms,
so that anyone opposite can see the palms; (d) with
hands and arms in same position, push forward and
lower the arms until the hands are at 'the side of the
body.
The effect of this exercise is to put the chest in the
naturally elevated position with the abdomen drawn
in, without pulling and without strain or tension. In
this position give two or three short "hisses." If done
correctly, the abdomen will move slightly toward the
backbone, and the diaphragm will be supported naturally, with the breath pressed against the elevated
chest where it must be when singing with either chest
or head voice, loudly or softly.
At this point a note of warning is in ordr;r) Do not
raise the shoulders and try to drink the breath in. Try
to create a vacuwn. Tpis is easy if one stops to realize
that we live in an atmosphere of fifteen pounds' pressure ~ each square ·inch. All that. is needed is to make
rooin, 8J1d the air will rush in.
Atter acquiring the correct posture the .following
axercise may ~be done:,

a contact with a thing as steady as the 'Etude,' Funny, the way it takes
the experience of War to teach us the meanin b of Peace and qUle
. t -rest.
Well, I've learned my lesson completely. And now for some more of the
Q

stuff the 'Etude's' made of.
Y6urs truly,

JOSEPH SKALSKI"
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If Parents Had Had Their Way
by my!.. ':D, Blancl.arJ
Ifi the parents of these famous musicians had had
th e r way_

ClaUde Debussy would have gone to a nautical
school and become a sailor.
. Fred~rick DeliUSwould have been an orange grower
m Flonda.
Edvard
Grieg wouIdave
h
R
be
become a prophet.
1 0 rt Schumann and Peter Tcbaikovsky would
lave been lawyers,
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2. (a) Place the fingers on the lowest floating ribs
in front of the body, letting the thumbs stretch for the
ribs in the back of the body; (b) with hands in this
position make a polite bow, maintaining correct posture; (c) expand ribs while mentally counting five;
hold breath acquired for five counts and take five
counts to exhale. Repeat this five times, keeping the
nose open and the lips relaxed and separated. Another
note of warning: Be sure to hold breath with ribs
and not with restricted throat.
(d) Repeat breath,
hold for the count of
five with tip of tongue
against roof of mouth,
then sound N (as in
now); keeping as near
as possible the same position, change to the
vowel E. Repeat, using
all the vowels after the
original N, keeping in
the middle and easy
part of the voice, beginning, and ending pianis-

you cannot sing with full voice above the staff, then
you must practice until you can use the so-called "upper register." The following exercise must be mastered:
1. Imitate a puppy whining for its master, a baby
fretting, or the blowing of a siren. Begin high above
the staff, then bring it down to your lowest notes.
2. Now whisper Ha, He, He, whispering higher and
higher. In a few weeks you should be able to find your
pure head voice. This voice is produced with palate
muscles direct from the larynx and thyro-arytenoid
(front of Adam's apple); therefore, it should always
be practiced softly.
If a click or break comes into the voice when you
try to swell to full voice, that is an indication for you
to wait until it gets stronger before again attempting
it. Exercises must be done daily, always starting with
the light upper register, if you want to retain your
voice to old age.

Tongue Control

Before this second step is attempted, the tight jaw
and stiff, fiat, or rolled-up tongue must have been
mastered. The conquering of an unruly tongue is a
necessity. in the development of a fine resonant singing or speaking voice.
When under control it
......
is the key to coordination of the upper and
lower registers, to the
range, the power, and to
fortissimo
and pianissimo. To be under control, the tongue has to
be trained for a few
weeks without stngtng
exercises, until its action becomes a subconcious, natural, and correct one.
simo.
Adults with poor voices
The next step is to
-c-husky, breathy, nasal,
help the pupil find the
and of short range-and
upper register, commonalso professional stngera
ly called the head voice.
past forty years of age
This latter term is apt
who are losing their upto be misleading, as the
per notes, will find that
tone is not made with
Hi.e isolating and dethe head but with the
veloping of the tongue
vocal ba'nda at their
muscles will be of great
apex. It is produced
assistance. The voice will
without any of the face
be rejuvenated
and
resonance, but directlY
strengthened, and there
from the throat towards
will be a resonance and
the forehead; hence, it
ease of production never
is given the name "head
before experienced.
voice." It is possible to
find this upper register
It is impossible to give,
in a condensed form,
in aU voices,; even the
detailed directions and
lowest bass. Some find
it easiest on the vowel
exercises for this devel00 and others on the
opment, and a word of
French e. It can be carwarning must be soundBIDU SAYAO
ried to the lowest note,
ed to anyone attemptbut will be simply a
ing it without the aid of
Sensational Brazilian operatic soprano
W'hi§per. !f practiced
a teacher. Do not use
carefully
for several
any mechanical device
to hold the tongue down when singing, as this causes
months it will soon coordinate with the lower register,
developing more quickly with those in their teens and
a hard, throaty, and fiat intonation. The tongue can
early twenties. It should not be attempted, however, exbe trained to hang limp, resting on the lower teeth
cept under the direction of a teacher who can demonand in the front of the mouth. This sounds easy, but
strate it clearly.
on examination of hundreds of voices, both of those
in their teens and of adurts, it does not prove to be.
The Head Voice
Instead, thE;re is found a tongue that is tense, tip
Contrary to the thoughts of many that the falsetto
tight and turned under, the back part humped up and
or head voice should not be employed, it has been
pulled into the throat. This condition is prevalent
proved that it can be used and developed to such
with amateurs, salesmen,speakers,
and many others
strength and power that a tone started with it can go
whose livelihood is dependent upon their voices.
into the full voice, commonly called the chest voice.
Great voices seem to be blessed with a perfectly
The great singers used both chest and head voices. If
natural position of the tongue. In a word, they have
strong tongues which take the perfect. position -.with
very little thought being given to' it. For pthers, less
fortunate, this correctiv_e.procedure is suggested.
A. Be seated before
mirror.
B. Drop the jaw; the tongue should fall with relaxed jaw,
.
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C. In this position think E or A, purse the lips, as if
you were about to smile.
if done correctly, your tongue should now be resting
on the front teeth as well as on the side teeth.
D. Now, with concentration, make a little groove in
the rear of the tongue, hold for a second, then relax.
Persist in this until you can make the little gutter
without moving the Adam's apple or palate. keeping
the sides of the tongue up all the while, contracting
on the count of "one" and relaxing on the count of
"two." After you have done this exercise correctly
five hundred to a thousand times a day for many
months, you will then be master of the .tongue. There
are other exercises, but this is the foundation for all
of them.
'When you sing or speak, let the tongue be active
and try to feel as if you were singing or speaking
through it. Warning: When silently practicing this
tongue exercise, use no more effort than in dropping
an eyelid.
Adults past middle life can rejuvenate their voices
by mastering this development, but it requires time
and patience. Let the pupil sit quietly and relaxed for
thirty minutes to an hour a day just contracting and
releasing the main spring of the voice.

New Pupil. New Problem

.

Naturally, a singer cannot be developed from a person with no musical talent 01' ear for singing, but many
are helped in strengthening the Whole vocal and muscular part of the larynx and the muscles surrounding
the vocal bands; even the palate muscles, which tense
tremendously for the higher range, benefit greatly by
t~iS procedure. After the power has been built up, the
smger or .speaker must not have, and does not need,
eny conscious effort; he acts entirely through thought,

II

, gel' must arrive at
In fact the finished speaker or sin
lt
the point where the whole organism ac~s as ae u~~~
and all his thoughts are devoted to puttms ov r
speech or song.
_.
1 te cher
Every pupil is a new problem, and the voca .a
e
must have many different approaches to solve.It. H r
must be able to demonstrate with his own ~o~ce,,fa
there are many who can learn only by tmttatingThere are some teachers sixty-five and seventy years
old who can sing beautifully and demonstrate the
upper register with their own voices, The upper register was the secret of the range and power of the
great singers of the past.
The greatest teachers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were themselves great singers, Porpara and his pupils all taught the importance of developing the so-called "head voice" as well as the
lower voice However it took from five to eight years
to bring this about and it was done mostly through
exercises, Naturally, in these days of hustle and bustle
and short cuts, such a method would be unpopular.
When a serious-minded vocal teacher keeps a pupil
on exercises without songs for six months, the pupil
will usually find another teacher.
Any singer who is losing power to produce his upper notes should investigate this vocal physical culture.
In this, all singers---especiallythe tenors and sopranos
-must find their pure upper register and bring it
down to the lowest notes; then keep it exercised until
it coordinates with the lower register.
Trying as are the problems facing vocal teachers,
there is real gratification to be found in the appreciation of the men in the service, both today and in the
first World War, for the training they received in the
proper method of using their voices in speaking and
singing. Their voices stand out above the racket and
confusion when giving commands, and are still fresh
at the end of the day when those with untrained
voices can hardly speak. Teachers of voice have this
great cause to foster, aside from just teaching singing,

LIEUTENANT COLONEL JOSE ITURBI
For years the great Spanish piani3t and Conductor has been an enth . r
frequently flying from engagement 10 engagement in his private - I
~SI~S Ie aeroplane pilot,
he volunteered for the Civil Air Patrol he should receive the ,a'· pan, "L·'t IS natural 1hat when
·
mg 0
eutenant Col
1 M '
..
one. OJor
G enerol Robert W. Harper is presenting him w·,'h h·,s commlSSlon.
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Phonetic Spelling Vital to Diction

YONE who has ever been a member of a musical
organization has realized that no such group is
ever better than its rehearsal period. And before
rehearsals can be effective there must be adequate
organization. With the mechanical but very necessary
procedures running smoothly, the way is cleared for
the real work. With a librarian caring for the music,
someone checking attendance, a choir president presenting the business in a minimum of time, a mistress
for choir robes, and with similar routine matters in
capable hands, the rehearsal period comes into proper
focus with music as its chief concern.
The director must analyze the abilities of his group.
What is the age, the musical experience, of the group
before him? What solo voices are represented? Which
section is strong and which needs building? All these
questions and others, such as those concerning the
range and quality of the voices, must be considered in
selecting the work to be done at choir rehearsal.
The director must set an aim for the rehearsal. Too
many rehearsals fail because there was no definite
goal set and the result was vague and doubtful; or
perhaps the director .attempted too much and made
no real progress on any of the material covered. Don't
worry about what you cannot accomplish; be enthusiastic about what can be done, Set the .length of the
period to suit the choir. If the period is too short,
many who have given up their evening for rehearsal
will feel that it WM wasted.

X

HE QUESTION, "What is diction?" immediatel
touches upon a controversial subject, The 1 /
Frank H, Colby, editor-in-chief
of the Pac~ e
coast Musician, once stated: "If the person whr C
, spoken
~
.
diction 1S
a Ib e a singer
or speaker, the ~
as,
sumption is that reference is being made to hl
manner of voicing wor~s in song or speech, .. , o~~
only need oonsulb Ieadlng lexicographical authoriti
on words in the English language to discover that ~~
cf them define diction as choice 01 wcrds and do
extend it to oral expression."
ot
The study of the tech~ique of word prOduction in
addition to tone -prcduction: will open up vast fields
of new thought to a smger. And thus the singer's
work, like that of the Instrumentalist's,
will be conelstently directed towards the attaining of a complete
command over the technical di.mculti('s that stand in
the way·of a full and tree expression of musical reeling, as given in diction.
In considering diction. a singer must realize he has
to deal with two kinds of technique. And these two
essential forms must be welded Into one convinctno
whole. Just so long as singers are sal i:;!led with pro~
duclng solely beautiful tones. convlru-Iug vocalization
w1ll rerrain the "musical armory" of the few.

T

n\

Length 01 Rehearsal

r

It is pronunciation that gives color to the vowel
and enunciation that makes the thought clear to
others: But it is through phonetic spelling that both
enunc1ation and articulation become things of beauty
a~ cle~rness, instead of a muddle.
the nother g~d definition reads: "Pronunciation is
utterance ill a single impulse of the elements that
~onstitute a word. It is the process of tripping easily
1r~;n one sound to another until the combination of
e ers becomes a complete whole "-Fulton
and True·
bIO~d.It is here that phonetic s~elling is particularly
Use u1: Take, for instance, such words as went . .
oo-eh-n-t
(expl oSlve;
' )
t'
brooklet
soonest
. . s-oo-n eh-s-,
, . ob-r-oo-k-l-eh_t (explosive>' or words such

as

Where, When, what, Whip, (Continue'd

Streamlining- Choir Hehearsal

Period

If uncertain

Spellinq by Sound
Speaking from my own long teuchnu: experience, I
have. found nothing so beneficial as p!l()l1eticspelling,
spelling
by sound, Wh n singing. 0111' does not name
the letters of each word. but utt rs t lie sound, and
that is all the audience hears. As th,' student first
attempts this phonetic spelling. he Is amazed to discover that not nearly all Lhe letters SI'I'1l In a word or
syllable are sounded, Take. for example. the simple
word "write." Til re are five letters JII this word; but
only three have sound. Phonetically r is rolled, i is
long and t is an explosion at br aLh slh:lItly separating
the tip of the tongue from tIle hard palate, When
this word has been spel:cd in t.hls \',";1:'-', It should be
pronounced slOWlyand distinctly as n whole. Bnd this
before ever a note is sung. Thus the sound elements of
each word become so disUnct a.n audlt-nce cannot fail
to understand and comprehend the J1lt'anlng.
In forming correct hnblts or emlll,'lat.lon, endless
repetition is needed. Consonants must be given with
the same freedom as vowels. but they III list not interrupt the continuity at tone or they \\ ill destroy the
legato which is always brought about by phonetic
spelling. Indeed. it is through phonct ic spelling we
can sing with a sustained legato line and with vital
rhythm.
. Although muscles are responsible for articulation
lU producing consonants and vowels it Is really our
intelligence that makes tones.
'
We are indebted to Al!red Spouse. director of the
Vocal Department of the High SchooLc:;of Rochester,
N." Yo, for ~he following definitions of diction:
PronunCIation is the utterance of words wi~h regard to sound and accent
"Enunciation is the m~ner
of that utterance as
regards fullness and clearness
"Articulation is the action ~f the speech organs in
the formation of consonants
vowels syllables and
words."
.,
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about the right length of time for your
group, experiment a little. perhaps the hour rehearsal,
with each minute made to yield the most possible,
will be best. Other choirs will find it necessary to rehearse twice as long, with suitable rest periods, if they
are to prepare any music for special programs.
Directors will vary in their design of the choir re;
hearsal, but a good pattern to follow is suggested by
F. W. Wodell in his book, "Choir and Chorus Conducting": "Drill in .votce Culture and Singing: 15
minutes; Hymns or simple anthems alr-eady in rehearsal, 15 minutes; Taking up new music, 30 mtnutes; Rest, 10 minutes; Perfecting one or more numaers, 20 minutes."
Check the difficult places in the music for special
drill. One director who was rather young was asked
how he had such command of the musical score. 'He
dId not try to pretend any speCIal genius He sald "I
study two hours for every hour this choir rehearses,"
THE, A CAPPELLA S.TUDENT CHOIR •.
In pausing to drill. isolate one measure-Of as little
O.berlin Conserva1ory of Music at Oberlin Col1~qe. Oh!O ,
space as possible-for the needed w.ork. Much time is
lost in repeating a whole section when only a measure
or two is the source of trouble. When it is necessary
experienced organist and much rehearsal. There is no
pra'ctice, but it must be checked faithfully in the non:
to stop for this, drill so that it will never be necessary
virtue in presenting such music unless it is done well.
prOfessional
choir.
Checking
at
the
ends
of
phrases
or
to stop at the same place again. Choirs gain conMany who think they have been singing certain great
fidence as they are given opportunity to work out the , intervals which were not true', encourages more carechoruses. have caught s~arcelY a, glimpse of them as
ful
listening
to
the
tones
produced.
At
this
time
the
places that are weak.
,they wer,e meant. to be. Before you select this type. be
balance
of
the
various
parts
m"ay
also
be
practiced
to
Begin the rehearsal with some vocalises. The aver.:sure that yoi.lr group i& ap.equat"e,to the demands it
advantage. It is excellent training in developing the
age choir singer does not practice daily. He is not in
listening ear, so essential t9.all wljd work with music. .wil! make upon them. Music can be within' the abilvoice. A few humming exercises properly done, a few
ities of the group ~nd still be of genuine musical ~
It is to be encouraged daily, ·since-~the tone produced
warming-up exercises on ah, may be the means of
wortl1.
is
aided
by
the
mental
idea
that
precedes
it
and
the
putting him into condition to sing well and with enLn choosing music for the church choir, J;leekwords
keen ear, that checks and adjusts it.
joyment. The tones which would have been forced are
that carry an attractive, hopeful message. Many of
Seek variety in the types of -ful,fsicon the choir pronow vibrant and free, full of the resonance at' the
the selections of past generations have been doleful,
gram. Many chOIrs are badly in need of the stimulus
natural singing voice. The famous "Westminster
with much contemplation of death. Most people are
of
different
music.
They
like'
some
bright
music
which
Choir" of Dr, John Finley Williamson has always folhelped by hearing the emphasis on relig·ion for' :g.orthey
can
sing'
with
full
voice.
Perhaps
much
cif
it
for
lowed this practice.
mal, acti".-e people who are interested in how to live
the average choir will need to be of this type, fat they
today in a better fashion. A great choir director remay not be able to excel with music demanding highly
Develop a Listening Altitude_
marked a few ,years ago that we sing far too much
finish~d
presentation.
But
they
need
some
other
types
These first few exercises offer the opportunity to
sad music in our churches.
as well. Certainly it is unwise to expect them to excel
establish the tone quality you want produced throughwith unaccompanied music before they can sing perout the rehearsal. At times you may want to select a
Diplomat and Choir Director
fectly in tune. The piano or organ does cover many
voice producing the desired tone quality and have it
faults,
as
well
as
adding
its
own
interest.
So.
unless
Since
anyone
type of mmic t!sed continuously grows
heard alone. Then you may ask the others to join, one
the group is skilled, select accompanied music. Practice
tiresome, include the contemplative, the serious, the
by one, singing softly, imitating the more nearly ideal
the a cappella music at rehear·sal as valuable training,
lyric, and the dramatic, all treated in the tradition
tone quality. A few moments may be taken to practice
and in the expectation of' performing it in public
of musical worth. In choosing the church choir music.
the good tone quality in pianissimo and jorte, with
when ready.
the advice of a noted churchman might serve as a
diminuendos and crescendos. All of these skills are of
Set aside oratorio and larger fonns until your group
measuring rod. "Paint things as they are," he said,
utmost importance to later success in the rehearsal,
is ready. Oratorio requires
large choir or a very fine
"then tell us what to do about it." Certainly this WO'ill~l
and are in no sense a waste of time.
small one. It also requires a·'·~killed director and an
produce a more constructive trend' in the messages
It is helpful to follow with some unaccompanied
contained in the texts. The finest message is lost \U1singing,
choir 'is now accustomed to listening for
less attention is given to diction. The ability to underthat basis of all good singing, fine tone, and will be
stand each word is prized by listeners. Clarity in dicready to listen for accurate intonation. Simple songs
tion is a characteristic of fine choirs.
or hymns and chants for the next service, offer exc'elAt times tht? problems of the rehearsal period are
lent material and may combine aims.
not musical. For example, (Continued
on Page 480)
Singing on pitch is largely a matter of training and
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NTHE

I

PRECEDING

articles

of this

series, much emphasis has been
placed on ear-training through the
development of pure unison, octaves and
interval study, with much consideration
given to the unit of measurement, the
semitone or half step, in order that accurate intonation may result.
It is entirely possible for an ensemble
to sing wen a melodic line in unison, but
to have no real harmonic knowledge. The
chordal structure may be vague and even
out of tune, and the group may be completely at sea in the harmonies of the
minor mode or in the many dissonances
employed

by modern

composers.

More Practical Hints
on Ear-Training

The Minor Mode

Min.

II

..

II.,

Assistant Professor of Music
State Teachers College
Trenton, New Jersey

Begin harmonic training with two parts. Sing a major
third. Sustain and, without additional breath, lower
the upper tone a semitone. Hold for several counts
and return.
It is essential in all harmonic training that each
section of the choir be perfectly at home singing any
interval of the chord. For that reason do not have
sopranos always singing the upper tone, basses the
lowest, and so forth. Guard against the lower part
sagging when the upper tone is lowered and check
carefully that the upper section returns to exactly the
same tone. Transpose to several keys and reverse parts.
Repeat the above procedure with the lower part
raising a semitone. Be sure that the moving part returns to the original tone, as the tendency is to be
under pitch at this point. Reverse parts and transpose.
Employ the same procedure using a complete chord.
The following tonal alterations are recommended. In
all practice, sections should rotate so that all can
sing any interval of the chord. Have the attack firm
and the response instantaneous. If th~re is hesitancy,
further drill on the alteration of the third is desirable.
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Altered Chord.
Through chromatic alteration. endless chordal formations may be evolved. These harmonic changes
appeal greatly to the singer and creu LCa keen interest
in tonal combinations. In develcptng chromatic alteration, first alter only one pnrt; then two, three, and
finally all parts. Sustntn U~c altered chord and
check carefully Cor Intonntten. when dissonance occurs be sure the individual tones arc firm and the
chord "solid." Most choirs need to work carefully on
dissonant combinations, as the tendency is to shy
away from the dissonance and not slUR it firmly.
&x.5
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Assign parts to the root, third, fifth, or octave, not
S. A. T. or bass. The singer should note that the fifth
of the first chord becomes the third of the second, the
fifth of the second chord becomes the third of the
third chord, and the fifth of the third chord becomes
the third
the last. It is essential that the singer
k~ow what mter~al of the chord he is singing; otherWIse the result IS apt to be from habit rather than
intelligent singing. In rotating parts, those singing the
tOnICor root start next with the third; those beginning with .the third, take the fifth;. those taking the
fifth, m~ve to the eighth or octave; and those on the
oc~a.vep~ck up the root-all finally returning to their
ongmal mterval.
Alt~rations of the above pattern provide splendid
practice f?r the group. Sing the first chord major, the
seco~d minor, the last two major. In making this alteration, the fifth of the first chord moves a s ·t
~o the third of the second chord, all other par~m;i~;:
mg. the same pattern as before. Rotate the parts.
Smg
the first
d thO
. and last chords rna]'or ,eand th second
an
ud, mmor. N~te p.articularly the third chord
and the modal'. feelmg It induces . Th,'s oiterat'Ion
sh ouid be practICed untIl the group is thor
hi
y famI'i'Iar WI.·th I·ts h armonies. Rotate the parts oug
V ary the
.
pa tt ern·thm as .many ways as Possible. Beg,'n WI
.th mmor
'
end WI maJor. Alternate major and minor
d'"
· a11'·
,an VIce
versa . Smg
mmor. Smg all major.
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festival program eliminates that feature. Also, we find
more participation of the less proficient bands and
less immature bands, since they need not be concerned
with a rating. Hence, this program does more for the
individual school districts and counties since it provides an opportunity for all schools having a band,
regardless of its ability, to enter the festival without
embarrassment to the students, school administration,
.community, or conductor.
Community Advantages
The district or county festival also eliminates longdistance travel, and brings the festival program directly to its own people rather than to an unfamiliar
community and audience. In other words, the festival
concert more or less brings the program to its people
rather than taking it from them, and in addition
saves the community considerable expense by eliminating the travel heretofore necessary when attending the state and regional competition festivals. It is
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Most modulations are Introduced by dissonant harmonies. Modern music contains much dissonance;
hence it is well to develop major and minor seconds
and sevenths. If a group can sing these intervals
firmly and in tune, other dissonant intervals will not
cause difficulty. Insist upon firm result without wavering or hesitancy.
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JOLIET HIGH SCHOOL BAND. JOLIET. ILLINOIS
A. R. McAllister. Conductor
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Encourage the singers to form Quartets and experi·
ment with close harmonies. Such tonal experim:ents
are helpful in developing harmonic consciousness.

Modulation

3

URING the past several months it has been my
privilege to act as guest conductor and critic
of numerous District and State School Band
Concert Festivals. In many states these projects are
being sponsored as substitutes for the pre-war School
Band Competitive Festivals which have played such
an important part in the development of the instrumental program of our secondary schools.
The Concert Band Festival program differs in many
ways from its forerunner, the oompetntve Festival. In
'(he new program, the participating bands perform
individually two or three selections from a repertory
of their own choice. These individual performances
mayor may not be adjudicated. In some festivals, the
guest conductor is requested to write a confidential
report and rating of the band's performance, whereas,
in other localities, the participants prefer criticism
Idthout ratings. In other situations no ratings or comments are desired. Such arrangements and decisions
are usually determined by the Festival Committee and
participating conductors.
In many of the festivals the concert is brought to a
climax by either a select band whose personnel is coryposed of the outstanding musicians from each of the
festival bands, or a massed band composed of the
entire membership of all bands. In either event, the
select or massed band is rehearsed by the guest conductor on the morning or afternoon of the Festival
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Most groups flatten the pitch badly when singing
in the minor mode, probably due to its minor and
diminished harmonies with their lowered thirds. Since
change of mode should offer no difficulties to a welltrained group, the following procedures are recommended.

~

.'

...

The following vocalise, if memorized and parts rotated so that each singer sings every part at will,
should be of great assistance in laying a sound harmonic foundation. Transpose. Sing in quartets or with
two or three to a part. Sing the pattern five times,
each part automatically taking the next highest interval until it returns to its original part.

Music: and Study

Ex.4

The mu-

sic of today tends more and more to dissonance and complex harmonies, and
groups which cannot negotiate them in
perfect tune are denied the enjoyment
and understanding of much music of
their time.
Musical composition is not always satisfying if it employs only the simple harmonic structure of Handel and Haydn
with its preponderance of tonic, subdominant and dominant harmonies and
cadential sevenths. Chromatic alteration,
augmented sixths, seventh and ninth
chords, and close harmonies must be
thoroughly familiar to all musical groups
if anything approaching artistry is to result.
To familiarize the singer with chordal structure, it
is. usually well to proceed from simple major harmonies by -easy degrees until the most complex harmonic structures offer no difficulty. Needless to say,
all car-training is based upon the principle of constant listening and mental hearing.

Ex.t

The harmonic clarity resultin
.
amply repay singer and director Xl Will
rotate the parts. A fine harmo~ic WayS
is seldom inherent, but is the re stn&:
thorough training of the ear.
su t of

/

Music: and Study

D. Revell;

The most sensitive or characteristic tone of our
scale system is the seventh, or leading tone. Change
of key, or modulation, is merely a shifting of the tonal
center, or tonic, from which the other notes of t~e
scale proceed in orderly arrangement. Modulation 15
very frequently secured through the introduction of
the leading tone of the new key. This neW leading
tone is of great tonal and (Contin.ueet on Page 484-)
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also partially responsible for the renewal of commuConcert. In some districts the performance is prenity life which was practically lost in the late presented in the school or city auditorium, while in other
war days.
instances, if the festival is held in, the spring, the
The aforementioned facts represent a few of the
school stadium or city park is preferred. In practically
advantages of the concert festival. Yet the fact reevery festival, capacity crowds attended the concerts
mains that the competition festival still has many
and from all indications were tremendously impressed
advantages over the former, one of 'the most outstandwith the programs.
ing being that of musical standards, individual student
While these festival concerts db not 'replace the'
motivation, responsibility, and pride. It is human
competitive festivals in the' post-war program, they
nature to love competition, and since it is a factor in
are serving a very vita.} current need, as well as proving to be a satisfactory and practical substitute for . our everyday living it' seems only logical that it be a
part of our training and educational program. It has
the competitive festivals which have been discontinued
for the duration. Although the concert 'festival pro~
gram does not as yet meet the standards of performance of the competitive festival, nevertheless it does
offer some advantages over the latter. As for example,
in the competitive festival there is always the prob-.,....
I: d i I e'd
b y Wi I l_i Q mO.
R e"We I I i
lem of rating the various groups, while the concert
'P'
f1#
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been generally agreed by most school band conductors
that competition festivals have proved their value
more during the present period than when the program was actually functioning. .Its elimination
has
proved its worth, as many bands have lost standards
and student interest since the competition resttvete :
have been discontinued.
In my experiences with the concert festival programs I have found that, with few exceptions,' the
standards of performance were considerably below
that of the competition bands. This cannot be attributed to the war, since I base my opinion on the
pre-war program. The festival concert bands usually
lack complete instrumentation, and their repertory is
often inadequate in content and ill chosen in regard
to quality. I have also found it difficult to secure inspired performances from some of these groups, due
to the material and lack of individual preparation.
There seems to be too little responsibility and serious
study on the part of the festival participants. The
philosophy seems to emphasize participation-with
less regard for standards. The competition festival has
its faults, and without doubt frequently overemphasizes the value of the "superior" rating. Nevertheless,
a premium is placed upon a job well done, and that
would seem to be good training for the student's
future. We cannot deny that the meeting of standards
and objectives is inevitable and that education, be it
music or otherwise, will be judged to a degree by its
standards, results, and contribution to the problem of
living.
The competition festival as conducted during the
past few years, placed a premium upon "standard of
performance." The competing soloists, ensembles,
bands, orchestras, or choruses were competing, not
against each other as in the early contest days, but
rather against a standard of "superiority." This was
a very sound and worth-while educational plan. It retained all of the good qualities of the competition
program. yet eliminated ,..the undesirable features."
There were no losers or winners, only superior, excellent, good, average, or poor performers and performances. Students were performing against themselves
instead of against opponents. As a result, more bands,
orchestras, and soloists were engaged in the task of
improving their general musicianship.
Now that the war has temporarily eliminated this
competition and the trend is toward the concert festivals with no ratings or criticisms. we must give more
and more attention to the standards of performance
and see that the students receive the same thorough
training, guidance, and preparation that wa:s provided
the boys and girls ·of the competitive era.
Properly organized and administr.ated, the concert
festival program is certain to make an important contribution to the instrumental program in our schools.

Not a One-Man Show
It is a comparatively

young program and is still
afflicted with "growing pains." Certa,inly· time and experience will do much for those sponsoring the program and the future will :find great progress in its·
organization. One of the major weaknesses of the
present_is its gross mismanagement. In too many instances I have found the lack of organization ..and
-administration t6 be the principal cause for the failure'
of those particular festivals.
The sponsorship of sucIi- a project involves endleas
'details, much planning, and (Continued
Page 484)
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The Library of Congress
Recording Laboratory Goes to War

chased. These acqui~ition~ form one of the largest
collections of recordmgs m the world, and includ
more than ten thousand songs on discs, plus rna e
more recordings on paper and cylinders. The resourc:~
of the Library, h~weve.r, extend e~entebeYOndthe Vast
store; rare recordmgs m many prrva
collections WiII
also be duplicated as arrangements
are made With
the owners.
On several occasions the. Library has been success.
Iul in purchasing for nominal sums phonograph ren,
ord stocks of country stores that have gone out f
business. The unused collections of records have i~.
eluded many rare items in perfect condition because
the discs or cylinders have never been played.

Reclamation

of Old

Records

large number of badly ~orn, scratched, and
broken records have been received by the Library
and laboratory technicians look forward to the da;
when they may be successful in repairing or reclaim_
ing hundreds of significant recordings so that they can
then be phono-duplicated on modern discs. Such Work
is delicate and tedious, particularly in the case of
records which have been scratched or broken and
reassembled. The oldest disc in possession of the
Library is a wax-covered paper disc made by Alexander Graham Bell in 1890. An lnscrtption on the
disc, signed by Bell, indicates that he was expert,
menting with styll and the effect of varying depths
of cut. One of the post-war projects of the laboratory
may be an attempt to re-record the Dell diSC-With
the prospect that its message may be lost forever
unless a satisfactory recording resun., from the first
course of a recording needle through its soft waxen
grooves.
A

NE OF THE GREAT

O

of American music history was taken by the
music division of the Library of Congress in

April, 1940, when it established

its recording

labora-

tories. Funds for the elaborate equipment and the
expense of making documentary recordings were provided

Ijl

through

a grant

of $41,520 from

the

Carnegie

Corporation.
The recording laboratory and its mobile field equipment will make it possible for the music division to
provide schools, libraries, and individuals with authentic recordings of American folk-music, American
poetry-read and interpreted by its authors; unpublished string quartets, new American music, and similar materials. Previously, access to these treasures
was possible only to those who could come in person
to the Library in Washington or defray the high ex-.
pense of special transcriptions. When the work of
the music division is completed under the Carnegie
grant, thousands of new recordings of American folkmusic, and duplicates of a large portion of the division's store of songs on discs, will be available to all.
-It will then be possible for a student in washington
to study the fiddle tunes of the Carolina mountains;
ton a poet- in Florida -'to hear the ballads of the
'Evangeline country of Louisiana; or for a musician
in Califor-nia to hear 'the songs of the pioneer FortyNiners.
.~ .
-Through
the Library'S records it .will also be possible for a student to trace the Ip.igration of American folk-music and to make historically accurate note
of changes in verse and melody in the various regions
through which the music progressed.

The Laboratory

Goes to War

Completion of the tremendous project must be deferred until after the war, in order that the skilled
personnel and elaborate equipment of the recording
laboratory may be devoted to the present war needs
of our nation. The laboratory is making all of the
master foreign-language records for the Army education branch of the morale service division of the
Army. These are the recordings which have literally
revolutionized the science of language instruction,
enabling average American soldiers to master conversational elements of difficult European and Asiatic
dialects in a matter of weeks, where years were required by conventional programs of language education.

The Laboratory

•

As librarians, dedicated to the task of preserving
the fruits of human experience and creation for unborn" generations, the staff of the music division have
set "~he highest standards for the quality of their
. recor.dings.: ,This, in turn, demanded recording equipment of .t1+e-greatest possible fidelity. For this reason,
most of the equipment in the laboratory was especially
designed by their own engineers, made to their order
and installed under their own supervision.
The master discs are cut on two SCUlly recording
machines, supplemented by a numb~r of playback
turntables for "dubbing"-a
process by which the
sound contents of two or more discs are synchronously
combined into a single recording.
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Field Recordings

STEPS in advancement

Music, readings, or sound effects enter the Scullys
by way of a master control panel. The sound signals,
which may originate from one or several sources, are
received, amplified, modulated, dt combined in the
control panel. These sources may be the microphones
in either of the laboratory's spacious broadcasting
studios, the dubbing tables, the sound systems of two
auditoriums in the library, ormay be brought in from
any point in the world by means of powerful shortwave radio receivers. One receiver is a HaIlicrafters
amplitude modification set of a type used by the Navy
First Performances Preserved
on its battleships; anotber is a Hallicrafters frequency
The national Library Is unique in possessing the
modulation receiver for recording selected portions
Coolidge Auditorium where first perturrnancea
of the
of FM broadcasts.
wcnc. of contempoBecause folk music
rary composers and
must often be recordof
r u re
musical
ed, for the sake of
works. available only
integrity, in the geoin manuscript, arc
g r ap hfc a.l region
prescn ted. This audiwhere it is played or
tortum Is permanentsung, the laboratory
ly wired to the sound
has nine portable restudio of the laboracording units as well
as a completely outtory so that concert
fitted sound truck.
performances may be
All of the units have
recorded in their entheir own power suptirely Thus, contemplies opera ted from
pornry composers in
storage batteries, 'and
all pnrts of the counseveral have gasolinetry lllay be widely
powered generators
hearc. and have an
for use in charging
opportunity of hearthe batteries. Before
ing t heir works in
the war, the Laboraperformance.
tory field recorders
were in use in such
State Archives
widely
separat'ed
Planned
points as Alaska, Ca1-'
The Library's vast
ifornia, Wisconsin,
collections of unreand the Ozark Mouncorded and unpubtains.
lished music in man.One of the most
uscript,
especially
interesting devices in
the compositions of
the laboratory is a
fifteenth, sixteenth,
cylinder transcribing
seventeenth,
and
machine used for the
e igh teen th -cen tury
playing of old cylincomposers eventuallY
drical records. The
will be made genermachine, a superb ex(Undencood cE U,"kflt/lOd, lI'a,~l"ol/ln.D. 0)
ally available through
ample of craftsmanTHE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS RECORDING LABORATORY
records
and radio
ship with band-cut
transcription.
gears-has been conThe plan of the
st.ructed accordi~g to specifications prepared by the
Library is to serve as a national depOSItory of recorded
LIbrary. A speCIally designed crystal piCk-up passes
American folk-music and classical compositions, and
the sound matter of the old recording into the main
to arrange for a system of state and local archives.
control panel, where .it ~ amplified and passed on to
the Scullys for recordmg mto the form of master discs. c~ope~ating with the Washington collection, wbich
WIllgIve students and musicians access in their hoIIle
communities to recordings of the national Library.
A Rare Collection
Ultimately, however, tens of millions of ,Americans
For .fourteen years prior to establishment of the
W~llenjoy the fruits of this great project through
recordmg
laboratory,
the
Library
sponsored
.
f...
a project
hal' lec~rdmg. A~fiencan folk-music in the field. Donors LIbrary transcl'lptions presented over national radIO
networ~ a~d local broadcasting stations. In this way,
ave gIven slgm cant collections to the Lib
the. mUSICdIVisionwill fulfill the conception of a truly
", a number of worth-While collections have bre:r~,p~~
nahonal library by extend- (Continued on Page 477)
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To Regain Technical Fluency

Music: anel Study

"I have recently begun to practice again
etten not playing for over ten years. My
technic is coming back nicely, but it seems
to me my fingers are not as strong as they
should be..
. Can you recommend anything for me to practice that will improve
this? I am working on the Kreutzer and
Fiorillo studies, which I was doing when I
stopped studying.
2. I should like to know also how I can
improve my sfght-readtng.
I never had
much chance to do it, and now that I have
opportunity to play quartets, I read badly.
Is it just a qpesuon of experience?-Mrs.
C. L. M., Wisconsin,
<

Did you give any special attention

The Violinist's Forum
Conducted by

to

your finger grip when you resumed prac-

ticing? To have done so would have
brought back within a few weeks the
former intensity of yarn grip. This nervous intensity, so necessary to clarity of
technic and to the production of a vibrant tone, is quality which is not natural to many violinists, in the sense that
they can depend upon it even when out
of practice. Usually, however, this finger
strength returns fairly quickly. Even
though a player may lose for a time that
peculiarly alive contact with the string
which is called "grip," it can be regained
in a day or two by thoughtful practicing.
But ten years is a long time, and it may
take you two or three weeks to recover
the supple strength that you are at present missing.
Slow practice is essential, and you
should avoid, if possible, all rapid playNo qflest;o~ wiJ/ be answered in THE ETUDE
ing for about ten days, start your daily
n ntrs s a"omtanied
by the
tuft name
'ftnd
address () /he inquirer. Only initials,
practice with slow; three-octave scales
or p.rwdonym
given,
will be pub!iIhed.
and arpeggios, taking about one. second
to each note and being sure that each
note is stopped with an instantaneously
strong' grip, Be careful that you grip with
only one finger at a time; that is, do not your hand loosely downwards for ten secallow the other three fingers to be tense onds or so. Resume playing only when
while one finger is stopping its note. You the hand feels completely relaxed. Many
pianists, too-think
that
would do well to begin your practice in violinists-and
they acquire endurance by "playing over"
this way and continue for at least" two
weeks-many
violinists always do- .so....-- fatigue; what they are more likely to
but after the first few days you can also acquire is a -chronic muscular cramp.
. 2. Good .slght-reading
is t1.le.result of
allow yourself to play the scales somewhat raster. giving sharp_ attention to several qualities iri cpmbinatton, -expertence being one of the <most important.
the action of each finger.
Others are a good sense of rhythm, an
You would also benefit greatly, I think, . adequate technic, and the ability to "read
by pract.icing the ninth study'of Kreutzer
ahead.'" .
.
as I recomIPended in the January, 1,944,
Counting accurately and sensing the
issue of THE ETuDE":""'that
is, lifting each recurrence of the first beat are absolutefinger sharply as the next note is played. ly essential. If, following a long rest, one
This is not the convention~J way of play- is not quite srne where the first beat
ing such passage-work-tradition
says falls, the likelihood of coming in on the
that the fingers must be held down as right beat is rather remote. These atmuch as possible; nevertheless, I have tributes of good sight:reading must be
found it to be the most effective means
constantly developed until' they become
of developing strength and independsecond natm:e. F'ortunately, they develop
ence in the fingers. You should work on quickly if given the opportunity.
the trill study in D ~ajor, No. HJ, in the
The question of technic is rather more
same manner, using the variants I sug- complicated, Obviously, there must be
gested 'in the March issue of THE ETUDE~ sufficient technic to cope with the deAnother stUdy that can very profitably mands of the music being played: a
be practiced in this way is the thirtieth
player who is not at home above the
of Kayser.
fifth position will have a difficult time
At first, you should ·play .these studies if he 'attempts the first violin part of
quite slowly-at a tempo of about 1= 66 one of the later Beethoven quartets;
-making consciously sure that each fin- whereas he might be able to sight-read
ger falls with strength and "snap," and a Mozart quartet very well indeed.
that it is lifted with equal celerity as
But something more, than adequacy of
soon as the next finger grips the string. technic is necessary-whatever
technic a
Later, as you become conscious of in- player has must be under subconscious
creasing strength, you can gradually in- control. In a Haydn or Mozart allegro
crease the tempo.
there is little time to figure out how a
This type of finger exercise is tiring, passage should be fingered or bowed; the
and you must be careful not to overdo player's technic, therefore, must react
it. If you devote ten minutes to it twice automatically to the demands of the
'a day, it will be quite sufficient. And for music. And here, I think, lies the chief
cause of your difficulty: after being away
goodness' sake don't continue practicing
when you are conscious of a sense of so long from your violin, you have probstrain or fatigue in your hand! As soon ably not yet regained that instantaneous
as you feel this, stop playing, and shake coordination between eyes and fingers.

a
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Prominent Teacher
and Conductor
This need not worry you, for it is a quality that will certainly return before long
if you follow a carefully chosen course
of study. In this connection, I think it
would do you 'a lot of good to study the
"24 Caprices" of Rode, for they require
a high degree of coordination.
Meanwhile, whatever you are practicing, you should endeavor to acquire the
habit of reading ahead, for this is perhaps the cornerstone of good sightreading. A fraction of time is required
for the eye to take in a group of notes
and flash an understanding
of them
through the brain to the fingers; if an
unexpected change of harmony occurs,
or a change in the pattern of the' music,
the player who sees only the notes he is
actually playing will probably stumble. A
good rule is to 'keep t_he eyes' at least a
beat ahead of the note being played.
And for sixteenths in rapid two or fourquarter time, the eyes should be reading
two beats ahead. Few people do 'this
naturally: it usually requires practice.
But the habit is not difficult to acquire,
and if you mak_e up yarn mind to read
ahead when you are playing anything
whatsoever from notes, you will soon
gain facility in doing so.
Finally, never allow yourself to stop
when you make a mistake: go right
ahead, keeping the rhythm steady in
your mind. If you do this, you will certainly find your place within the next
measure or so. The violinist who -puts
down his instruinimt or bow every time'
he stumbles is definitely <retarding
development as a. sight-reader-beside.s
being"a possible cause of embarrassmeilt
to others! '
The ability to read well at sight' is an
essential part of a good violinist's ,equipm'ent; as well 'as the sornce of much enjoyment; so the time and thought you
may consume in acquiring it will be well
:,;pent.
.

his

Is a Shoulder

Pad Necessary?

Will you please advise me whether a
shoulder pad or cushion is necessary to
advanced violin playing, or can one who
is accustomed to shifting and holding the
violin with the left thumb .have an equal
chance in executing the intricacies of the
great conce-rti?-K.
L. S., California.

In the past, arguments for and against
the use of a shoulder pad have often
waxed exceedingly vehement; nowadays,
however, the "pros" are rapidly outnumbering the "antis," for it is increasingly
realized that most players do require a
pad of some sort if they are "to hold their
violins easily and without tension. Those
who do not need a support are usually
people of stocky build, with short necks
and prominent collar bones. The player
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of taller, more slender build who uses
no pad generally gets into the habit of
pushing up his left shoulder in order to
hold the violin firmly, or he holds it up
with his left hand. Neither of these faults
is an immediate handicap in the earlier
stages of study, but both become so as
the years go on.
The tendency in each case is to .create
stiffness in the left arm. Pushing up the
shoulder puts an unnatural strain on the
muscles of the back and upper .arm, and
the violinist who plays in this way for a
period of years very often develops a
chronic ache in his arm or shoulder, This
inevitably affects the ease with which he
plays technical passages, for the lack of
relaxation and of muscular coordination
cannot help slowing up the movements
of his fingers. The player who holds up
his violin with his left hand is likely to
run into similar trouble as his technic
advances. A passage of rapid and complicated technic gives the hand quite
. enough to do, without the added responsibilityof holding the violin in 'Position. If. it must also do this, the likelihood is that the effort will. cause" pronounced stiffening of the arm. Furthermore, supporting the violin with the left
hand is liable to be a decided hindrance
to the development of a free and relaxed
vibrato. These ill effects are rarely notdceable to a player in his teens: they
usually appear in the early twenties, as
his physique matures, and it 'may take'
him years to overcome them ..
.
It would seem, then, that the acquisition of a relaxed and coordinated technic
is aided, for most violinists, by the use of
a shoulder pad. There are, however, arguments against its use which are worth
examining.
"Critics of the pad generally give
the'
reason for their disapproval the fact that
"it deadens the tone of the violin." In the
case of a pad that presses against the
. back of the instrument, this is undoubtedly true. But as there' are several kinds
of shoulder pads which do not touch the
violin at all, the criticism has very limited validity. In this connection it may
be remarked that many teachers who refuse to let their pupils use a pad, nevertheless permit them· to use a chin-rest
which clamps
the side of the violinyet this sort of Chin-rest checks the vibrations of the instrument every bit as
much as the wrong kind of pad: 'The
only type of chin-rest the aspirIng violinist should use is one that clamps over
the tail-piece.
Another argument frequently advanced
against the use of a pad is that it causes
the violin to' slope too sharply to the
right. This criticism, tbo,' is valid only in
the case of a pad which is too large or
is badly adju.sted. A well-fitting pad of
the right size allows the player to modify
the slope of the violin at will, according
to the string he is j}laying on.
The desire of ever~' violinist is to acquire a facile and accurate technic and
a vibrant quality ot' tone, and he certainly will not be willing to sacrifice the
latter to the former. The position_ in
which the violin is held exercises a good
deal of influence on the quality of the
tone: if it is allowed to slope downwards
away from the player, the tone will always be less concentrated and less vibrant. It should be held so that the
strings themselves slope slightly towards

a
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(Continued

on Page 482)
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Whal Is a VirluosoJ

Ouestions and Answers

Q. I am eighteen years old and have been
studying piano for three years. I play such
pieces as Notturno, by Respighi: Waltz in
A-flat,
by Durand;
Rakoczy
March., by

Liszt. although these take quite a bit of
practice. My ultimate goal is to be a concert pianist, and I want to ask you how
long you think. it will take me to become a

Conducted by

virtuoso.
My teacher says my ability to
read difficult music is wonderful
but that
otherwise
I am just average. One of my
biggest problems is making myself study
theory. which I find boring and difficult.
How important
are theory. keyboard harmony. and so on, to one who wants to
be a virtuoso?-J. H. S.

III

A. I believe you are a little mixed up
in your ideas about a virtuoso. It is true
that there have been cases in which a
singer or player had enormous mechanical dexterity without fine musicianship
to back it up. But the day of the "virtuoso" of that type is over, and today
the fine performer is also a fine musician
who knows his harmony, counterpoint,
form, and all the other things that go to
make up what is called "musicianship."
Most outstanding performers of the
present began to study while quite young.
and they have worked constantly and
indefatigably for years and years, sacrificing practically everything else to their
musical ambitions. You are rather late
in beginning such intensive study. and
considering all the things you have told
me in your letter (I don't have space to
print them all), I do not feel like encouraging you to proceed with your plan.
But probably Uncle Sam will in any
case have another plan for you, and by
the time the war is over you may have
changed your ideas entirely.
I believe that only those with really
outstanding talent and who have had a
chance to begin serious study early in
life ought to look forward to a career
as a concert performer-or
"virtuoso"
as you call it. For the others the road
is too long and there are too many disillusionments and heartbreaks before the
end is in sigh,t. So be a good soldier, continue to play and enjoy good music, and
after the war you will be among those
who contribute to making America musical, not by astonishing audiences by
their virtuosity but by playing and singing in their homes, by supporting
every form of music in their communities and churches, and by giving their
encouragement to music in the schools
-which are the real cradle in which a
musical America will develop. Good luck
to you!

Who

Was

Guslau

Damm?

Q. I have secured' a book by Gustav
Damm, published
long ago in Germany.
and I should like to know how the author
ranked as a teacher, composer, and player.
I should also like to know what he meqns
when he says that a certain composition in
G major may be played in E minor.
. -R. E. H.

A. The name Gustav Damm was a
pseUdonym used by Theodore Steingdiber
who was the son of a piano maker. He
founded a music pUblishing firm in LeipzIg in 1878, but before that he had published a piano method under the name
of Gustav Damm. Evidently he taught
piano but I can find no reference to his
standing, so my guess is that he was
just another "thorough German piano
i teacher."
As to keys, it is 'of course impossible
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to transpose a composition from G major to E minor, but since these two keys
have the same signature you will often
find that a composition is partly in G
major and partly in E minor without any
change in the signature. Perhaps that
is what he means.

.Whal

Is

Ihe MaUhay Melhod?

Q. A writer on music teaching recommends to piano teachers that they follow the
advice of Tobias Matthay:
"To separate
complicated
processes
and teach them
singly instead of 'simultaneously."
And at
another point:
"In learning
to play the
piano the child has heretofore
been confronted with the task of assimilating nine
separate processes." He does not state what
these processes are and I should appreciate
very much your throwing
some light on
tnem.c-J. S.

A. I do not happen to know the details
of the Matthay scheme, but if you will
look in THE ETUDEfor December, 1943,
you will find an article by Matthay
himself, and in the editor's note at the
top of -the page you will find the names
of three books in which you will, I feel
certain, find the answers to your questions. The Matthay approach is of course
only one of many possible methods, but
the success of this fine teacher's pupils
indicates that it is a plan that ought certainly to be giv~n consideration.
Intelligent music study is always based
on tll,e idea of beginning with some sort
of a "whole," analyzing this whole in
order to examine and practice upon various details, then incorporating these
details in the "whole" so that it is now
more perfect and more complete. Having
gone through this process, the pupil,
presumably under the guidance of a fine
~eacher, now analyzes the improved
"whole" and discovers other details that
are imperfect, so he sets out to master
these, always returning to a performance of the Whole, which, as the result
of such repeated study of more and more
details is coming gradually closer and
closer to perfection. So the road leads
from an imperfect whole to the stUdy
of a part, which upon being put back
makes the wl10lemore nearly perfect but
still not entirely so; therefore. there is
needed further analysis of and practice
upon certain parts; each time a part is
perfected, however, restoring the detail
to its place' in the whole so that the
whole may be more complete and perfect.
H the process is continued long enough
the details are finally all mastered and
th~ p~~ce as a whole becomes entirely
perfect. But it is highly important that
the ,stUdent shall constantly keep in
mind ,the whole which he is attempting
to perfect, even while he is working hartl.
at some detail, and that when he has
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mastered the detail it shall at once take
its place in a gradually perfecting whole.
It is probably something like this tha.t
Matthay means when he urges that the
child work at details, for of course details are important only as they take
their place in a whole which by improving its parts is gradually becoming more
and more. nearly perfect.

An Unusual Abbreuialion
Q. Will you please explain the meaning
of T.S.P. in the piece Pretttde in A.jlat,
Gp. 28, No: 17, by Chopin? It is edited by
Paderev.;~kl and appears in a collection
called
Modern Music and Musicians."
Th.ese letters are frequently used in pieces
edl!ed by Paderewski and also the sign lEI
whIch follow:s the letters.-L.
A. H.

A. The letters T.S. are an abbreviation
f?r an old direction Tasto Solo meaning
lIterally "key alone'"
'
1
' that 1· s,onYone

key to be struck. It was used in the case
of thorough-bass notation to indicate
that ~nly the bass note was to be sounded; WIth no accompanying chord. T S P
tght mean "sound only one tone 'a~d
pzano," but why the coda sign m should
follow tlhese letters I cannot figure out
I do .n~t have the edition you mentio~
so thiS IS the best I can do' but
h
f
'
per aps
some 0 our readers will be able to SUPp}
a better answer.
Y

m.
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T emPo

Q. I would appreciate some inform t'
about tempos. How can one find the a Ion
of speed if no metronome
number is . rate
the only direction
being such wor~ven,
andant~, cuec-c, and so on? Even sh as
the metronome
number is given there W en
to be inconsistencies
In the use ofS~111
various kinds of notes printed with the
number. I would also like to know wh th e
a measure
in 6/4 •.following
a sectio~ ~~
4/4 and marked l tstessc tempo is of th
same length as the measures
in the
e
ceding section, or whether it is the qu1~enote that is the same length._C.
M.
r er

Musical Ideas Come First

A. There are th~ee ways of.finding the
tempo of a partfcular
piece of music,
(1) from the metronomic
indication, if
present; (2) from the so-called temp
terms-which
might better be calle~
"mood terms"; (3) from the "feel" of
the music as one performs it. If all three
of these fail, then your only recourse will
be to ask some more experienced musi_
clan for his opinion, or possibly to secure a recording of the piece by Some
well-known artist. This latter procedure
is always valuable in acquiring ideas on
Interpretation.
Tempo. or mood terms such as allegro
presto, adagio, and so on, give one at best
only an approximate Idea of the tempo,
and I have always felt that it Was a
mistake to print any of them on the
metronome. Adagio, for example, means
"at leisure," and It is supposed to indicate a tempo that is slower than largo,
which means literally "broad," "stately."
But sometimes a- movement marked
largo is appropriately taken at a slower
tempo than another movement marked
adagio. So even at best these terms give
us merely the general mood of the music, and the individual performer must
then translate this mood into what he
feels to be the proper 1 cmpo.
I! there Is a metronome mark it means
that there are to be so many notes of
the kind prfnted,
PPT
minute. Thus,
)=60 indicates a tempo of sixty quarter
notes to the minute. But J=60 means
that the eighth note rather than the
quarter represents the basic beat and
that there 8re to be !iixty eighth notes
per minute; and J. 60 likewise directs
you to think or the J. as representing the
basic beat and to play sixty ..s per minute. usually the lower figure in the meas~
ure sign represents thc beat note, but
not always. In 6 8. fur example, the
dotted quarter rather than the eighth
represents the basic beat if the tempo is
fast rather than slow. So the metronomic
indication must indicate the kind of note
that represents the basic beat as well as
the nwnber of these beats per minute.
To find the correct tempo is often very
difficult, but it Is very important for :f
your tempo is wrong everything else IS
likely to be wrong, too. So I advise you
to devote much care to finding just the
right tempo of each composition that
you perform. Of course the tempo of a
virtuoso piece, or "show piece," depends
on your virtuosity; but in all other music the tempo should be derived from
the construction and the feel of the
music itself, and both temPO terms a~d
metronomic indications are of help 10
finding this.

.

In reply to your last question, the direction l'istesso tempo refers here to the
tempo of the quarter-note beats. !n fac~
it is practically always the basiC bead
rather than the measure that is refer~e
to in tempo directions, the only questlO~
here being to detennine what kind 0
a note represents the basic beat. These
are very interesting questions.
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Richard McClanahan combines an extensive teaching experience with a broad educational. and musical
background. As a boy he studied with a pupil of Marlin- Krause, who was a pupil of Lint. Next he
offended Northwestern University, wherr; he was graduated from bofh the College of Liberal Arts and
fhe School of Music. He then did concert worl< unfif that was interrupted
by World War I. Since
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and was its president for four years. For many years he has been
Director of Music in the Riverdale Country School, from which work has grown the Riverdale School of
Music, where over one hundred pupils study under his direction.-EoIToR's
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R1C?!ARD McCLANAHAN

HE WORD "rhythm" has many meanings. In
general, it refers to the organization of musical
sounds in time-to
such matters as beats,
measures, and long and short notes. But in one of its
more specific meanings, it may refer to the way in
which sounds fall into definite designs, into rhythmic
forms, which the mind can readily grasp. The Viennese song popularized by Kreisler-The
Old Refrainfurnishes a very simple and clear Illustration:

T

In any case. hexe we have at least five rhythms.
Rhythm 1 is a two-measure rhythm (counting now in
four-eight meter). Rhythm 2, a slight variant on 1.
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Such a design may be called a "rhythm," and it is
with this meaning of the term that this article is
concerned. Further examples of 'one-rhythm pieces
~re the Chopin Preludes in A maior and C minor. The
first uses a two-measure rhythm throughout; the
second. a one-measure rhythm:
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The same relationship exists between 3 and 4, which
are one-measure rhythms in four-eight meter. Nos.
5, 6, and 7 are too small to deserve the name, yet
their individual singling out and recognition will
prompt m~ch expressive detail in our playing. NO.5.
is significant· and full of meaning, doubtless deriving
some of its meaning from the similar rhythmic effect
with which the preceding rhythm began; that is,
the accented passing note embodied in the little twonote relationship, }. J. NO.6 is like 5, except for an
added upbeat; and No.7 uses the same melodic outline of "up a third, down a second," but lengthens
the accented note and adds a little ornamentation.
No. 8 consists of but three notes. These merely :fj.ll
in the time between the end of the first phrase and
the beginning of the second. Nevertheless,· they are
thematic, or significant, since they consist of the same
three notes with which Rhythm NO.5 began. Notice
that all have "feminine" or unaccented endings.
~ A simplified version will disclose the basic structure
and serve to confirm our analysi.~_.First, play the
simplified version, then add the ornam~ntal Iiotes
"'Of the original:

~~~~r~'l'
2

This example brings up the question of finding the
correct measure for musical ideas; also the related one
of placing the bar line at the right point in the idea.
Since composers often make mistakes in this regard.
or do not bother to change the location of the bar-line,
even though the musical design has changed, students
should, if necessary, be prepared to make such corrections for themselves. For instance. in Ghopm's
Prelude in C minor, and Schumann's Gade, the bar-line
might be more in agreement with the true rhythmic
and harmonic structure if drawn as follows:
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While there is much variety in the melody and, in
the Kreisler version, in the harmony, when it comes
to rhythm, only one design is used~a short, twomeasure one, easily recognized because continually
repeated:
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To bO, now, a little deeper i~1tothe mat~er, "rhythms"
are really the embodiment in time-no.tation of what
the Greeks used to call "the motions' of the soul"the external forms into which musical feelings cQndense, or crystallize. In short, rhythms are mtlsicaT
ideas, and if one would learn to think music correctly,
he must then learn to think in terms of such ideas.
A rhythm must be at least one measure long; otherwise we do not have a metrical accent. And it may
be as long as five or six measures, which is about
the limit of what the mind can hold together. as one
idea. Anything Jess might better be c'a·l1eda nlotif-

-=-.:-

Ex."

However, such simplicity and uniformity are exceptional, for the best phrases and periods of our 'greatest
composer~ are distinguished by the number and variety
of the rhythms contained within them. Take, for example, the first phrase of the slow movement of
Mozart's "Sonata in F major," shown in Ex. 4.
The measure would be more suitable if cut in half,
either by calling it two-four or four-eight. The "latter
would help the player to think it more deliberately.
On the other hand we might retain four""four, but
double all the note-v.aJ.ues, thus making it also look
more.. deliberate.
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as in the Frenc.I: folksong Sur la Pont;

or

Ex.S

a fig.ur.~tio~.~:~~·~·~E~~~~~~~_
~

as in an Alberti bass.

Coming now to practical matters, a musical phra&,e
- is too often 'merely a monotonous series of notes \\-ith
no differentiation, no pWlctuation, no organization.
·And, as' Dame Myra HesS has so aptly put it, "If all
notes~are alike, none mean (~ontinued dn, Page ,486)
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Practice ·With Your Brains!
:J.)ro
SOCIETY MATRON in London during. the late
eighteenth century was presenting a bouquet of
fulsome compliments to the English painter,
Sir .John Opie, renowned both for his distinguished
work and his gruff disposition.
"Oh, Sir John," gushed the lady, "your color effects
are simply too wonderful. Do tell me, what do you
mix your paints with?"
"With brains, ma'am," grunted Sir John.
In those three worda he hit off an idea of basic importance for all workers in all arts. Suitably altered
and transposed for musicians it amounts to this:

A

Always practice with your brains.
If you are a student, paste that motto up in your
practice rcom. If you are a teacher, have it on display in your studio. It is good psychology and good

sound common sense. Practice which is just a thoughtless, inattentive, unanalytic going over and over of
material yields a slow and meager harvest. It may
even be positively harmful. What gets' one places is
not so much the amount as the quality Of one's work,
not the number of hours put in, but the degree of
intelligence brought to bear during those hours, and
indeed during each minute of each one of them. So
the point for the student Isto use his brains in his
practice. 'And the business of the teacher is to help
him do so '~etter than he could by himself.

A Revealing Symptom
Here is an illustration to show part of what this
means. You settle down to practice, and decide to go
to work at sc~l~s.·They are to be taken in parallel
octaves with a range of four octaves. You start in,
and go up the keyBoard. Everything seems good
enough for the first three ochves, but in the fOurtll
you begin to fumble, and at"the .turn 'you fall right
off the tightrope. What to do? Keep right on trying?
This is what very' often happens. But it's brainle.:s
practice, isn't it? There's so-mething the matter in
that last oCtave.' Somehow or other the machine ha3
slipped 'a cog. Very well, stop and think it over. TO,be
more specific, the pa.ttern "of movement which carried you over those fir.st, three'octaves has gone to
pieces. Just how? And. where?- And why-? Set out to
find an answer to those thr~e questio:ls. ~When you
think .you've got it, but not before, s~arl over aga:in.
. Then your next try will not be simply a blind effort
made 'with an optimism for which you have no good:'
reason. It will be an intelligent 'experiment, which is
just ~hat it should be. Solve the movement problem,
and you have solved that particular problem in the
playing of the scale. Other problems will, of course,
arise-:-problems of added speed, of smoothness, of
lightness, for instance. Tackle them one by one. And
tackle them in the same way. That is how to make
practice-time pay dividends.
Naturally the same idea, applies to vocalises, to
exercises, to studies, and to difficulties you find in a
composition. Remember that any failure is a symptom
-a symptom of something wrong with the actionpattern. A persistent note-error, a persistent bungle,
means ~omething wrong with the action, and should
be treated with this in mind. You are doing something wrong, something clumsy, something that impedes and frustrates you. It is up to you to find out
what that something is, and to put it right.
The finding out may not be easy. It may caIl for
intensive analysis, and for the expert services of a
good teacher. The scientific investigation of skill has
shown that the difference between a successful and
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an unsuccessful movement pattern is often quite
slight. The difference between what you do with your
body' when you fumble a passage, and what a fine
virtuoso does with his when he executes the passage
superlatively is often minute and obscure. But it certainly shows up in the result! And the discovery of
that difference is the secret of rapid progress. So, in
all your practicing, you should be constantly studying exactly what your body does, and trying to find
ways to do it better. This is one way of bringing your
brains to bear on the job.
But there is another way, too. By all means give
analytic attention to the movements you make. But
also give analytic attention to the sounds you produce.
This calls for a special,
conscious effort. Indeed it
is a kind of effort which
you must train yourself
to make. You know how
possible-in fact how easy
-it
is to pla,.y_or sing
without really noticing Jot
much of what actually-e
happens in the way 'of
music produced.
This
amounts to sheer thought-lessness, poorly directed
or complet2ly undirected
'attention. It is brainless
routine, rather than practieing with one's brains.
What every student needs
to wO:'k for, and what
every teacher should seek
to promote, is the kind of
ear-training which makes
a person critically aware
of t.he results of his own
'efforts when he practices.
To make this concrete, .
let us go back to that
scale again. Some of your
scale practice Ehould be
the kind of experimenta~·tionwith movement which
'I have descl'ibed. But
.th~re is another approach
which should also have a
Dr. JAMES
place .. Before ever you
play yotr sc~le, sit quietly,
close your 'eyes if it helps, and concentrate on just
how you want it to sound. Concentrate on the elements of rmoothness, lightness, speed, dynamics, and
above all, rhythm, which you want to hear coming
out of the instrument. Then go ahead and mak~ a
try. Then sit quietly again, and mentally review all
the results of your effort. Here once more, of course
you have a notion which applies not only to scales'
?ut also t? vocalises, exercises, stUdies; and passage~
In composItIOns.

A Clear Menial Aim
You may be inclined to admit that this is good as
a. sCh~me for e~r-training, or for building an expresSIve mterpretatlOn, but to question whether it w'll
really help in the. solving of technical problems. ~s
a matt.er of fact It most certainly will. The musical
result IS the goal, the end, the objective. The movements of your body are the means. Successful technical performance means the coordination of means to
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ends, And you simply can't bring about SUch a co.
ordination unless you have the end clearly in In'
If you want to shoot a rifle well you must atten~n~
the various necessary movements, such as holdin g'
tightly against your shoulder, CUddling your Ch It
.
th
ee<
against the stock, squeezIng:a
er than jerking the
rigger
Some
separate
practice
of
these
movem
t
.
,ents
can doubtless .~1el'p.But these won t really come to.
gather and coordmate under control until You PI'
tice them while actually drawing a bead on a tar Iet.
To put the id~a in genera~ terms, awareness of ~~~
end is an mdtspensable aid m controlling and coordinating the means.
That is why awareness of how a passage should SOUd
and how it does sound can be a tremendous help ~
making it sound the way you want it. A person ru lI1,
into a technical difficulty. He goes over it again and
again, but it r~fuses to. clear up: So far, this is untn,
telligent practice, routme practice. Then he sets out
to study. the. move.m:nt pattern by m~ans of which he
is carrying It. ThlS IS at least one kind of intelligent
practice. But once more, no success! Then he call
inner hearing to his aid. He realizes that the passagS
has a determining melodic contour, or harmonic con~
tour, or rhythmic contour. He sets out to make it
sound th~t way, and after just a few tries the diffiCUlty
is gone like a fog bank when the wind shifts. The
learner's keen awareness of the musical shape he
wants to produce has carried over into the movement
pattern he is setting up, end has made just the smal;
but crucial difference that changes fnilure to success.
So there are two ways in which br-uns should hused in practicing - by
atteudtng
to the means
(that is. ! he action pat.
tern), and by attending
to the end (that is, the
sound
or the musical
shape). One shifts from
one emphasis
to the
other, lind indeed often
combines the two of them.
But the point is that good
practicing
should be a
series of thoughtful. attentive, analytic ex:peri~
mentsJ nol just a routine.
To be sun", routine also
has a place. It is neces··
sary to ~() over and over
material tu confirm and
consolldatf' results. Bur.
the valuc {Jf routine is not
so much to bring about
improvemcnt, as to confirm thc results of dis·
covery mnde by refiection,
analysis, and the application of brains.
Almost every day I hear
lots of music students at
work. Often and often T
stop outside a closed door
and listen to somebody
laboring with a piano, or
a clarinet, or a fiddle, or
L. MURSELL
a vocal apparatus. My
universal
impression is
that there' is far too much strumming and tooting and
scraping and yodeling, and not nearly enough silence
and thought. An old organ teacher of mine once
kind,ly told me that the best thing about my playing
of a certain piece was the rests. I'm quite sure that
most stUdents would get far more dividends from theil'
practice if they put more and longer rests and pauses
• into it. For in the rests and pauses the brain gets a
. chance to do its stuff. And it is the discovery of neW
and better'methods by brain work, and not plugging
away in the same old groove, that brings about im~
provement.
Dr. James Lockart Mursell, distinguished
E~glishpsychologist,
educated
at the Universtty of
Queensland, Australia and at Harvard University, has
h.eld important
professorships
in American colleges
smce 1920 and is now Professor of Education at Teac~ers College, Columbia University. His activity in l1HLStC
education has been especially valuable.-Editor's
Note.
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ALPINE WALTZ
has §ito?d on a S:-riss mountainside.and
heard the. pecul ia rly carrying- tones 6f a yodeJer come from a far-distant
va l ley, the word
has a nosta!gJC ref Iect io n. The composer lS one of the most meJodic of present-day
American writers.
Grade 3.
MORGAN WEST
Tempo di Valse M. M.
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From SYMPHONY No.4
When Robert Schu manu presented
the D Minor- Symphony to his wife on he r birthday, Sepletllb~!' I3,.l841, he said,"One
thing makes me happy_
the consciousness
of being still fa!' from my goal and obliged to keep doing better, and theu the feelIng that I have s~r~ngth
to .reach it." The
Symphony
was perf'o rmed that year and then laid aside for ten years when he rewrote it. Brahms preferred the or-Ig ina J versIon.ThoRu
~
repr-esents SCh umann ,.S 1'101I an d oo rig
r i inu l mus icul virility.
t!Uln~·a
Gr-ade 5.
ROBERT SCHUMANN
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The Library has already issued six
albums of phonograph records (vinylite
pressings) Which are now available for
sale to the public. According. to Dr.
Harold Spivaeke chief of the Music
D' '.
•
IVlslon,the songs
in the albums repre~
sent the cream of the Library's folksong
collection and have been chosen with
considerable care. These albums are:
I Anglo~American Ballads
Five lO-inch records vllth album
$5.50
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Six Albums Now Availabl~
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Mary and Dan have" two on the aisle", at their favorite musical
~show-their own music, played as they like it, by their o_wn
fireside. No, they're not musicians especialiy, TMs became
their pet hobby only since they got their Hammond Organ ...

.

The Library of Congress
Recording Library Goes to War
ing its benefits not only to students,
musicians, and musical experts, but to
the entire nation.
The first broadcasts of recordings from
t~e Archive of American Folksong wer"e
made by the British Broadcasting Corp'oration from forty of the archive's
field recordings. The Music Division
also sponsored a series of broadcasts on
the Columbia School of~the Air during
a period of two years.
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Grade 1~.

Treat the constantly reiterated righthand melodic A-sharps very sensitively.
Once you have sounded the first A -sharp
of each phrase, let the others which follow vibrate and diminish like the everwidening circles made by a pebble
dropped into a quiet pool. These later
A-sharps
must not be considered as
added notes, but rather as sets of vibrations sent out by the first A-sharp.
If occasionally the shape of an inner
voice can be made subtly audible, so
much the better-c-as in the left hand of
Measures 8,16,17,20,24, and so on.
Make very little change of tempo for
the Piu Lento middle section; b~ sure,
however, to play its first two measures
(21 and 22) extremely softly, and the
sequence which follows (Measures 23 and
24) with scarcely audible pianissimo.
When the first theme returns jkeep
it movtngl) watch out for those added
"obbligato" top tones beginning in Measure 30. As you arpeggiate these chords,
play the original melody tones with light
fingertip percussion, and the top obbl;gato voices with "paint-brush"
touch.
. , How ravishingly beautiful are the
melting modulations which Chopin evokes
here!
Play the llist, two measures'of the Prelude very slowly, PPP, and with progressive ritorsiaruio
the end .. At the-final
softly breathed chord, e1itth,:slG>,clouds,
and spirit dissolve into evanescent, ethereal nothingness ....
Is it any wonder
that this lovely Prelude is caviar to the
crowa?
'

ERTAIN compositions will always
remain caviar to the rank and file.
The supersensitive F-sharp major
Prelude is one of these. Its beauty is so
fragile, its fragrance so ~ubtle t~at most
students pass it by as umnterestmg-and
therefore unworthy of serious study. To
appreciate truly the flavor of this exquisite piece you must lie out, in midsummer, on a hilltop in deep, lush green
grass and watch the cloud shapes drif~
lazily by......
_t such times the soul hangs
suspended between earth and sky. There
is no longer awareness of physical line,
weight, or substance. The body ceases to
exist. Deep contentment and profound
peace merge the spirit with the universe.
Only a beautiful Nothing exists.
Such, I think. is the rarefied atmosphere which you must breathe if you
wish to mirror the Chcipin of the F-sharp
major Prelude. But first of an, be on your
guard against thinking of the "six-four"
Lento tempo too slowly. Don't even consider the fact that the measure contains
six beats, but think rather of making a
rhythmic half circle to the melodic B in
Measure 2, and another to the melodic
C-sharp in Measure 4, with two secondary swings, or "sways," in each measure.
The soft luster of the rtght-ljand
melody must float serenely over the lefthand haze. Avoid playing these lefthand tones with single finger articulations; shape each half measure with one
gentle elbow curve. Change damper pedal
at half-measure intervals only; use soft
pedal throughollt the Prelude.
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Prelude in F-sharp Major, Up. 28, No.l3
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II Anglo-Amerlca:l

Shanties, Lyric
Songs, Dance Tunes and Spirituals
Three lO-inch and two l2-inch records with album $6.25

III Afro-American Spirituals, Work
Songs, and Ballads
Two lO-inch and three l2-inch records with album $6.50
IV 4-f:r9..:±,\merican
Blues and Game
Songs
Two lO-inch and three 12-inch r~c~
ords with album $6.25
V B~aham~n Stings .~
One lO-inch and four 12-inch record3~wIth a-Ibum $6.75 VI Songs from the -i;6-qli'~is·!.;onghouse
Five l2-inch recortls with album

-

.

every piece you pl~y a new advenIt's fun to ptay music. It's a hobby
'ture.
;\nd it lends itself equally well.
that keeps growing on you with the"
years. And in any home with a to all kinds of music for every
Hammond Organ you will find this m~rriber Qt th~ family~c~Assics,
ballads, swing,
_pleasure enjoyed to the utmost.
And all of this is possiQle in a
Why? How is it average folks,
compact,
charming instrument .for
like Mary and Dan. wbo never
borne and apartmenl ... for the
studied music very seriously, sudHammond Organ creates all its
denly find in it so much satisfacbeautiful tones in a way that i~
'one
tion? It's just this: the Hammond
of
the
marvels
of
electronics.
The
Organ makes lovely, satisfying muHammond Organ of course wori't
sic easy to play.
be
available again till our war job
The Hammond's glorious tones
is
done.
Meanwhile hear and try
add so much to music ... even very
it
...
many
dealers have reserved
simple music. Rich vari~ty. vivid
one for just this.purpose.
expression, singing tones make
F'REE-

Write fOT your subsCll'ption to HAMMOND TIMES, monthly magazine abou t organ music for the
home: Hammond Instrument Company, 2929 N. Western Ave., Chicago 18, Illi7IQis

•

$7.00

A catalog describing the albums in
detail, and listing the price of individual
records, can be obtained without charge
by writing to the Library of Congress,
Music Division, Washington 25, D. C.
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ORGAN

MORE THAN 1000 HAMMOND ORGANS ARE DOING WAR DUTY WITH THE ARMY, NAVY AND MARINE CORPS
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~----The Mind's Ear
(Continued

from Page 435)

qui site and intimate instrument must
realize how little idea of a symphony
score can be given on a guitar. However,
we know
from
peculiar
first-hand
information that Richard Wagner depended upon the piano to stimulate
his imagination.

must begin at the first round." The
process may prove difficult at first, but
always remember that what others have
learned to do, you also can learn, with
practice and persistence. We recollect
with what joy we became able to read
the four clefs of a Palestrina Mass,
In our extremely callow youth, in
church we fear that we would turn to
the refuge of silent hearing during a
full, dull sermon, and in our mind's ear
would hear the hymns sung by imaginary quartets of the world's greatest
singers. Then, for the fun of it, we would
fancy hearing them sung by a strident
rural choir. It was fine training in tonal
imagination, at the sacrifice of ecclesiastical respect.
Another who listened mentally was
Berlioz Who,after much acrimonious opposition, was offered the post of professor of harmony at the Paris Conservatoire in 1838. He refused the offer on
the ground that he did not play the
piano. It was difficult to realize that at
the time he wrote the score of the
"Damnation de Faust" he did it without
the use of a keyboard, to tryout what
then were considered very bizarre harmonic effects. We have a strong conviction that the ability to play the piano
facilitates the study of harmony, provided the student also masters the art
of listening with his "mind's ear."
It was .only in his "mind's ear" that
Beethoven heard most of his later works.
He was so deaf that only by shouting at
him could he hear the human voice and
toward the end, he showed by his' conducting that he could not hear even the
symphony orchestra.
In these days of highly perfected electrical recordings and the great wealth
of broadcasts coming to our homes, there
is no excuse for the ambitious musician
not to advance hmself to score reading
if he so desires. Those who had to learn
to do this in the period prior to the
modern electronic instruments could not
possibly secure in the finest conservatory
centers of the world one-fifth of the
opportunities we all now possess. We
predict that the day will come when
musicians will have libraries of abbreviated scores to read in their "mind's ear"
and also to have at hand when the great
orchestras are playing old and new
masterpieces. In the midst of world
chaos we, in our blessed America, can
turn constantly to music for surcease.

When studying in Germany years ago,
your Editor had a Hausjrau (housekeeper) who was the daughter of a
widow who lived near Frankfort. Wagner
and his family came to live with her
as boarders. She often told of the misery
of the composer when he had to wait
three weeks after his arrival until bis
piano came. She said, "He was as angry
and sullen as an animal in a bear's cage.
It was very hard to live with him. The
moment his piano came, however, he was
all smiles. He caressed the instrument as
a child caresses a new toy."
Wagner, however, was a very indifferent pianist. He depended upon the visits
of his father-in-law, Franz Liszt, to hear
his scores transcribed to the keyboard
through the magic of the great Hungarian virtuoso.
The ability to read an orchestral score
is an acquisition well worth the hard
labor required in learning the art. To
be able to sit down quietly and peruse
a Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Schumann, or
Franck symphony, as one would read a
play by Shakespeare or Moliere or Lope
de Vega, is a supreme intellectual and
emotional experience.
Learning to read music so that. one
can hear it is greatly facilitated by the
study of solfeggio as it always has been
taught in some continental conservatories and here and there in America.
When soiteooio has been studied thoroughly and exhaustively, the individual
can read in the "mind's ear" anything
in print. On one occasion Lieut.-Commander John Philip Sousa, who was
thoroughly trained in solfeggio by his
teacher, Esputa, wanted to illustrate how
the rapid notes beginning Rossini's
"Semiramide" should be played, sang the
passage, naming the degrees (do, re, me,
fa, and so forth) with a swiftness that
was unforgettable. Sousa had trained
himself to take in a whole page of a
score at a glance. He also could read
entire pages of a book at a time,' in
much the same manner as Thomas B.
Macauley.
Only a few centuries ago kings and
queens did not think -it necessary to be
able to read. Reading was something
that could be left to slaves and impoverished scribes. In his youth Epictetus'
was a slave in the bodyguard of Nero.
The invention of printing made it pos(Co~tinued from Page 436)
sible for all to read. Illiteracy became a
sign of loss of caste. We have an idea
that the time is coming when all serious are particularly indicated and the indimusicians, judged competent,. will be ex· vidua~ may be dull in other respect~.
pected to read the score of, let us say, Such was the instance of the moronic
"The Marriage of Figaro," just as a high blind Negro pi~nist, Blind Tom. Lon~
school graduate would be expected to ob~ervation, however, has ma.de clear
read Sheridan's "The Rivals."
that there.is a vast accumulation of speThe art -of reading silently, as ,--with~ cific evidence pointing to the fact that
all other arts, is to be acguired by startm~sic study (according to the stateing with ..the most ~in;.ple texts and ments of Il)any celebrated men. 'who have
progressing, step by step, to the more. studj.ed musi~ as an avocation), acceledifficult works. Sir. Walter Scott says, in rates mental activity in· a manner quite
"Kenilworth," "He tliaf climbs a ladder . marvelous.

Finding ,Effects

"'VOICE OUESTI

SPEED DRILLS (~~~~)
.AnJwereJ l'J DR. NICHOLAS DOUTY
IANO PLAYING, to be interesting,
must be effective-that
is, every
phrase should produce an effect.
Since much of the beauty that can be
produced on the piano cannot be graphically indicated, the printed pag-e offers
comparatively little guidance. Therefore,
the player must search his music to discover all of the subtle nuances; and In
this, imagination is a most important
factor.
In the Pastorale by Scarlatti, there is
an opportunity to produce an effect which
is essential to that type of composition.
This particular effect is quite likely to
be overlooked if the piece is studied su-eper~cially, since it occurs in the bass at
~ pom~ where the player may be absorbed
In trying to perform trills which sound

P

No qlltS/iom
and addreS!

After the thirds, it breaks in with the
spontaneity of a cuckoo call and is not
heard again, thus creating the impres_
sion of a cuckoo having flown across the
scene and sped out of hearing. It looks
commonplace in print, but a little practice will make it sound realistic. This is
only one instance of what we may term
a well thought-out effect.

"FORWARD
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will be answered in ·THE ETUDE unless accompanied by the full name
of the. inquirer,
Only initials, or puudofl)'m
given, will be published.

Forgetting

for a .singer to
forget the words of a song and remember the
music perfectly. This is the reason why so
many recitalists carry with them onto the
stage a small, unobtrusive book of words.
There is an official prompter in French and
Italian opera performances, whose business it
is to speak the words before they are sung. It
is a detestable custom, for all too often the
sound of the prompter's voice is clearly audible to the audience over both the singer and
the orchestra, with a most irritating effect.
The prompter has no place in modern opera.
Wagner despised him, so he is not used in
wegnerjan opera performances.
2. It may be that your illness was a severe
one from which you have not entirely recovered. Besides this, you have been living
with friends and you have been deprived of
your regular practice periods, both during
your illness and your convalescence. You
must be patient. When you return- to your
own home and you can resume your practice
undisturbed, and as you improve in health,
we think your memory will return to normal.
Nevertheless, it is a fact, as you point out,
that singers must continually review their
songs or they will forget them.

;l

Blow Upon

the-

Head

Has She a Freak Voice?
Q. My teacher tens me that 1 have a very nicevoice; in fact, that I have a f1'eak voice because
I have an unusual range. My range is from three
and one-half to fou1' octaves. Have you ever
heard the expression "freak voice" used before?
2. My teacher makes me vocalize forty-five to
sixty minutes a day. Do you think this is too
much? I am nineteen years old, a colotatura
soprano. I start from C below Middle C and
sometimes can go up aU fou1' octaves. Do you
think my voice wilt go any higher?-Miss R. S.

Q. r am 71 ineteen and about two yeaTS ago
I was struck on the head by a basebalL
As
a result I had constant headaches and I tost
my high notes. I was a coloratura
soprano,
but now r am a lyTic. I am singing the right
way, I know. because my teache1' is well
known for his training.
It feels as if ·my
throat were sore and I cannot sing for a loV-g
time. My high notes from a high La-Ta-Do
crack completely, after two years. If it were
laryngitis
I am sure that my th1'oat would
have been better by now. Do you. think it is'
A_ The expression "freak voice" is quite mispossible that something
is wrong? Everyone
leading. Ask your teacher what he means by It.
tells me that I have a beautiful voice and I, We much prefer his assurance that you have
would not like it to go to waste. A friend of "a very nice voice" and we advise you to act
mine tells me that she read a book by Marchesi
u'pon that assurance,
,
<,'
which says that an accident like -this souI~ 't:t 2 At nineteen you are old enough to stand a
affect tfte voice. What shalt
do?--:-C: M. .
--regular, careful sertes of dally exerCises. How-

I

~

O[Jicial Mor;llc

Oorpif T'/I.fo{1fll/111

THERE'S MUSIC IN THE AIR I
"Let's go. fellows I" The Third M"
.
Carolina.-."lakes the air" 10 pia· anne Alrcraf~ ~in9" Band of -Cherry Point, North
Larkin is responsible- for givin Yw~ nearby alrhel~s •. Briqadier General Claude A.
been land bound. Master Teq h'
is ~o the ,mUSIC makers. who· heretofore have
c mea
ergeant George F. SeuUert, of Brooklyn.
holds the baton.

WITH

MUSIC"

THE ETUDE
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THE LARGE NOTES make vivid mental pictures. This
feature is important, but best of all ... children like Speed
Drills. They should be used at the first lesson, and the
pupil sbould have a set for daily home practice.

Drill No.3
For stressing rapidity
playing the keys

SIGHT.PLAYING
is hecornirig more and.more of are,
quirement of pianists, and students at the very start, should
he trained to attain it. Speed Drills will lay the foundation
for proficient sight playing.
GET YOURS TODAY - Speed Drills may he. obtained
from your local music dealer, or send direct to us, the pub-lishers. Complete set of 32 cards with instructions, only 5o.c.

JENKINS MUSIC COMPANY.
ROUSING

PATRIOTIC

"LIBERTY

BEll

OF

strains.

Pre.public:ation
Price-2S¢
from the Author alld puNisher

WM. O. ROCHOW
Pike

Drill No.4
For stressing rapid visual, mental and muscular coordination

SONG

Order

7325 A. West Chester

Kansas City 6, Mo.

1944"

Be the first in your rommuntw
to introduce
this
Inspiring
patriotic
num!.>er which. will tnsranur
se~
vour usteners
to whistling
or hwnming
its martial

Upper Darby, Pa.

Results

CUARANTEED!

we bUild, IItrenf(1;hen the -vocal organ!l-.
not with singing lesson_but
by sound... ",.

:~~I~'i,"i~rut'~~~
....
ta,:'~~1~;
~:;~py~:lsa1~~;;J~I";n

wUh ""sulte. Write for Voice Book, FREE. Sent tn no
on'l und.., 17 "cs",",01<'1
unless sll:ned by pa~nt.

PERFECT VOICE lNSTITUTE. StudIo55B.C. 64 E. Lake St.,CHICAGO I

"1.1Igll~II
.... a..
i
S£f,ltS-;;;;;;~I;~========n

..;- ever, If the exerCIses prescnbed by your
teacher seem to bre you too much, eIther they
are too long or you ~have not mastered the
theory of voice production sufficiently to prac~
tice them. You should cOn'Sult your teacher
upon this point. The range"you mention is a
very extended, ,one, and perhaps this is ~hy
your teacher says you have a -freak VOlce.
Please remember that the practical range of a
voice consists only of those tones wh~ch ~re
beautiful, freely produced, and capable of ~emg
blended into a smooth scale. Almost any smger
can squeeze out a' few thin. additional high
notes, and grunt out a few lower ones. -r:he~e
added tones cannot be c01?-sideredto be wlthm
the real range of the voice ~nd should not be
used in public. If these upper tones are pleasant,
the range of your voice is sufficiently exten~ed
for you to sing most of the songs and anas
in the usual repertoire.

"FORWARD.

For stressing visual
accuracy

AN ADVANCED STEP-Speed
Drills are an advanced
step in aiding the student to quickly identify the note on
the I staff with the key on the piano. These handy car~s
stress visual accuracy, tecognition of the keyboard POSi~
ticns, producing
rapid visual, mental
and muscular
coordination.

. A. There are several possibilities involved
m the loss of your high tones. You were
seventeen when the accident occurred. Perhaps
your voice has matured during the last two
~ears and become naturally lower. This contmgency must be taken Into consideration. 2. Perhaps you have -indeed a sore throat,
one of those obscure infections which have
b~en so prevalent during this long and trying
wmter. An examination of your throat and
larynx by a good doctor would determine this
for ~ou. He would also suggest treatment to
amel:o!"ate the condition and eventually cure
you.
3. It is barely possible that the blow upon
the head may have slightly affeCted the brain,
a.s you suggest, though this scarcely seems
likely. As you live so near the greatest city in
the United States, it would not be difficult for

AUGUST,

and

EASY TO USE-Speed
Drills consist of 32 cards with
complete and easv-ro-follow
instructions for their ';lse. On
each card is a picture of the note on the staff which corresponds with the key on the piano keyboard.
Thus,
the student learns through his eyes, rather than the written
or spoken word, the location and position of each note.

A. It is not at all -unusuat

A. Without a personal audition It is very difficult for us to tell exactly what ails your young
tenor. Your description of his course of training suggests that he Is using too much force,
singing continually too high and too loud.
with the mistaken idea that loudness alone
will make his singing attractive to the public.
He is trying to amaze and astonish his audience instead of charming them. The fact that
already he has lost a few of his brilliant, high
tones should be enough to convince him that
he is on the wrong track. If he continues to
force his voice. it seems likely that his upper
notes will become Increasingly difficult or that
he will develop either a tremolo or a breathy
tone. His mental attitude
towards singing
seems to be wrong. He should try for beauty
of sound, elm-tty of enunciation, finish of style,
and not mere noise.
2. Apparently your young friend Is a poor
musician. If he would learn to play the piano
and to read music, he would not need to beat
time with his hand, which is very disturbing
to his physkal poise, and visually unpleasant
to his audience.
After

of a

Q. Is it customa1'Y for c singe1' to forget the
words of songs? Untu recently I could sinp
about twenty different songs at a moment's
notice. With one or two rehearsats r could add
some twenty-five
more. The songs I knew
welt I went over on the piano about once 0
week. Now, after a spell of urness and being
a guest in a home here, I was asked to sing. I
was quite annoyed to find mysetf searchinp
for some -of the words 'of songs that I knew
so wen before I was iH. The music came without effort. Can it be that singe.rs must continuaUy go over their songs? I sing Gilbert
and Sullivan's songs and some of Victor Herbert's, besides hymns.-E.
S.

t01'

Finder

50 'i

SIGHT.PLAYING
easily and quickly learned by tiny tots,
or beginners of any age, with these Speed D~ill .C.ards.
Makes teaching easier and quicker for class or [ndivtdual
instruction.

Song After an Illness

had dropped down a couple of tones and that
he had lost his head tones. His teacher eeue
him that he has a trumpet voice and he brings
to me, his accompanist, pieces wi~h hioh lou~
notes for which he has an obsession. There \8
not one lesson in which 1 do not. have to pl?-y
the big, high climaxes several time~
htm
while the remainder
of the compostiton gets
very little work. His voice is so loud that
wl~en he is gone it takes me quite a white
to get back to solid ground. I try to . make
him' sing mOTC' softly,
but to no avatl. He
thinks loudness is II desirable quality. especially in the climaxes wher!? high notes are
contained.
2. He beats time with his hand, which I
think deerects from his singing. Do you thinlc
he should do this?-W.
N.

Tones

The Words

Set of 32 Cards, Keyboard
Book of Instructions - Only

Drill No.1

you to obtain the opinion ora brain specialist.
who might be able to relieve your mind of
any anxiety upon this subject.

He Has Lost His Head Tones
Q W1tat causes the head tones of a young
ma~ of twenty-three
to become lost? His voice
has dropped severaL steps an~ these tones ~Te
nnatural. He sang tn a recttal one evenmg
:nd the next day he noticed that his voice

Loss of High

Complete

Cardsin Place
Back of Keyboard

for Teaching Beginners
Sight Reading

like birds. It is, in effect, a Cuckoo call.

Why Music Study
Is a Priceless
Investment
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PIANO TEACHERS!
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EXCELLENT
PIANO TEACH·
ING PIECES
SELECTED AND
IDGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR
THEIR TUNEFUL AND
APPEALING
QUALITIES
Each an individual
sheet music
publication.
Published

by

Ohver
'2JUJon Co.
THEODORE

PRESSER CO.

DIstributors
1712 CHESTNUT ST.
PHILADELPHIA
1, PA.
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Composer Price
Title
Grade
Key
.....
Wagness
.30
At the Barn Dance (2) (G).
..•.........
Northup
.3S
At the Derby (2) (A minor).
. Wagness
.30
Beautiful Dreamer (2) (D).
. . . . . . . . . . .Nouarro .40
Castillian Dance (2) (F).
Wagness
.30
CeUo. The (1 Yz) (D).
.30
Davey Jones and the Pirates (2) (G minor) .. Fmnklln
. Wagness
.30
Elfin Frolic (2) (F)
. Hastil1gs .35
Flying on the .Clipper Ship (2 Yz) (C).
Hail King and the Snow Queen. The
.35
(2) (A minor).
Adler
.35
Hobgoblin. The (1) (A minor).
. .... Wagness
.30
Home on the Range _
...•......
Wagness
.30
Hymn to the Sun (2) (F).
.
Pelham
.30
In a Starlit Garden (3) (E-Aat)
Federer
.30
In Old Vienna (2) (F).
._
Wagness
.40
In the Sultan's Palace (2 Yz) (A minor). . . .
_Nason
.30
Indian Rain Dance (1) (A minor)
Stockbridge
Little Brook A-Murmuring (2) (C).
_Pipget .35
Magic Forest (3) (E-Aat).
. ...•..........
Wag1less .30
March 01 Victory (1) (F).
. ...•.........
Wag1less .30
.30
Ping Pong (I) (F).
. _•............
Parllell
.35
Plantation Serenade (2) (C) ........••.....
Wagness
.30
Sandman's Song, The (2) (F)
Bmce
.30
Sea Chantey, A (2) (A~flat)
Wagness
.40
Shadows in the Water (1) (C)
Fleming
.35
Shadows 01 the Night (3) (C).
.
Podeska
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PREPARE

NOW FOR TOMORROW!
Con:Jerllator'j

a

in

Own

.u.:

•
Uncle Sam makes it possible for you to take practical music
lessons. by correspondence, even though you are thousands of
miles away from your teccher.
Definite, concise, comprehensive lessons (prepared by able,
recognized teachers) illustrated and clearly explcnned-ccdwcys
before you to study and refer to over and over again.

PADEREWSKI said of our Piano

In all such problems
of dealing with
the human element producing cross curren ts, the experience
of a publisher may
be helpful. He was asked how "he dealt
with the cranks, often critical, sometimes
even abusive, who wrote to him. "With
kindness,"
he said, with a rueful smile.
"You never know when you are dealing
with a wounded animal."
'
Let the choir members
recognize some
of the benefits
they are receiving.
One
man listed a few of the things he appreciated most. "Singing is good for your
health.
It causes
you to breathe
more
deeply, thus purify).ng your blood..as you

course-

"If is one of the most important additions fo the pedagog.
- icalliter9fure·on
pianoforte playing published for years.
"As an excellent guide for students and solid and reliable
- advice for teachers, if is bound to become very popular,
and the more so as it bears the stamp of a real pianist,
accomplished musician and experienced pedagogue."

from

what shall be done with the person who
finds fault, interrupts, makes himself
generally a problem? It seems best to let
such an individual know that his suggestions are welcome at other than re~
hearsal time. The director has in mind
what he wants to do, the most important
thing coming first. To go off on some
side issue at that time is neither desirable nor practicable.
In churches, at times, it may be the
organist who feels called upon to set the
director straight. A pastor told of one
such incident. An elderly organist demoralized rehearsals by calling the director on points she felt he missed. At last
the pastor spoke to her, saying that unless she could permit the director the

resigned.

An examination paper accompanies every lesson. If there is anything you don't understand it is explained b you in detail by our
experienced teachers.

Ii

(Continued

authority
he deserved, the church must
ask her resignation.
The good woman
went home, thought the matter over, but
decided that she could not change-and

Nothing is left to guess work.

I

Streamlining Choir Rehearsal

OllESTMlNS

Page 449)

take in fresh air. You take on better
posture and walk with improved
balance
and poise. Singing
cultivates
the imag ,
ination
and reflects
it vividly
on your
face. It breaks
down self-consciousness
and encourages
optimism
through
difficulties overcome.
"It will make the speaking
voice more
vibrant
and add to personal
charm. It
will develop
a better
memory
and a
keener power to concentrate.
The singer
acquires a deeper feeling for the meaning of words through
singing
the poetic
text. He .appreciates
and
enjoys
more
fully the achievements
of artist
singers
he hears.
Singing
brings
a fascinating
interest
to the colorful literature
of song.
It makes the singer more Vitally alive
yet absorbs him in the pursuit
of beauty:
It releases
pent-up
emotions
and expresses an otherwise
inarticulate
self."
By all means,
let each
rehearsal
include some singing
that
lifts the whole
emotional
tone. Singing
is an emotional
experience.
While it must
be informed
and controlled,
it is primarily
felt. To
end a rehearsal
thus is to have the group
anticipate
the next meeting.
Above all, the
love of music
must
possess the director if he is to communicate it to the choir. Bach loved music so
deeply and completely
that he has been
truly called a musical missionary.
Directors, too, will find that their best results
in choir rehearsal
come from the wholehearted
desire to share their enthusiasm
for the
wonder
and
power
found
in
beautiful
music.

...An:JwereJ t'j

by I/. P.

1/"plclnJ

ars many times in the Century catalogue.

you ~ee this ."a~e you maXbe sure
that the piece IS melodiC., IS well wr~tten.and
uts across its pedagogIC purpose In a way
nat children like. The list conta.i~sa few.of
th Hopkins pieces In Century Edition ... like
ali century pieces, they are ISc a copy.
(With Wordsto Sing if you Like)
2140 Sehool Pictures, C_l .... t Rhrtbmtc Legato)
Q. What stops, and how many are ordina·
2142 An Old MossCoveredChurch.C~l
rHy found on reed organs containing two
A Littlo Fr~~cOhUb6~1l~~~~~
r xrcrootcLegalo)
manuals and pedals? What is the approximate
~~tgBig BilsSFiddle. C:l..<~ft HlUld lIIelody) price range of such instruments? Wourd it be
2141 watchl~~'0::I~r:01~~:;ioll;~~li·············
possible to remove some of the reed pipes and
2974 Old Cathedral, G-l
(DoubleNotes)
substitute flue pipes in their places in an organ
2915 ShoogyShoo. C-l
(DoubleNotes)
2918 MyNewSaxaohone,Col. (Left Hand~rclody)
of this type or in a one-manual reed organ?
2979 Wynkumand B,yokum,F-1.(MclodlcJ.el/alo)
Can you name any books which deal with the
2983 TwiokleToes, V-I,
(FInser Technique)
construction of smarr· reed. and, pipe organs in
2984.Littlll Injun Brave. Arn-l.
.
(~'(\I'e"rlllDeveloument l
(J. manner which wotdd make them
of pruc2985 In Ao Old World Village. ),'-1.
.
tical aid to a person desiring to build such an
2996 Come aoJ IWli.:~mbc_
/~~~\~lhythmlcLegalo)
instrument?-R.
P. M.
3000 My t.nne Goldflsh.c-r. (TAlft HandMelody)
3001 Thll Captains March. C-L.... (Time Studrl
A. There are several different sizes of .reed
3003 My Pretty CeHo.C-I... <Left Hand Melody)
3004 Tha GardenWaltz. C·l .. (HhythmlcLegoto)
organs of the type you mention. Prices also
3001 The Big Soldiers. C-L
(DoublcNotes)
vary, and we are sending you information by
3039 Skip and Dance,F_I
(RhythmlllJ..egalO)
mail. We suggest that you state your desires to
~~g ~IO:us~IC~·l.~~~::
:~1~\~~~;~eJ[~I~~1
the builder and request prices. Voledo not have
~g;i ~5bi~i~~Od
(iiln(g~~U~~h~l~t~: price lists. Reed organs do not. as a rule. CO:l·
30511Fairy Wish. l:-2
(Fl.n,!::cr
Staceato)
tain reed pipes; consequently. you would howe
3(161ChristmasIs Here, 1,'-2.n'lnger TechniQue)
to replace reeds with flue pipes. As the aver3101 Little Red Skin, F-l, (A\lernalln~llanili;.)
3109 Moonbeams
('-1
(DoubleNotes)
age reed organ is built on the "suction" plan
3111 In the Clluntry.F-2
(HhylhmloLegato)
3111 Out Onth~ Ocean, C_2 /Rh}1111nlcJ.eI:OIO) and flue pipes on the "force" plan. it would
3119 Boy Scouts.F 2
(Finller 'fc{']mIQue)
not be practical to replace the reeds with
3580 The Bold '(night. F_2 /FlngcrStlLCcato)
pipes. For books on the construction of the
3582 CarelossMary. li·_2
(Flnllcr TeclllllQlle)
pipe organ we suggest "The Modern Organ."
3583 Old ManWinter.Dm-2
IStaecatoStud}')
3584 MyValootioo.V 2
, .. (II'IIlI:er
Stn.ccato)
Skinner; "Organ Stops,'" Audsley; and "The
.3585 Thll Big Clock.C-2
(TimeStudy)
Contemporary American Organ." Barnes. There
Ask your dealer for Century Mllsk. If he
are also several books. including one on concannot supply you, send your order direct
struction of the reed organ. which were pubto liS. Our c;omplete c:atalo~ue listing aver
lished in England. but under present condi3700 nllmbers is fREE on request.
tions, price and delivery cannot be guaranteed.

t~~~~
PFt:enS:2F~2:·.

254 West 40th Street

You ~re awarded a diploma whe~ you have completed. a course'
to the satisfaction of the Instruction Depa,rtment and the Board of
Directors., We ,~re .aI~o"authorized to issue the De.gtee of Bachelor
of Music upon those who comply with our requirements. These
are Harmony, His~ory of ·Music. Advance~ CompOsition and an l'
advanced practice course.",The latter may De voice or instru·
mental. ~ach su1:?jectc~arries 30 semester hours:

Remember there are splendid qpporfunities in the
music field to make a very comforfoble income.
Let iis fhow you how. Mail the coupon today:

UNIVERSITY

EXTENSION

Dept. A·441

COUE

RVATORY

1S25 East S3rd Street, Chic;ago, IlIlnois

----------------------------------------------_:_------UNIVERSITYEXTENSIONCONSERVATORY,Dept. A·441

1525 E. S3rd Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Please send me catalog, sample lessons and full information regarding course I have marked
with an X below.
.

o
o

Piano, Teacher's Normal Course
Piano, Student's 'Course
Public School Mus.-Beginner's
Public: Schoor Mus.-Advanced
Advanced Composition
Ear Training 6- Sight Singing
O History of Music

§

Name.

Harmony
Bo Advanced
Cornet~Trumpet
Cornet

o
o
o
o

Voic:e
Choral Conducting
Clarinet
Dance Band Arranging

Violin
Cuitar
BOMandolin

S

Saxophone
Reed Organ
Banjo

.. _Adult or Juvenile ..•••••.•..•.••..•••••

Street No.
City .....

•....•.....
State ..••••.••••••••••••
Are you teaching now? . . .
. .. If so, how many pupils have you?
Do you
hold a Teacher's Certificate?"
" ...•....
Have you studied Harmon-y?
.
Would you like to earn the Degree of Bachelor of Music? ..
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New York 18, N. Y.

Midsummer Wartime Radio Music
(Continued' tram
results after thE war. As one radio official
of our acquaintance
says, it may well
make the International
language
of tomorrow Spanish rather than French. But
this is looking
ahead,
and p~edictions
are something
to be avoided. Increased
momentum
of war developments
has resulted in a larger number
of' newscasts
and news analyses
during the past year.
A staff of Latin Amer·ican analysts
has
been •.constantly
at work to keep our
neighbor
nations
accurately
and impartially in~ormed on every major development of the War. There can be no doubt
that the broadcast
of the American news
analyst' carries much weight below the
border, and there has been considerable
wisdom
in flashing
in Spanish
and
Portuguese
to Central
and South America all news broadeasts
at the very moment they are reaching
listeners in the
United States.
The Latin American
artists heard regularly from Columbia's
short-wave
studios in New York in daily programs
of
authentic
music
are carefully
chosen
leaders in their respective
fields of entertainment.
A musical revue, called Viva
~merica,
was inaugurated
last January,
In order better
to acquaint North American listeners
with the type of music
be:h1g sent to Latin America. This pro-

MARCH
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Thursdays
at 11 :30 P.M.,
artists regtllarly
featured
over the Network of the Americas.
These
inclUde Nestor Mesta Chayres,
Mexican
lyric tenor;
Alfredo
Antonini
and his
Pan American
Orchestra;
the Celso Vega
Quintet, Afro-CUban
mstrumental
group;
aild other Latin-American
artists.
Listeners who have travelled
southward
in
the old days have nostalgic
memories
of
the countries they visited revived through
Viva America.
Calling Pan America,
heard Saturdays
at 2:30 P.M., EWT, brings the music and
folklore
of Latin
America
direct
from
the capitals of the neighbor
repubIics
to
audiences
throughout
the
States.
The
continuance
of this successful
series is
based on the premise, says one radio official'
that
cooperation
between
the
Americas
must
operate
as a two-way
street. "We must not only send our culture and our ideas southward,
but we
must endeavor to learn something
of the
vast cultural and musical
background
of
our neighbors."
The interest
in many
of the serious
musical programs
in the other Americas
has been most gratifying
to radio sponsors here. The New York Philharmonic
Orchestra,
the Philadelphia
Orchestra,
(Continued on Page 492)
gram,

heard

EWI', presents

No questions will be answered
in THE ETUDE
unless accompanied
by the fflll
name and address 01 the inquirer. Only initrals , or psefldonym
given, will be published. Naturally, in fairness to all friends and advertisers, we ran express no opin;ons
as 10 the relative qualities 01 various organs.

~~~~ Hme

CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC

HENRY S. FRY, Mus. Doc.

DO YOU EARN $5,000
YEARLY?
You should .•• if n·ot, write us at once.
Get in the BIG MONEY teaching
popular music (swing).
Have your own schOQl.
CAVANAUGH

PIANO

475 Fifth Avenue

SCHOOLS

New York 17, N. Y.

by .{Ida J!2lc1ztet
of membership depend upon the kind of membership to which the applicant aspires-Colleagueshlp,
which must be the status of an
applicant for the Associateship examination
(optional). which in turn is the examination
lor membership which permits the applicant to
take the Fellowship examination. The initiation fee is two dollars. and the dues are three
dollars per year for any class of membership. I
The fees for examination can be secured from
the Chapter to which .the applicant belongs, or
may be had by addressing the headquarters of
the Guild in New York City.
Q. What approximate
tempo woutd you
suggest for the Andante Sostenuto of Widor's
"Gothic Symphony?" Shourd rubato be used? I
experience great difficuUy in phrasing the first
eleven measures so that the rhythmic
purse
may be discerned. Would you advise detaching the first sixteenth note from the following
notes in each meaS1tre of the accompaniment
part? In the edition which I am using, each
ornament is attached to the following principal note by means of a srur. Should the ornaments take their time value from the principar
notes? In m.any places it seems awkward to
fo/row this rule.-J.
R.

A. We suggest an approximate tempo of 68
quarter notes to the minute, varied for effectiveness according to the size of the church. its
resonance, and so forth. We also recommend a
natural
rubato, suggested by the solo melody;
Q. From time to time you have recom-'
this will relieve any machine-like interpretamended Whitworth's "The Electric O-rgan" and
tion. Care should be taken, however, that th~
"Cinema
and Theatre Organs." Is the first
rubato is not excessive. We think it well that
about Electronics? Does the second give any
you do not detach the first note of the accomtechnical details about wind-chest or blower?
paniment figure. but depend on the solo part
You have also mentioned Milne's "How to to produce the rhythm, which a natural rubato
Construct a Two-Manual Chamber Organ."
will enhance. In ancient compositions the OITlDoes this vorume go into detail about t~e amental notes. in at least some instances. took
wind-chest or blower? Those are the .mam, the time from the principal note following. but
items in which I am interested; also (dtrect)
in this case it is best that the time be taken
m.agnetic actions. Does .the.A. G. O. ins~st on from the preceding note; in fact, we believe
certain specificattons bemg tncorporated tn the
that was Widor's usage.
console, and where might I obtain a copy of
same?-J. G. M.
Q. I play every Slmday on a Teed or~an
containing

the stops named on enclosed r~st.

A. As the books you mention were pub·
I have never studied organ and know nothmg
lished previous to the development of Elec- about propeT combinations, just ~tsing th~m
tronics fuey do not treat on the subject. As we according to sound. Is there any matenat
understand the office of publication in EngavaUable that win instruct
me?
Can you
land was bombed. they are not available r:-0w, suggest music that can be used on it? I would
FOR SAT~F.: Used Vocalion, Two Man~a.l
and we suggest "The Contemporary Arnencan
Chapel Style, Heel! Organ with Cla:ner,
like a book of hymn voruntaries and one with
F,lectl'ic Blower
and Decorative
PIpes.
Organ" by Barnes. So far as we know: t?e
the classics.-K., R. P.
Box CA c/o THE ETUDE.
American Guild of Organists does not. InSist
on
the
inclusion
of
certain
features
10
the
A. If you have a good ear for. tone. you
FOR SAT~F.: STEINWAY
CONCERT
Console, even though they be recommended by have the right idea in using the lllstrument
GRAND AbSOLUTELY
LIKE NEW. SUBthat body. We suggest that you address the according to "sound." For your gener~l inSTANTIAL DISCOUNT.
Joseph
Holstad,
337 Oak GrO\'e, Minneapolis,
Minn.
Guild Headquarters
at th~ .General Office. formation, 8' pitch is normal (same as plano),
Room 3405. International BUlldmg, Rockefe~ler 4' an octave higher, 2' two octaves higher,
SINGING MADE EASY-Book
one dolCenter,
630
Fifth
Avenue,
New: York Clty, and 16' pitch an octave lower. than normal
lar. Eastern
::>tudios, Chambersburg,
Pa.
stating the information you reqUire.
pitch. Landon's "Reed Organ Metho?" includes
FOR SAI,El: Slightly
used classics, back
a chapter on "Organ Stolls and Their Managepopular songs. List 10\,. Fore's (Dept. E)
Q
Witt you please give the address of The ment" which might be useful for your purpose.
:H51 High, Denver
5, Colorado.
Am~rican Guild of Organists? What are the
For music for the ins~rument you might
examine the following: "Reed Organ Player"
requirements for becoming a member? .Is ~pWANTED FOIt OUR ARlUED FORCES
by Lewis (contains some classics):, "Reed <?rpLication made to the National orv:amzatwn
-Musical
instruments
of all kinds including pianos. organs,
band and orchesgao Selections for Church Use
(contaIns
directly or through the State ot Testdence or
tra, accordions,
phonographs,
capeharts,
classics); "The Stults Hymn Paraphrases (No.
study? If throug'~ the State umt, ~ust span·
orgatl"Ons and chimes
for shipment
t.o SOTS be members of the State umt, OT may 1)" by Lorenz. Any of the books named may
Our fighting men overseas
and for conyalcscent hospitals.
Now your idle sil~nt~ they be members of anotheT State. u;nit? Wh~t be had from the Publishers of The Etude.
are the obligations of mem~ershtp. What tS
lnstrument
can be of service in winnlllg
the war. Write us air mail Ot· wire comthe cost of joining? What 1S the cost after
plete description
stating
price. V\-e pay
membership is acquired?-E. ~. T.
BECHSTEIN
full cash value
Birkel-Richardson
Co.,
730 W. 7th Street, Los Angeles 14, Calif.
A The address of Headquarters of The
CONCERT GRAND
Am~rican Guild of Organists. is Room 3405,
FOR SALE: Henry F. Miller piano with
and other leading makes professional
modern organ pedals. Reasonable-Jennie
International Building. Rockefeller Center ..630
pianos. Concert used, but recent prodM. Weller. Chautauqua,
New Yorl~.
Fifth Avenue, New York City. The reqUlreucts and perfectly reconditioned. Promiments for becoming a Colleague, the fir~t memnent Chicago Plano Firm offers large
FOR SALE: Offers solicited for 70 reselection at attractive prices.
bership in the Guild, are that the applicant be
C,'ordings of popular
Ballads, Operasl.-..etc.
or Use on Welte-Mignon
Organs, L. Y. S .. recommended by two Guild members. and we
Address
P. O. Box 1863. Chicago
90, III.
su est that you join the Chapter ~f ~our
cd/o\T)1e Etude, 1712 Chestnut
St., PhiJae Phla, Pa.
pr:ference, which ~s allowable. The obligatIOns

CLASSIFIED

THE ETUDE
A.UGUST, 1944

is a surprise to many who don't keep up wlth
Century Edition. With so many of her works.In
higher priced editions they had.no Idea MISS
Richter was 50 well represented In the Century
c.atalogue.
This gives us a chance to tell you again that
at ISc a copy Century is one of the world's
qreat bargains ••• second only to War Bonds
and Stamps.
(ThesePiano Pieces Have WordsTo Sing)
3452 Indian Boy,Em-2. .. (AlternatingHands)
3158 All Aboard. G-l.
(Legato)
3459 When MyBirthday Comes.C-l.
..
{Plnzer 'l'ochnlqlle)
3458 The Snowflake'sStory. C-G-2•..........
3169 Pussy Wln~~~'nt~2~~
.-~.a.~Wnger
Technique)
3166 Bouncethe Ball,C-2. (Forea.rmDeveronment)
3451 Hiking.C-2
(Finger Staccato)
~i~g~o~~~s
S~n~:,C~~2~'.
~~::::: :'.. :::::

U~::i~\

~:~~ ~~et~:wMO~;rGil R'ound: 'C~2: : ::

3449
3455
3456
3163
3167
3165
3454
3460

: : It::~:~~~

The Dreamof Little Boy Blue, C-2...
A Riddle:
~~~~.i~ltFlnger"
Tllchn!llUel
The Robin'sSong. G-2... (Finger TechluQuc)
The Imp in the Clock.G-2..... ....
.. ..
The scho~rir:'1~ri'~~'~?(~lnglll'
Toolmtllue)
An AIrplaneRide,D-2, (Altornatlm:Hands)
Tho Playful Echo. C-2
(Staccato)
TT~'.~1~o,~~~;~:rT~-nt·
'F~2::::::
Mr.ThirdTakesa Walk,C-2 (DoubleN.otesl
f~i~yo~itrielt~e~0~:ni2·.(.Fin:~~
3162 JumpingRope,C·2.
.. (ArllegglOS)

[i'ri~~~~.

l~f~~:tgl

tn~

~:~1

.:~~~:g~~

Ask your dealer for Century Music;. If he
c;annot supply you, send your order direc;t
to us. Our c;omplete catalogue listing over
3700 numbers is fREE on request.

CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
254 West 40th Street

New York 18, N. Y.

THIRD SACRED
SONG CONTEST, $150.00
For details, write

THE HARMONY MUSIC
PUBLISHERS
Box 743, Chicago

90, Illinois

ADS

"FORWARD

MARCH

WITH

MUSIC"

ORIGINAL

PIANO COMPOSITIONS
FOR CHILDREN TO PLAY

,

Composed exclusively Tor some child you
know ••.
on <Inysubject •••
in a.nv
mood . . . set to ~our poem or With
lyrics supplied at no additional charge.
A deli';3hHulway to stimulate some young
person s interest in music. $25.00 OI1..e
page or $45.00two·page .Iength comp~SI·
tions. Specify age of child and relative
playing ability as BEGINNER,IMPROVED,
AVERAGEFOR AGE. OR ADVANCED.
AUCE K. E. MARnN, "CRACROW;' JASPER, GEORGIA
Our
Monthly ~;,e.akBulletins
bnng you ongmal arrange·
•
ments for buildmg up extra.
chorusesof popularhit-tunes with n~v~l breaks. tricky
bass figures. boogieWOOgle
effects. ndlllg the melody,
etc. Send a dime for sample copy.
CHRISTENSEN
STUDIOS,
m KimballHall,Chi:.!, 4. Il6nuis

PIAN ISTS '

WM. S. HAYNES COMPANY
FLUTES

OF DISTINCTION

STERLINGSILVER-GOLD-PLATINUM
Catalog
108 Massachusetts

on request
Avenue,

Boston. Mass.
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WHERE

SHALL

I GO TO STUDY?

PRIVATE TEACHERS [western]

PRIVATE TEACHERS (New York
MARIA

H. FREDERICK DAVIS
Teacher

of Many Successful

Write

of Somoiloff's
Reasonable

Teacher's

EDNA GUNNAR
Concert

Course

terms.

Phone NO 2·1030
61& N. Normondie
AYe.

EX 1141
Los Angeles, Calif.

PETERSON

Pianist-Artist

229 So. Harvard Blvd.

Teacher
Los Angeles~ Calif.

S. SAMOILOFF

Voice teacher
of famous s1ngers
From rudiments to professional engagements
Beginners accepted.
Special teach en' COUrS8:S
Dr. Samoiloff will teach all summer ot his Studios.
Write for catalogue-Special
ratos for the
duration.
lila So. Van Ness Ave., Los Angeles, Col.

II

ELIZABETH

SIMPSON

Author
of "Basic Pianoforte Technique-"
Teacher of Teac.hers. Coach of Young Artists.
Pupils Prepared for Concert Wo,k. Closs Courses
ill iec.hnique,
Pianistic Interpretation,
Normal
Methods for Piano Teachers.
609 Sutter St., Son Francisco;
2833 Webster St.• Berkeley, Col.

PRIVATE TEACHERS (M;d.We .. j
DR. FRANCIS L. YORK
Advance Piano Interpretation and the Theory wor~
required for the degrees of Mus. Bach., and Mus.
Mos.
DETROIT CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Detroit, Mich.

EVANGELINE

LEHMAN,

Mus. Doc.

Composer, Singer, and Teac;her with [) record of
many ~usic~1 triumohs here <;lIld~broo?, will accept
pupils III voice culture and interpretation; Appointment by correspondence.
Studio: 167 Elmhurst Avenue.
Highland Park (3), Michigan

PRIVATE TEACHERS lNew York
ALCARO

Teacher

Pianist
AUTHORITY"
-N. Y. Herald-Tribune

of successful concertising
Accepts talented students.

City}

MUSIC STUDIOS

Private Lessons-Home or Studio
Instruction in all branches of music, concerts given. Beginners, advonced accepted.
Special courses for children, high school and adults
Write for·Appointment
Studio: 2497 Tiebout Ave.
Bronx,
Cor. E. Fordham Rd.
New York City

HELEN ANDERSON
Concert
Pianist
Interesting
course-.:.-piano,
harmony
Many Successful Pupils
1&6W. 72nd St., N. Y. C.
Tel, Sc 4-8385

pianists.

Tel~Bu 9-0311

MRS. HENRY HADLEY

(Inez Barbour)

Soprano
Authority on the Art of Singing, Oratorio,
Concert,
Recital and general repertoire, Will accept a limited
number of tctented students.
THE HENRY HADLEY STUDIO
15 W. 67th Street
New York City
By Appointment Only. Sus. 7·0100

MARGARET

FE. 2597

LAZAR

"INTERPRETATIVE

16' E. 78th St., New York City

O'BRIEN L1VERETTE
VOICE

LUCIA
Graduate

tor Free Circular

CARRERAS

Renowned

Singers

All Breeches of Singing Tought. Beginners Accepted
Studio: ~(l& Templeton Bldg •.... Solt lake City, Utah
Phone ]·0316 (or 4-5746) for appointment

City)

HENKE

Voice Physiologist
Teacher of the "Bet-Conto Art of Singing"
Beginners and advanced students
Overstrained, defective voices adiusted
Riverside
Drive-New York-Edgecombe
4-2388
'10

EDITH SYRENE LISTER
AUTHENTIC VOICE PRODUCTION
-105Carnlgi. Hall, N.w York City
Collaborator and Associate Teacher with the late W
Warren Shaw and Endorsed by Dr. Floyd S. Muckey
Wednesday: Troup Music StudIo, lancaster, Po.
Thursday: 309 Presser Bldg., Philadelphia.
Po.
(FRANK)

(ERNESTO)

LA FORGE-BERUMEN

STUDIOS

Voice-Piano
Am~ng those who have studied with Mr.lo Forge are:
Marlon Anderson, Lawrence Tibbett, Richard Crooks
and Mme. Mohenouer.
'
1100 Pork Ave., Corner 89th St., New York
Tel. Atwater 9·7470

RICHARD

McCLANAHAN

Representative TOBIAS MAnHAY
Privote Jessons. closs lessons in Fundamentals
lecture-demonstrations
for teac;hers
801 Steinwoy Bldg., New York City

JAMES MORRISON
TEACHER OF VOICE
Perfect vocal fechnic and Artistic Interpretation.
STUDIO: III WEST 82nd ST.
NEW YORK CITY

EDWARD

E: TREUMANN

Concert
Pianist-Artist·Teacher
Recommended by Emil Von Sauer, Moritz Moszkowski
and Josef Hofmann.
Studio, Carnegie Hall, Suite 837, 57th St. at 7th Ave.
Tet. Columbus 5-4357
New York City
Summer Moster Class-June
to Sept.-Apply
now.

CRYSTAL WATERS
Teacher of Voice
Radio, Screen, Concert
Opera,
Pedagogy
405 E. 54th St.
New York City
Tel. Va. 5-1362
Pr~}ote teachers
in the larger cities will find
thIS column quite effective in advertising
their
courses
to the thousands
of Etude readers
who plan to pursue advanced
study with an
established
teocher away from home.

HELP YOUR COUNTRY
NOW AND ASSURE YOURSELF OF FUNDS
LATER FOR A NEW MUSICAL INSTRUMENT THRU WAR BOND PURCHASES

Qur government
has place~ a rt';striction .upon paper consumption
by magazine
pubhs!;lers. THE ETUDE conSIders It a patnotic
duty to comply to the fullest
extent
This JTle"!ns that there are not always enough
copies· of THE ETUDE to fill new
su~s~nptions
promptl:r.
In such ~ases, the publishers
of the magazine
earnestly
sob.clt the un<.l:ersta!1ding co-ope!ation
of its patrons,
whose patience
in waiting for
theIr first copIes Will .be appre;cIated.
Renewal
sU,bscriptions will naturally
be given
preference
when receIved
durmg
the month
of expiration.
,

7

"FORWARD

fronT, page 453)

the player. A pad that permits this to
be done without any raising of the shoulder possesses the first major qualification
of excellence, Another essential, of equal.
importance, is that it be free of any contact with the back of the violin. And,
finally, it must be of such size and shape
that the player can hold the violin firmly, without strain or tension, whether he
is playing on the E string or on the G,
in the first position or in the tenth. All
this may sound like a counsel of perfection, but it is really not so. difticuIt of
attainment. The violinist who is willing
to search and experiment can always find
a chin-rest and pad that fulfills these
qualifications, and which he can use
with ease and comfort.

AnJwereJ

(Continued

from

Page 437)

SCIENCE

OlJESTIONS

PROVES

AND VIOLINISTS

the Ern_Eft'

FREE-UB-TONE

b';f HAROLD BERllLEY

No queJlionJ w;ll he answered in THE ETUDE unless accompanied by the full name
and address of the inquirer. Only initials, or puudollYril
given, will be publiJhed.

Iiaep Jazz Within
Its Limits

Harold Berkley 'Writes' "After six years of
continuous use I all'l more than ever con_
virrced
the Ern-Elf FREE-UR-TONE ia the
one chin rest and shoulder pad on the Il'larket that is, from all points of vfew, thorough.
Iy and completely satisfactory."
is guaranteed

Free-Ur-Ton~

APPROVE

SHOULDER

A",D

PAD

CHIN REST

Eugene Orrnandy says' "Perfect! Just 'What I
have been looking for all my life."
Aho endorsed by Yehudi Menuhin, Louis
Persinger Mishel Piastro, Albert Spalding,
Albert Sto'cssel, Alfrcdode Saint_Malo, Henri
Tcmianka and Il'lany other,s.

to make any violin sound better.

Write for descriptive circular
and special 15 day trial offer

M. M. FISHER
631 O'Farrell St.
years ago. I think you will find the following
Resul\ling
Violin Study
San Francisco 9
books useful:
"Scales
and Arpeggios,"
LifH H. B., Missouri.-By
all means resume
seney: "Daily
Technical
Studies,"
Lifachey:
u~ violin studies. Why should you hesitate?
(S",u"d Wll"~S photogra",hed
by
"Modulatory
Studies,"
Lifschey;
"Technical
Gener~! Electdc
Co.,
are a young ma.n yet, with some .thirty
1939 Fair)
Studies,"
Svencenskt:
"Foundation
Studies,"
Open G with Free-Ur-Tone
years of violin
pjaymg ahead
of you. and
Open G with usual pad
two books, Wohlfahrt.
The Studies of Kayser,
b tng as interested
In It as you are, you would
Mazas, Kreutzer,
and Fiorillo also have been
n~~ be quite happy
if you did not. feel t~at
transcribed
for viola, but you may have diffiau were improving
dur-ing that time. Fmd
culty
obtaining
them.
<IS they
are published
~ourself a good teacher,
follow a consistent
abroad.
You would benefit very much from
schedule of practice,
and after a few months
With Old Moster TONE
practicing
the Sevcik violin exercises
on the
you will be very happy that you are studying
$195 up. Write for new bargoin list.
again. Apparenuy you had good training
i~ viola, playing those written for the E string on
the A string, those for the A on the D string.
your earlier
days.
so you WIll not find It
FRANCIS DRAKE BALLARD
and so on. As regards solos for viola and piano,
difficult to get into the habit of constructive
SPECIALISTS IN VIOLINS, BOWS, REPAIRS, etc.
Room 408, 320E.42nd s-., New York 17. N.Y.
I suggest that you write to the Publishers
of
practicing.
With the training
you have h~
CATALOGS and LITERATUREon REQUEST
and the keen interest
you still have. there IS THE ETUDEand tell them what you want; they
will send you catalogs. The viola is a great inno reason at all why you should not make
strument
in its own right. and I think you will
(fJil!iaI1~ ~
steady progress.
tl.oroughly
enjoy studying
it. At any rate, I
2. Keeping good time is largely a matter
of
207 South Wabash A'JIenue~hicago
4. Ill.
hope
you
will.
carefulness.
When you are practicing
by yourPUBLISHERS OF AMERICA'S ONLY JOURNAL
self. be sure to count every measure
conscienDEVOTED TO THE ViOLI N AND ITS LOVERS
Fingerboard
Color
tiously-and
plilY to your counting.
When you
R. H. V., Indiana.-l
have been unable to find
are in doubt about the rhythm
of a passage,
"VIOLINS
AND VIOLINISTS"
any trace of a maker by the name of Antonio
study it before you play it. and do not play it
Edited by Ernest N. Doring
Loveri and am inclined to think it is a fictitiom
Ernst Bacon, Dean, 8pllnanlburg. 8. c.
Wltil you are sure you understand
it. You are
Specimen Copy 25c-12 Issues lor $2.S0
"trade· name"
invented
by the Chicago
firm
lucky that you have so many chances for enyou mention,
Mar.y commercial
firms folloW
semble playing;
there
is no better fun for a
Depsl'tUiellt
of Music
this comparatively
harmless
practice.
violinist. and certainly
no better way of learnGalesburg.
IllinoiS
2. The color of the fingerboard
has nothing
James i\h~l).Weddell, Chairman
ing to keep accurate
time. Take up your studies
at all to do with the value of a violin-or
of
Catalogue
sent
upon
request.
QUick course to 1,layers o{ all instrumenb-mukc your
again-and
I hope you enjoy yourself as much
own arrangements of "!lot·' b...,,,ks. chOrU8CS.
obbligatos.
the ebony. Some of the best ebony is of a
embellishment"" filnlr"tlons, bluetlOtes, whole [ones. etc.
as I think you will.
MOD£RN DANCe ARRANGING
reddish-brown
color, while inferior
wood is
DlletE, trios. qnartettea and e!1semble~-specla!
~hJr~8eB
CONSERVATORY
quite often jet black.
-modulating
to other keys_suspensions_antlClpatIOns
A Viola Elllhusiust
---<Jrgan Ptriflls-----.color effects-swingy baekgrounds~
W~~~.
Miss K. E. W., Vi:rginia.-It it more than
Value of a Stainer Violin
Write [(}du~',
Courses
leading
to
ELMER B. FUCHS
gratifying
to henr from someone
of your age
W. P. M., Virginia.-The
value of a genuine
the
B.
Mus.,
and
B.
Mus.
Ed.
degrees.
Rates
335 East 19th St.
8ruoklyn 26. N. Y.
who wishes to become a first·class viola player.
Jacobus Stainer violin nowadays
would be bereasonable.
In the beart
of the Shenandoah
"Most people
in their
early
teens prefer
the
tween fifteen hundred and three thousand
dol··
Valley, Dayton, Virginia.
violin, if only bectluse it gives them mare oplars, though more has been paid for an e.xcepportunity
to "show off." That the viola means
tional specimen. The value varies accordmg
to
BUY WAR BONDS AND
so much to you indicates
that you have
a the condition of the instrument and its history.
Basic Principalsof Violin Playing
by CarlJaspan, 18 Short Leetures. Sec,"ets
genuine mu~ical instinct.
If you have a good
The violins
of Marcus
Stainer-brother
of
or Violin Pls.vin!! R",·e"led. P"ice $3.50
162Q--l4th St •• N.. st. Petersburg, Fla.
ear, and study
conscientiously,
there
is no
Jacobus-are
also excellent instrwnents.
but do
STAMPS FOR VICTORY
reason why you should
not become a really
not bring quite as high prices. After Stradifine player. But it means a lot of hard work,
varius, J. Stainer was the most imitated of the
you know. You ask me to advise you on how
great makers, and some of the copies are very
Tell your Music Loving Friends aboul THE ETUDE and ask them to give
to criticize yourself.
Well. the essentials
can
good violins. However, none that I have seen
'-OIl the privilege of sending in their subscriptions.
be put into very few words-make
sure that
compare, as regards tone quality, with a gen·
As/,; for Catalog of Re1.1)ards for sl/.bscrip~ions )'OU send
every note you play is in tune and is p1ayed
uine Stainer. Though they are not much sought
with a good tone. This me~ns stow practice.
after by professionals,
Stainer violins are ideal
THE ETUDE
1712 Chestnut Street·
Philadelphia, Pa.
If you take up a new exercise
that is written
for the amateur whose chief interest
is chamin eights or sixteenths,
practice
it for the first
ber musie playing, for the tone quality is very
few days as if it were written
in quarter notes.
beautiful
and they are easy to play on. But
In this way you have time not only to criticize
genuine specimens aTe rare. If you are inter·
the note you are playing
but also to prepare
ested in purchasing
a Stainer, you must be very
for the next note. After a few days of this sort
j::areful that the instrument
you buy is genuine.
of practice.
you can take the exercise
spmewhat faster; find then, after a few more days,
An Ine"pensive
Model
faster still. But always
remember
that
the
Miss N. L. N., Georgia.-Frledrich
August
faster a piece of music must be played,
the
Glass worked
in Klingenthal,
Germany,
be~
4'
slower it must be practiced.
Try to get as many
tween 1840 and 1855. He copied several o~ the
lessons as you can, for an experienced
teacher
famous makers, but his violins are not highly
can direct your course
of study much better
considered.
He used very inferior varnish, and
than you can yourself.
Your letter interested
his instruments
have a hard, glassy tone. They
me very much, and I hope you will write to
range in value from about fifty to, at most.
me again in a few months
telling
me what
one hundred
<lnd fifty dollars.
progress you are making.
Concerning
Audition
Marks
D. L. W., Wyoming.-I.
As you tell me
The Neck and Scroll
La\-oris does not depend UjJonhig;l-powered germicidal agents; but coagulates
nothing
about the competition
in which you
H. H., Missouri._A written
description
of a
detaches and removes objectionable matter, without injury to delicate tissues.
are interested.
it is difficult for me to answer
yiolin is of little or no use in forming an opinyour
question.
Systems
of ~a.rking
vary .a
IOn. of its value or origin;
even the most exgood deal at dLfferent compehtlons.
At audl·
perIenced
violin expert
would have to see it
tions
such
as
those
of
the
Naumburg
Award,
bef~re he could pass judgment.
Therefore,
I
where players are judged
on their fitness to
adVlse you to send your violin to one of the
give public recitals, a lapse of memory w<;Juld
firms that advertises
in THE ETUDE.For a small
call for the deduction
of a number
of pomts.
fee you would get a trustworthy.
written
apAt less important
auditions. such a laps~ would
praisal.
flat be counted quite so serious~y agamst the
2. In almost all old violins the original neck
player.
In the case you mentIOn,
I sho~ld
wa.s too short for the requirements
of modem
think that
a three
or four.po~nt.
deducbon
s~nr~g tension;
that is why one sees so many
would
be
about
fair-though
thiS
IS
purely a
~lolms with new necks. The value of a violin
guess on my part.
.
IS lowered considerably
if it does not possess
2. Any well-trained
musician
can give a
the original scroll; so a new neck alone is infair criticism of a violinist's
perform~n:e.
T.he
serted instead of a new neck and scroll in one
most important
qualities. from an artistic pomt
piece. Of course. if the scroll is broken or badly
of view, are intonation,
qualit~ of ton.e. 1?hras~~rn, it is replaced.
but this is not done unless
ing, and imagination.
A t.ra.med PI~Dl~t ~r
I IS absolutely
necessary.
singer is fully capable of glvmg a falr Judoment on these points. He may not know how
Viola Sludv Material
difficult it is to play harmonics
well, but he
~iss U. E., Cali/omia.-Nowadays
there
is
can tell if they are successfully
perf~H..medq~lllte a lot of good practice
material
for the
and that is what counts in a compOSItion.
V10 a-Which
was not the case fifteen or twenty

V~u

Ferdinand Stark, out in San Francisco
who delighted in Viennese waltzes. H~
played them marvelously. too! Ysaye,
when he stayed at the St. Francis Hotel
where our crowd was, often got together
with us and played Viennese waltzes
until three in the morning. I based my
first arrangements on the general pattern of the Viennese waltz-that
is a
brilliant introduction,
a series of good
modulations all through. and another
brilliant effect in the coda. Later, I developed the theme·and-variations
type
of arrangement,
based pA.rtly on the
classic form and partly all the plain
common-sense belief that you must play
the song through as a song a t least once
(Continued from Page 440)
to have the audience know what you ar~
doing. I've often been asked about arthey -sometimes overit cannot fail to affect the character of rangements-aren't
the student in daily life. Employers know done? Personally, I don't think in terms
of "over·arranging"
or "under-arrangthat expert workers with tools demandmg great accuracy are usually very de":' ing." The question is: "Is it in good
pendable, honest, and truthful people. taste? Is is music?"
The actual physical arrangement of
Music demands an even more highly de~
veloped accuracy and this must have a my broadcast performances is based on
the needs of radio. A single microphone
very pronounced influence upon the
would never give a faithful picture of
character of the individual.
an entire orchestra. We use four, set up
at strategic spots, according to the effects
we want to send out. You might compare
the different acoustic technics to the
making of moving pictmes. The symphonic orchestra in its own hall is the
long shot-one
over-all view gives you
the whole story. Radio broadcasting is
the close-up. Just as the close-up blots
out everything except the one effect the
producer wants you to see, just so does
engineer-control
throw the tonal em(Continued from Page 448)
phasis away from certain instruments
and on to others. Long ago we learned
that a thin little tone could be dilated
where the aspirate is sounded before the
w. and pronounce them phonetically, and into a fine big fat one, by mechanica.l
means. It is this mechanical control that
See how distinct becomes the pronuncia tion. Daily practice along these lines serves as the basis for broadcasting. That
is why microphones pop up at different
would make for more intelligent diction
places, why groups of instrumentalists
m both singing and speaking.
huddle aroWld a "mike." They are simply
If you would improve your pronuncigiving you emphasis by means of a tonal
a tion, stop trying to pronounce words
close-up.
and direct your effort to pronouncing
To get back to our jazz discussion,
I etters. The invariable medium for formthen-let's
have jazz and plenty of it,
mg and sustaining vocal tone is the
vowel. Therefore, establish the vowel first for fun. But let's remember that part of
in pure form and sustain it until time' th.e business of jazz is to prepare us for
for the ~ext letter, be it vowel or con~ the greater kinds of music. Jazz tickles
stretch your
sonant. The function of the consonant is your muscles-symphonies
to interrupt the vowel without doing soul!
violence to the tone; for "singing is prolonged speech."
In the stUdy of diction it is essential
*
for every singer to analyze each syllable
and to give to every vowel and conson~t-S0':lld
close attention. Only by so
There is a <Creach"to music which the
domg will an aUdience be able to underother arts have not; it seems to "get"
stand his words.
you in an exhausted mood and quiets
Goo~ dict~on, therefore, according to and refreshes where a book or a picture
the writer's JUdgment, consists in correct is not so sure.
pronunciation, clear enunciation and dis-Charles M. Schwab
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tinct articulation. Aad to this correct
tone production and you will have on
o~ ~he foremost elements in artisti:
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Festivals Which Stimulate
Student Interest
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I ] H attstae d t, today The American
."
Conservaoutstanding
among institutions
for music education
in
~radllatcs
are to be found occupying positions' of honor
111 every department
of music.

Founded in 1886
by
..
t~:y of Music
t ,115 countr~:
and responsibility

IS

.r~s_

0/

- Member

the National.

Association

Th~ Facu'lty-':One h-undred a~d thirty
artist teachers, ),l'lany of national and in!ernatlon~1 reputation;
including pia nJsts : - Henlot Levy, Rudolph Reuter, AI_
len Spencer,
Edward
Collins
Kurt
Wanieck,
Louise Robyn, Ellrl' Blair,
Mabel OS~€r and others; Voice: TheedO:'e Harrls.oll, Charles. LaBerge, John
WI1.cox, ELame De Sellem : Violin: John
Welcher, Herbert Butler, Scott Willits
Stella Roberts;
Oraan ists : Frank Va~
Duaen,
Edward Eig'enschenk ; Theory:
Leo _SowerbY, Jobu Palmer, Irwin Fisch.
er.. ~chool MUSIC-C. Dissinger,
~nn
Trlmlllgham,
Henry Sopkin.

of ~chools

of .Music

I

•

Professional and Teaching Engao-enients
-.Gr.adua~es of the Conservnto;'y
have
been .much in demand as teachers and
also In concert, opera, radio orchestra
lyc~um an~ choir- work. The'News
nul~
ietin corrtaf ning a list of about 300 sueces~f';ll graduates
holding
responsible
nostuons .m Universities, Colleges, Conservato-tea,
and Publ ic Schools will' be
scn t upon request.
T.uition is reasonable in keeping with the
times and may be paid in convenient in,
stallments. Complete particulars given in
catalog which ~vilj·be mailed on request.

.Accredited Courses al'e offered in Piano
Vocal, Violin, Organ, Orchestra and Band
Instl;um,:nts, Public School Music, Chil.
dren s Plano Work, Class Piano, Musical
Theory, Dram:l.t;c Art and Dancing.
.Degrees:-Bachelo~
of Music, Bachelor
of MUSIC EducatIOn, Master of Music
and Master of Music Education are COIl.!er:red by authority of the State of Illi~~~:;j1sh~~0rft~b;ed
as a guarantee
of

Students'
Self .Help-The
management
makes every endeaVOr to assist needy
students to find part-time employment.
Ma~y find work - as teachers,
accom·
pallists or part-time positions working
for commercial houses, etc.
pormitories-Desirable
living and boardlIlg
accommodations can be secured at
the Conservatory Dormitories at model'·
ate rates. Particulars
on request.
Students enrolled at any time.

For free catalog address John R. Hattstat:dt,

President

580 KiJnball Hall, Chicag';, III.
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SCHOOL OF

SHIRLEY GANOEU.,
M.A.,
Oxford
University, EnglalHl, PreSldenl,
41st year. Accredited.
Olfers courses
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lng accommodations.LOCllted
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efficient leadership. Numerous committees must be selected and appointed. The
project should be a community effort,
and the' school authorities and festival
management would do well to include as
members of the various committees, ~as
many civic leaders as possible. It is not
a "one-man show," but rather a civic
project with the entire community' participating and feeling a' responsibility
for its success.
Such details as publicity,' housing,
equipment, trucking, programs, ticket
sales, stage hands, guides; information
....de5;ks,
headquarter rooms, rooms for individual bands, - music,' - chairs, racks,"
ushers, .lost-found department, 'nurses'
headquarters, loud speaker set-up, meals,
seating charts, guards, parking space,
and numerous other problems must be
attended to before the festival date, if
the program is to function efficiently.
At times I have been disappointed in
the repertory selected for. the concert
festivals. Frequently the music is much
too difficult for the bands, and at other
times the selections have no educational
or musical value. Selection of music for
the massed bands must be given more
consideration. Many compositions suitable for the average high school band
are totally inappropriate for the massed
band. The usual mistake lies in the selection of music which moves too rapidly
or is too difficult rhythmically or harmonically. The massed band should play
~elections which are full and yet simple
m rhythmic and harmonic content. The
percussion section should be kept down
to a very few excellent performers and
station'ed in a position where all can
hear them, thus_ eliminating as far as
possible the common problem of the
massed band; namely, lack of precision.
. For all communities or schools expectmg to sponsor such a festival, I would
recommend the booklet, "Festival Mana~e~ent," which Gan be purchased at a
mInimum fee from the Music Educators'
National Conference, 63 East Jackson
Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois. It is an excellent guide and will prove invaluable
in providing information relative to the
organization of the festival.
At any rate, let's continue these programs. They are inspirational for the.
conductors, educational for the student
and entertaining for the citizenry of th~
communities.

1867 by Dr. F. Ziegfeld
CONFERS DEGREES O~ B:MUS., B.MUS.ED., M.MU5.,
Member of North Central ASSOCiatIOnand Notional Association
ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC, SPECIAL INSTRUCTION FOR CHILDREN
Address
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St., Chicago

STAMPS

RUDOLPH GANZ, President
M.MUS.ED.
of Schools of Music
AND NON·PROFESSIONALS

5, Illinois
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Beryl Rubinstein.
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More Practical Hints
On Ear-Trainin'g

O.

-
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The director should analyze all compositions and call attention to modula.,
tions as they occur, pointing out the ne w
leading tone and its harmonic reSOlutio
or progression.
It is gratifying to see ho~
much harmonic understanding can be
developed in groups with no previous
knowledge
or training. The result is
heightened enthusiasm and greatly increased appreciation of harmonic beauty.
Tonal balance should not be confused
with numerical balance. One bass with
full round tones cap frequently balance'
five or six light sopranos. If all voices
are not rich and resonant (as they sel- .
dom are), it may require several altos to
balance only two or three sopranos. What
is needed is tonal balance. regardless of
the number assigned to the various parts
Few directors can select a group with
ideal numerical balance, There may be
too many sopranos, too few tenors and
alt.os. and perhaps a fairly satisfactory
bass section. If such handicaps camlot
be remedied, artistic results can st1ll be
obtained if care is taken to secure tonal
balance.
A chord may be considered as a tonal
column composed of various intervals,
and should sound as such without
"bulges" in any section. Perfect balance
would appear in some such manner as

s
A
T

B
The usual result, however, is a top-heavy
structure in wWch the s"prano predominates. The inner parts are scarcely heard
and the foundation, or bass, is too weak
to support the tonal structure and would
appear somewhat as

s

Creative Ability and Years
of Successful Teaching Made
This Book Possible-

Inner Parts
Inner parts should not be covered or
submerged by the outer voices. Seldom
does one hear the beauties of the alto
line. It is almost always overbalanced
or entirely covered by the soprano. The
tenor, too, is frequently obscured.
Since the melodic line is frequently
given to the soprano, the harmonic significance of the inner parts should not
be overlooked. Few choirs bring out the
beauties of the inner parts, either melodically or harmonically, For satisfactory
balance, most choirs should cut down the
soprano and bring out the alto and
tenor. At all times the bass should provide satisfactory tonal foundation.
If balance is still unsatisfactory, rearrangement of the seating will frequently solve the difficulty. The custom
of putting women's voices in the front
and men's in the back is usuaUy very
unsatisfactory unless the men's section
is entirely adequate. There is no set arrangement for any choir. Whatever gives
the best result should be used. Try seating the choir in several ways, regardless
of whether or not it has been done
before.
Interesting experiments may be made
in the effect of tonal intensity on intonation, color, harmony, and melodic line.
Sing any four-part chord. At a signal
bring out the third, the other parts remaining as before: Root and third sing
pp, fifth and octave, mf; upper three
parts, mf, bass, p; root, fifth, and octave,
mf, third, p, and so on, in many combinations. Listen carefully to the result.
Modulating tones, altered tones, thirds,
sevenths, and other dissonances need individual treatment. according to their
function in the harmonic plan,
Inversions may well be used as a basis
for tonal study. The effect of such positions of the chord is very different from
that of chords in root position. These
inversions are more difficult to sing in
tune because the root is frequently in
the inner parts and the tonal center is
covered or obscure. Experimentation.
with chords in which the third, then the
fifth, is in the bass, will repay the study
given them, Note the effect of the voice
arrangement, though the harmony is the
same.

LITTLE

PLAYERS

By ROBERT NOLAN KERR
These chordal structures will be found in
almost any composition, and a little
practice on them is time well spent.
If ear-training is a part of every rehearsal, not necessarily as an abstract
study but rather as the problem arises
in the music being studied, all _choirs
can become tonally and harmonically
conscious and standards will become infinitely higher.

A FIRST PIANO BOOK FOR VERY
YOUNG

Saxophone

Embouchure

Q. I am a clarinetist and have recently been
practicing
the saxophone. I am having considerable trouble producing a good tone. Will you
advise the correct embouchure
for saxophone?
I have read in your column that bassoon reeds
are better if made by the individual
player.
Is this true of clarinet and saxophone
reed;>
also?-R.
W., Ohio.
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rate and note methods
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from the very first
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the student's note reading
note
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bass.
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fundamentals
of l'hythm,
harmony,
and melody. The functional
procedure
of this book
will he a delight
to the progressive
pinno
teacher.
The mntel'ial
is organized
so that
nothing
is forced on the young people before
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preparation.
'The illustrations
may be colored
by the
pupil in class as busy 'work.
Little piano pupils will be happy to own a
book with such a colorful title page and 'with
so many exciting ~ieces to. play. 'l~hephysic~l
setup of the book IS practIcal.
It IS oblong III
its paging, each page being 10" wide by 6 %."
high. The note printing
is in large size, making it easy for the pupil to read and play at
the sallle time.
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Group of
Piano TeachinCJ Pieces
By ROBERT NOLAN

Band and Orchestra
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BEGINNERS
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teachers
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pupils.

Blackie (A Black Key Tunel
Cat.No.26218Gr.1llz···$·25
Byc~lo Baby (With Words!
Cat. No. 260<;'0 Gr. 1 \12 ....
25
Cheerful Cherub
Cat. No. 25552 Gr. 2..
.25
Daddy and I Sing
Cat. No. 25810 Gr. 1..
.25
Danc:e of t~'e Debutantes
Cat. No. 26246 Gr. 21/2 ...
.40
Hear the Bells (With Words>
Cat No. 26'317 Gr. 1 . . .
.25
Let's March
Cat. No. 2401 i Gr. I liz ...
.25
Little Yellow Bird (With Words)
Cat. No. 27351 Gr. 1 V2' .. .25
My First Piece
Cat. No. 24009 Cr. 1 ••..••
25
Nice Old Tree (With Words)
Cat. No. 26318 Gr. 1.
.25
On the Flying Horses
Cat. No. 24348 Cr'. 2
25
Pinch and Punch (With Words)
Cat. No. 25814 Gr. 1..
.25
Somersaults
Cat. No. 26091 Gr. 11/2.
.25
Step Lively
Cat. No. 25813 Gr. 1 . . . .
.25
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A. Following is the correct embouchure for the saxophone: 1. Place
1712 CHESTNUT STREET
the lower lip slightly over the lower
PHILADELPHIA 1. PENNA.
teeth. 2. Draw both the upper and
lower lips into a smiling position. 3.
Place about one-half inch of the mouthpiece into the'mouth. (This will vary in
accordance with the lip formation and of tightness in my throat. and my tongue is
very smalL I would apprt'!ciate it very much
the teeth of the individual.) 4. Rest the if
you would explain the fundamental
points
upper teeth upon the mouthpiece. 5. of breathing. attack, and embouchure for both
E. B.. Illinois.
Draw the lips around the mouthpiece so clarinet and saxophone.-F.
that no air can escape. 6. Draw the lips
A.
First.
may
I
confirm
your teacher's
firmly toward the center of the mouth.
(This is of extreme importance, since this advice, He is correct, although perhaps
the procedures need some clarification,
position of the lips will help relax the
The tightness
of your throat
can
embouchure and thus eliminate rigidity
be attributed to many factors, such as
UNIVERSITY
and tension.) In spite of wartime condiincorrect
breathing,
embouchure, or
CHICAGO
tions, there are several brands of satismouthpiece. The correct method of tone
factory commercial saxophone and clarTHE SCHOOL OF
inet reeds being manufactured today; production for clarinet is as follows:
1. Place the lower lip slightly
over
Ex.S
hence, it is not necessary to manufacture
the lower teeth, so that the lip covers
I
II
III
rv Nole doubled 5tll and its effect
~
your own reeds for these instruments.
•
the teeth. Pull the chin down.
2, Place about one-half inch of the
Offers accredited courses in Piano,
Clarine I Tone Production
mouthpiece in the mouth. (The amount
Voice, Violin, Organ. Public School
will vary with individuals; some requirQ. T play B-flat clarinet, alto and tenor saxoMusic, Theory. and Orchestral In·
phone. At present I am doing night-club
~ork
ing more, others slightly less.)
struments.
and also studying with a Chicago teacher who
•ote doubled 3rd and its effect
3, Place upper teeth on top of moutllN
is an excellent clarinetist. T find his explanation
on tone production
quite confusing.
For in~ piece.
Confers degrees of B.M.. A.B.,
Seventh chords in their several posi- stance, to start a tone he suggests to place the
4. Draw the lips back in a smiling
and M.M.
tions offer another interesting challenge tongue on the reed, take a deep breath, then position and around the mouthpiece, so
Distinguished Faculty
to any choir. Note the effect of inversion drop the tongue about one-eighth of an inch. that no air can escape when producing
When I follow this procedure,
I get a feeling
and voice distribution.
the tone.
5. Take a deep, natural breath (waistline expands when inhaling), Inhale by
Address Registrar for Bulletin
Music
Lovers to earn
LIBERAL COMMISSIONS
opening corners of the mouth (do not
securing
subscriptions
for THE
ETUDE, Part or
DePAUL UNIVERSITY
inhale through the nose).
full time, No Cost or Obligation.
Write
for com·
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
6. Place the tip of the tongue on the
plete
details
TODAYl Address:
reed,
approximately
one-eighth
inch
beRoom 401, 64 East Lake Street
CIRCULATION
DEP'T
low the tip of the reed.
Chicago. I1Unois ...
THE
ETUDE
MUSIC
MAGAZINE
7, Release the tongue from the reed
1712 CHESTNUT ST.. PH1LA., FA.

,.....

'Depaul
..L-..
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In such a situation all sections should
not sing with the same amount of tone
harmoni~ significance since, through its or volume. The soprano because of its
progreSSIOn to the tonic, it introduces hi.gher pitch and locatio~ in the chord,
t~e new tonality, or key center. The WIll be heard more plainly than any
smger. should kn?w. Where modulation other part. This section should sing with
?ccurs, also the SIgnIficant, or modulat_ much less tone than the alto and tenor.
mg, tone and its resolution,
The bass should provide a satisfactory
. Illustr~tio.ns on the piano are helpful foundation to the tonal column.
In a~qu~Intmg the singer with the h ~
~or aid in intonation, the root and
monIC SIg'
"fi
ar
ill cance of the passage. The
thIrd should be slightly predominant, re-

"FORWARD MARCH WITH MUSIC"

gardless of location. 'If the root cannot
be heard by all sections, harmonic uncertainty will result, particularly if the
chord is an inversion. The' root must
be clearly heard. The octave should be
slightly .Iess prominent than the root,
particularly if sung by the soprano.

Key of G Major

II

(Continued from Page 450)

~4tQlrhtlanb Institutr nf ffiusir
WARD LEWIS. Dean
Director (on leave of absence)

Ex.7

A

CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE
Founded

. following illustrates a simple modula_
tion. In singing. it brings out the F-sharp
~and_the C_oL the modulating chord.~In
the last chord give the root and third
slight prominence.
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Musical Ideas Come
First
(Contin'ued from Page 455)

BALTIMORE,

anything." But let one begin to notice
"what goes with what," group the notes
into rhythms, and notice the relation of
the rhythms
within the phrase-a1
once the phrase springs into life. By dif
ferentiating, relating, and organizing, we
get sequence, logic. sense-what someone
has called the "march of ideas." With
this in mind, notice the inner structure
and logic of this phrase from Chopin's

MD.

A

FFORDS to the young student an opportunity for manysided musical intercourse. The hearing of master compositions of different epochs presented at the numerous
recitals by the greatest artists of the day, the advantage of
playing with and before others in the classes, ensemble
. rehearsals and students' recitals, the lectures, the pleasant
musical association and the class spirit all tend to stimulate
a healthy interest and to establish a high ideal of excellence
by means not obtainable outside of a well-equipped Conservatory.

Nocturne in E-jlat:

Music in the Chinese
Theater

PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT
21 E. Mt. Vernon Place
Gustav

likewise, Guy Maier in his beginning
piano books.
For the more advanced student, the
author hopes the suggestions contained
in this article will lead him to examine
his phrases more closely, to analyze them
down to their constituent elements, and.
in so doing, to find more meaning in
them. If he thus learns to think musical
ideas and to link them together into
chains of thought, he will ineVitably get
the phrase, and much more besideS-for
one thing, musical sense. He will also
gain in effectiveness of delivery - his
playing will carry conviction because it
has inner logic.

Klemm, Supt.

(Continued from
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Answering Etude Adver- ]
tisements always pays .
and delights the reader.

Again the measure would be better t
cut in half, making it six-eight instead
of twelve-eight. In Rhythm 1, notice the
upward interval B-flat-G, and the feminine ending. In Rhythm 2, notice the
three upward leaps-B-fiat-G
(as in the
first rhythm), the ornamented octave
C-C, and finally G-B-flat (the inversion
of our :first interval) which falls back
a step to A-flat, again forming a feminine ending. The rhythmic shape of
these l~st three notes-a sort of musical
triangle-is
next used, first one way,
then another. Finally we have a rhythm
which begins with an Interval wider than
any hitherto used, and which seems to
sum up all that has gone before. Someone has said that in a well-constructed
sentence, each word is the fulfillment of
all that has gone before, the promise of
all that is yet to come. Chopin has here
given us a well-constructed musical
sentence.
Since learning to distinguish rhythms,
motifs, and figures, and to appreciate
their intricate relationships is a lifetime stUdy, a beginning should be made
early. Music-study has many parallels
with language study_. Just as In a language, letters mean nothing lllltil made
into words, phrases, and clauses; so, in
music-study, notes mean nothing until
made into measures and rhythms. Also,
in learning to think and to speak, a child
does not begin with complete sentences,
but with words and phrases Which
eventually he builds into complete statements.
Consequently, in early music-study,
the teacher should point out rhythmic
designs as soon as possible. Here the
language parallel is of direct assistance.
In the French folksong Sur lao Pont, its
musical rhythms and their proper accentuation are faithfully mirrored in the
words. Thus, at one and the same time
we can escape both empty notes and
empty phrase-lengths. Diller and Quaile
have recognized this in their book of
poetry-pieces for piano-"Off We Go";
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the nuances of diction and gesture contributed by the famous players. It was
as if several well-known Shakespearean
actors had given scenes from his bestloved tragedies. Indeed. I puzzled over
the name of the Peking company embroidered across the top of the entrance
and exit curtains; it seemed faintly
familiar. At last I got the right translation, I thought, and leaning toward the
oxford graduate across the table. asked:
"Tell me; don't these players call
themselves the 'As You Like It Company'?"
He threw 'R startled glance at the
Chinese characters embossed with thick
gold thread and turned back with a
smile.
"You are right-it
is!" he said.
The "As You Like 'it" company played
scenes from the longest novel in the
world: "The Dream of the Red Chamber."
I was most eager to see this famous play,
for I was familiar with the plot which
hinges on the matching horoscopes of a
bride and groom. In this case the maiden,
who had been adopted as a child into
the family of the boy she loved, had a
horoscope inimical to his. so he was
betrothed to another. She was a beautiful girl, so loving and tenderhearted
that she pitied even the flowers which
must die after their short blooming, and
carefully swept them up each morning
to give them honorable burial. I saw her
do this in the play; saw her pine away
and die. afterwards rising from the
floor of the &tage to climb to the Western Heaven on the table and two chairs.
The Mandarin theater music is much
softer and less strident than the Cantonese. But, being seated so close to the
stage for three hours-following
two
hours of baking under the hot sun earlier
in the day-had given me such a headache that I hastily excused myself when
the Cantonese company impatiently took
over the stage. The very thought of
those big cymbals announcing the entrance and exits of principal characters
was more than I could stand.
I rose. asking the secretary to make
my excuse to the General, promised to
return for the next day's entertainment
(which I had no intention of doing and,
indeed, was not expected to do), and
jolted home in a ricksha. I twnbled into
bed, glad enough that it wasn't every
day that one was invited to play a
wedding march for a general.
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Band and Orchestra
Ouestiolls Answered
(Continued
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near the tip of, the reed. (4) If the reed
is inclined to close up, keep the blades
apart by pulling the wire nearer the tip
of the reed. (5) Are you placing enough
of the reed in the mouth? Playing too
near the tip will cause the tone to be fiat.

Brass Sextets
and blow the

b~'eath into the clarinet
t the same tame. Keep the breath
aple ssure even, straight, and
without
"
.
ves. Be certain that the lips remam III
:asmiling position and that the chin is
pointed and pulled down,
.
8. Release the tone on the breath line
(not with the tongue).
.
The saxophone embouchure IS ~he
same as the clarinet except that the lips
-e drawn toward the center of the
mouth , instead of in a smiling position,
m
.
.
and slightly more of the mouthpiece IS
placed in the mouth.

Q. Will you please

recommend
some good
brass sextets? Our group has been organized
since last September. The members are moderately advanced
and would prefer
selections
that are not too difficult.-S.
D., Indiana.

A. I suggest you rehearse the following
numbers. They are not too difficult and
offer a variety of styles and moods. "Two
Intradas" by C. Franck; Cathedral Scene
by Mascagni; "Prelude and Choral" by C.
Busch; "Suite Miniature" by Miller;
March from the opera "Fldelto''
by
Beethoven. ;

Vibrato (?)

Q I have learned
the notes and fingerings of
th 'clarinet and play fairly well. The teacher
I had did not teach me anything
about the
vibTato. I wonder jf the vibTato should be used
in clarinet
playing.
and if so, how can I go
about Iearrung It.-M.
R. R Colorado

OF

MUSIC

college town. (Mcm ber of the National

Q. What cadence do you recommend
for the
high school marching band in street parades?
What length step do you suggest?
-So W. J., Mississippi.

Association of Schools of Muslc.)
Thorough instruction
students

A. For street

parades I would use a
cadence of 128, and not faster than 132.
With such cadence for high school bands
I would recommend the 26-inch step.
Naturally, the cadence is a trifie faster
for football shows.

A. You are indeed fortunate that your
teacher did not teach the vibrato to you.
The vibrato is not appropriate t? clarin:t
playing and is not used by leadmg clar~netists
although eome do employ It
On Securing an Oboe
when 'playing slow. sustained, lyrical
passages. personally, I h~sitate to .recQ. I am desirous of securing some informaommend its uce at any time, especially
tion regarding the oboe; that is. where a beto the student who is endeavoring ".,0 ginner might purchase such an instrument and
or how instruction
may be had. The
produce a legitimate
tone upon the where
prospective pupil has had orchestral experience
clarinet. The clarinet tone should be in cello and double-bass.-H.
F, G. M., Washsteady. without waver; clear, round, and ington, D. C.
solid. The vibrato tends to weaken each
A. I suggest that you contact one of.
of these elements. In many instances
the use of the vibrato has been ovel:- the oboists of the National Symphony
emphasized. Many students employ It Orchestra in Washington. I believe he
without taste, reason, or knowledge. I would be glad to help you select an instrument, as well as advise you of
suggest that you avoid it altogether
teachers with whom you should study.
when playing the clarinet.
You will wish to purchase a conservatory system oboe, as the military system
A Method for Flute
of fingering is obsolete. Also, you should
Q. Will you please suggest a good method
be careful to select an oboe that is well
for the flute?-G.
F., California.
in tune and in good mechanical condiA. I suggest either of the following tion. The finest oboe is the Lorre. J:-s
methods: goussman studies, Books 1 most oboes were manufactured in France,
and 2. An excellent method, too, is the you can well realize the impossibility of
"Foundation to Flute Playing" by Ernest purchasing a new Lorree at this time.
Wagner. These books may be secured However any reliable secondhand instruthrough the publishers of THE ETUDE. ment will prove satisfactory. It is because of these problems that I suggest
you seek the aid of an expert oboist wheel
Hints on Making Reeds
making your selection.
Q. I am sixteen
years
of age. have
played
bassoon
for the past five y.ears.
Although
I have never taken any prlv~te
lessons from a bassoon teacher, my hIgh
school band conductor
has given me considerable
help. At his ~uggestion I ha~c
begun to make my own bassoon reeds. A though
neither
of us has had any experience
in making
reeds we have had
some success
wi lh the bassoon
reeds. I
have made twenty.seven
reeds to date.
While all play freely and seem, to .have a
satisfactory
tone they all are Inclined to
be a bit flat. Can you suggest means for
improving
my reed-making
so far as th(:'
matter
of tuning
them
is concerned?
-J. C. P., Iowa.
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On Selecting a Clarinet
Q. I am in need of advice concerning
the
selection of a clar~t
for my young daughter.
at
who seems to llave unusual. tal~~t for
particular
instrument.
After mqUlnng
of dIfferent persons I am a little bewildered,
as I
have been advised so differently
by each.
.
-Mrs.
L. B. R .. OhIO.

U:

A, Inasmuch as your daughter has
shown such talent for the clarinet, I
would certainly suggest that she be provided with the finest instrument you ca,n
purchase. Since the fine French c~ar~A. I suggest that you try the following:
nets are no longer manufactured, 1t 1S
(1) If you have more than one boucle, try
practically impossible to purchase one
them all. Bassoons are usually equipped
of those. Unfortunately, the policy .of
with two boucles-a long and a shorter
THE ETUDE does not permit the defimte
one. Should your boucles be of the same
recommendation of a .particular make ?f
length, then purchase a shorter one. The
instrument. If possible, secure the Rid
boucle is a very important part of the
of a fine professional clarinetist w~en
tassoon. (2) Perhaps your reeds are too
selecting the instrument. !Ie can gIve
long. This will also cause the tone to be
you valuable advice by test~ng the playfiat. Try making a reed a trifle shorter. (3)
ing qualities,. tone, intonat~on, and meAre your reeds inclined to be soft? If so,
chanical condition of the mstrument.
then make them a bit heavier, especiallY
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Junior Etude Contest

'""'511atps and Flats (Playlet)
by

rnarflarel·

SCENE:Interior with piano.
CHARACTERS:
Joan and Dorothy (or
any two pupils).
(Enter Joan; seats herself at piano;
opens study book.)
JOAN:Let me see; I haven't tried my
transposing for today yet. I had
better do it now. (Plays some
Edited by
chords. Dorothy knocks; Joan goes
to open door for her.) Oh, hello,
Dorothy! I thought you were going to your grandmother's today.'
ELIZABETH A.6EST
DOROTHY:She changed it to next
week. I heard you playing as I
came up the walk. What are you
doing?
JOAN:I'm transposing. Now listen. I
was doing this piece in the key of
G-flat, but it is written in B-flat.
DOROTHY:
I am learning transposing,
John lived on the-bank of a lovely of a Chinese proverb-'Learning is
too. It seems to me from B-flat to
river and he and his father often like rowing up strea-m. Not to advance
G-flat is a hard jump.
went canoeing.
is to go backward'. Son, what about JOAN:Well, you see, I did the other
"Just think, Dad," John observed, going backwards in music this sumkeys before you came in.
"no school all summer, no music mer?"
.
DOROTHY:
I think transposing is fun,
lessons! Just work in the Victory
but I guess you are further ad'fWell, I see now why you wanted to
garden, paddle the canoe, and play paddle to the Island now against
vanced than I am. I can't do too
ball and swim."
many sharps or flats yet. I'll show
the running "tide. I don't want to go
His father changed the subject, backwards in music. I guess I'll phone
you the piece I am doing now.
abruptly. I'The tide has turned, ruu- to Miss Brown when we get home
(Dorothy goes to piano and plays
ning strong, son, so let's paddle up to and tell her I am not going to stop
piece in key of C.) Now, let's see.
Plum Island. It will take a. strong lessons."
I should do it in the key of G next.
pull-good for your muscle."
"But do you think you will have
(Plays it.) That was easy. Let me
And it was hard work. "Let's rest time?" asked his father, teasingly.
try One more (plays it in D).
a minute," said John, and they
"Sure I'll have time. Victory gar- JOAN: This is going to be fun. Let's
drifted. But in a minute he cried, den; ball playing; river; music les- • make a game of it and see who can
"Look, Dad, we're going backwards. sons. Sure. I'll have plenty of time!"
do it the best in the most keys.
Start pulling. We'll never reach Plum And by summer's end, both the piano :QOROTHY:What do you mean by
Island." His father admitted they playing and the Victory garden were
best?
were going backwards. "Reminds me in excellent condition.
JOAN:Why, with the fewest stumbles,
of course.
DOROTHY:O. K. But let's not select
too hard a piece.
JOAN(turning pages) : Here's a good
Red Cross AfgTtans
Hospitality
one. I'm learning ft.at keys this
Remember,
knitted
squares,
four ;l11d oneby Aletha M. Bonner
half inches; woolen-goods
squares, six inches.
week so I'll take the' fiats and you
Our Junior
Etude
afghans
are turning
out
A Swan and a Swallow,
take the sharps.
beautifully,
but, please,
knitters
and cutters,
A Dove and a Lark
DOROTHY:Suits me, because I like
be sure you measure
your squares
carefully
and send just the correct
size. Squares
have
Were inVited to live
sharps better. But we really should
been received
recently
from
Myrna Snook;
In
Music-Iand's park.
take all the keys, because we have
Mrs. Di Paolo;
L. W. Grandt;
St. Mary's
School.
to learn sharps and flats, you know.
A -Birdling, an Eagle,
JOAN:
All right, but let's do it this
A Cock came that way,
way
first, then we will change.
WalT,ing to a Movie
Please name the composers
DOROTHY:
.The first_ four keys are
by Lillie M. Jordan'
Who asked them to stay.
easy, but <?tfter that-oh,
dear!
Jean was taking her little brother
(Answers
belOlC!)
(Plays piece in G and D.)
to a movie. She became !urioso because his movements were sempre

Summertime

adagio.

"Walk accelerando, Bobby," she
cried. "Anyone would think you were
morendo." Bobby became agitato.
"I won't," he shouted .fortissimo.
"I'll walk ad libitum."
"Speak diminuendo,"
said Jean.
She began to move allegro con mota,
dragging Bobby, whose steps were
now largo mol~o.
"We'll be late," lamented Jean,
dolorcsa. Then she began to coax
Bobby dolce and pianissimo. upui
allegro, please," she begged. Bobby
at once stepped out, presto assai and
they 4rrived at the movie a tempo.

488

!:1nSwers: The Swan, Saint-Saens;
JOAN: You are doing fine. Now it's
the Swallow, Serradell; the Dove,
my turn. I'll begin on D-ft.at, and
Yradier; the Lark, Schubert (also
then I'll do A-flat. (Plays piece
Leschetizky or Balakirev); Birdling,
Dorothy has just played.)
Grieg; the Eagle, MacDowell; the DOROTHY:No fair. Yours get easier
Cock (Golden Cock), Rimsky-Korand mine get harder.
sakoff.
JO,AN:That's be.cause I started on
"FORWARD MARCH WITH MUSIC"
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seven flats in the other piece, and
now I'm down to four. It's easier to
drop off than to add on. Go on.
It's your turn.
DOROTHY:Let's select another piece
to finish with. (Selects another
and plays in new keys.) Now I
have finished. Let's change sharps
and flats now.
JOAN:
No. Let's finish it tomorrow.
You come over here at two o'clock;
and he sure to be on time, because
my brother is coming home on
furlough at five.
DOROTHY:
Can he play the piano?
JOAN: You bet he can. This is beginners' stuff to him.
DOROTHY: Can
he transpose, too?
JOAN: Sure, and he often has to do
it at sight because he accompanies
his choir and plays for solo singers, too. He says transposing Is very
important.
DOROTHY:
I suppose it is. I never
thought of it that way. Let's have
a transposing bee at our next club
meeting.
JOAN: Fine idea. I'm going up to my
lesson in a few minutes and I'll
tell Miss Brown about it. We could
have everybody draw for the key
they are to transpose to.
DOROTHY:'We could have a prize,
too. I'll walk down as far as the
five-and-ten with you and we will
get something.
JOAN: Well, let's get something we
like, because if we do this again
tomorrow, one of us might win it.
DOROTHY:But suppose we draw hard
keys. Then what?
JOAN:We'll practice them extra special tomorrow.

Junior Club Outline No.3 5
Review
a. When was Chopin born? (Ou tline
No. 25.)
b. Mention at least two composers
who wrote concertos for the
violin. (Outline No. 26.)
c. What is a- passing tone? (Outline
No. 27.)
d. With whom did Czerny stUdy?
<Outline No. 28.)
e. The operas, "Lohengrill"
and
"Parsifal," by Wagner, deal with
stories of What famous knights?
(Outline No. 29.)
f. What is meant by transposi~1S'?
(Outline No. 30.)
g. In what city was the world's first
opera house built?
(Outline
No. 31.)
h. What is an augmented
triad?
(Outline No. 32.)
i. Who enlarged the size of the symphony orchestra in the nineteenth century? (Outline No.
33.)
j. What is the difference between a
tone and a note? (Outline No.
34.)

THEJUNIOR
ETUDE will award three attractiveprizes each month for the neate~t
d best stories or essays and for answers
~: puzzles.Contest is open to all boys and
. I under eighteen years of age.
gl~~ass A, fifteen to eighteen years of
ee: Class B, twelve to fifteen; Class C,
0
nder twelve years.
.
U Names of prize win?erS WIll appear on
hi page in a future ISsue of THE ETUDE.
t hISthirty next best contributors will reT
e
.
oeive honorable mentdon.
.
.
put your name, age, and class III WhICh
----0

,

n: Violin
is more than a tool used by a musicreate beauty
as a SCUlptor uses a
pulsating,
feeling;
a
friend in whom I,may
confide. a sympathetic
friend who sooths or laughs, consoles or congratulates
according
to the occasion. If I were
to be left In utter isolation with nothing but
sufficient food, shelter, and clothing. and given
my instrument
as my only companion,
I would
feel myself much the better for my lot than
"En'y 'belle "in
crowded
ballroom.
surrounded
by luxuries.
yet deprived
of any opportunity
to express inner feeling, due to ignorance
of
such a medium
as I have in my violin. All
the trivialities
of this world are as nothing
when
listening
to the sure,
singing
tones
produced
by horsehair
scraping
over a bit of
taut catgut!
Harriet Ruby Gross (Age 16),
New Jersey
A violin
cian to

ctuset.. It is animated,

~,
Helen

Pauline Pulz (Aqe three and a haUl

Cl,allfje

a Vowel

Puzzle

b~' Siella M. Hadden

1. Change

to A; a group of
church singers becomes a seat. 2.
Change A to I; a part of the staff
becomes seasoning. 3. Change E to
A' a lively dance becomes true. 4.
Change I to A; a bagpipe player becomes material to write on. 5. Change
A to U; the end of a measure becomes a bristly seed-pod. 6. Change
o to E; a composition for one player
becomes a fish. 7. Change A to E; a
musical sound becomes the rind of
fruit. 8. Change I to U; a lively
dance becomes
an earthenware
pitcher. 9. Change 0 to I; a composition for one player becomes a farm
building. 10. Change 0 ~o A; a harmonic combination of tones becomes
a vegetable. 11. Change I to A; part
of the staff becomes a narrow road.
12. Change E to U; a sign of silence
becomes metal erosion.

a

0

Prize Willners for ]\fay P"zzle:
Class B. Jane Phillips
Class C, Betty
Maier
Columbia.

HonoraMe
May

(Age
(Age

12), New York.
10), District
of

Mention
P"zzles:

for

Dorothy
Lupi;
Jane
Phillips;
Ada Rosenberger; Muriel Emberger;
Harriet
Ruby Gross;
Janet Dalziel;
Nancy Lee BOlJP; Mary Helen
Tate; Frances
Moncrief;
Ernestine
Dahlisch;
Jerry Mason; Edwina
George;
Ernest Vogel;
Sylvester Brown; Hugh Nelson; Ella Crowther;
Henrietta
Schwartz;
Belle
Walters;
Judson
Krause; Marjorie Matthews;
Ned Wayne; Anna
Gray; Ida Cruice; Mary Boatman;
Ruth Nelson.

Letter Box List
. Letters have been received
from the followmg, which, unfortunately,
limited
space does
not permit
publishing'
Alfreda
Pietak;
Anto.inette Pollock;
Barbara
Markland;
Jewell
Du~ch; lone
Obermiller.
Barbara
RosentJ:1al;
OVlda Shirline
Vance;
Frederick
R_ Smith;
Carol Jean Weskl; Nancy Mills; Anne Mar~aret
Sperher;
Amy Kazemba;
Carl Wolf; Dolores
Vaughan;
Margaret
Hartley;
Edwin
Babbe;
Ma~ Rosina Shaw;
Betty
Jane Hirst; Betty
Maler.

OtTter Essay

Pri:e \Vinners:

Prize Winner for Essay. Class B. Charlotte
Moore
(Age 13), Indiana.
'Prize Winner
for
Essay,
Class C. Charles
Guerra
(Age 11),
Massachusetts.

0/

5eaching materia£
•

THIRTY RHYTHMIC
For

Home,

...

PANTOMIMES,
Kindergarten

and

••••••••
Pre-Piano

•.

1.25

By Alice C. D. Riley, Jessie L. Gaynor, and Dorothy

Gaynor Blake

I
Dalby
Gaynor Blake has selected
From the celebrated SOllgs of I~e C hiId Wor Id vo urues
or
I'"
ten-stick"
drawfor this book thirty most attractive songs. AccompanYlll~ c h .~re ~t~e~hyt~~icconsciousness
ings which shows' the rhythmic action lor young peop e.
eSI.es. 1
..
.crk
developed. the child thus is given early tr aining In mu~lC appreCl~son a~~hg;~l~l;j~~~~~Y
i~o;h~
Mothers
too can use the-e rhythmic pantomimes
an songs WI 1 pre.s
1
I
home. S~ggestions for use of the rhythmics with other songs in the original vc urnes a so are
given. Complete texts, of course.

• SONGS OF THE CHILD WORLD (3 Vo/s.l .. , , ....

Eoch,

1.25

By Aliee C. D. Riley and Jessie L. Gaynor

.

The most popular collections of children's songs published.
For yea.rs these hale be~ .us~~I'~~
the home, in tl-e kindergarten, in primary classes In pu.blic and private schoO;s, an 10 J.
nile dubs and societies. The songs are classified for vanous se.asons and occJslons, ~or. Vi!-rl0iS
acuvities in the life of a child. They are educationaj,
recreational. yes, an even evcnonat,
as several sacred songs for Sunday school groups are Inclu~ed.

• A METHOD FOR THE PIANO

(For Litt'e

By Jessie L. Gaynor.

Children)

..

1,00

.. "

.

"

e

Published late in Mrs. Gaynor's career this book really IS a !ranScnptlOn to the pnnlc.d PIS
of her successful plan of teaching by whlCh little clllidren qUickly comprchend the beglnnmgs
of piano pb.ying. Includes interesting pieces and teacher and pupl! duets.

• FIRST PEDAL STUDIES FOR THE PIANO .....

,.,.",

.60

..

By Jessie L. Gaynor
This is rebabl the most frequently used of Mrs. Gaynor's .educational \\'~rks f<?rvery youn~
piano stEdents Ylt gives the Juvenile the fundamental work 10 ~edal technIC w)~tgl must pre
pare for the f~rther study ~s an advanced student ~nd does so 10 ad understan a e manner,
interesting to the pUpil. ThIS book may be taken up m the second gra e.

o SONGS OF MODERN CHILD LIFE, " . " . " , " , . , . , ..
l1y Jessie L Gaynor

and Dorothy Gaynor

1.00

Blal'e

This book the last "'ork of Mrs. Gaynor, 'has groups of juv~nile .song~ devoted to health,
S'fet
sci~nce and invention. the home and communIty rc:latlonshIP. 1hc:se were suggested
tlr~ Council of Public Safety and the Child Health OrganIzatIOn of AmerlCfl.

• SONGS AND SHADOW PICTURES for the Child World,
By Jessie L. Gaynor

.75

.

A little art-music book of songs for children. The verses were contr~buted ~y Rache~ B.arto;
Butler and the shadow picture Illustrations are in free·hand paper cutting by usanne eOlmo e
Tyndale. Makes ~ most delightful gift book for youngsters.

lellers care of Junior
Elude)

10

DEAR JUNIOR ETUDE:
.
I am a music lover, so naturally
I sUbs~nbe
to The Etude. When I first became acquamted
with it five years ago I could play only the
simple pieces in the back but now I ca.n pl.ay
most anything.-The
Etude is very popular With
the crowd I go with.
I also get a lot of fun playing the drums and
bass fiddle. I try to play the E-f1.at alt~. horn
but the family all agree that the phrase
try to
play"
is quite an exaggeration
(if you get
what I mean!).
From your friend,
JANIS SAUNDERS (Age 15),
California
DEAR JUNIOR ETUDE:
.
The name of our club is The Etude MUSIC
Club and we meet twice a month
and hav~
tho teen members.
Our dues are five cen
a lineeting
and our motto is "Music
Study
Exalts
Life."
We also have
a c.lub flower
th
red rose, and club colors, WhiCh are ,red
an~ green. We have committees
re~ponslble
for attendance,
scrapbooks,
and socI'!1 hour
Each member is hostess for one meeting
lans
the program
for that
me:eting.
T. IS
P r we are studying; opera stones
and m~t~ments.
I am enclosing
a picture
of our
club.
From your friend,
LUCILE GmsoN, secretary,
North Carolina

• FINGER PLAYS (,Elementol Hond ond Finger Exercises) •
By Jessie I.. Gaynor

h

A half doze[J games, wirh interesting and descriptive verses an~ charm!ng tunes. for use n
teaching hand position and finger movements.
Numerous IllustrationS accompany t e
descriptions.

piano

pieced

tg

Grade Price

Cat. No.

Jejjie

el.

(Ja';}nor

Cat. No.'

Grade

Price

30191JMaon
80at, Thel
"I2 .30
lMy Shadow
.30
30192\8IaCksmith, The l
I"
30
Tea Kettle, Th'ej"
........•
12 •
30008 March of the Wee Folk .... -~'I .~~
30193 light
8ird, The
"I
Minuet in the Old Style.
.. 2 .
1Song of the Kitchen Clock'
2 .3D
30736 Princes~ Dances, The.
. ... 3
.30
30194jFroggies' Singing School1
Ilj
30
lOwl, The
J. 2 .
30735 Voice of the Wind.
. ..... 3
.30
{SqUirrel and the Honey]
30190JLittie Shoemaker, Thel
.Ph .30
30195 FIBeefhThe
)
.30
lSong of the Shearer
j
y,
e
" Aho published for Two Pia/lOS, Fou,. Hands (50e)

'l0225 G"'"o'
The..
..2
~ , '.'.node.
,
30226 Little Trombone Solo, The ... 2

.30

j

MARCH OF THE WEE FOLK

I
"'"1
r

Honorable Mention for
May Essays: TTte Violin
Ceil Knapp:
Mflbel Marie Carpino;
Jane~
Hilferty'
Orao
Reiswag;
Rosemary
BruhJ'
Lorrain~
Ross;
Billy
Baily;
Nancy.
Floy ;
Dorothy
Flory;
Bonny
Lynn M?rg~n,
Ga!:
Linder; Elisabeth Thormann:
Ben.Jamm l?avls,
.
R th
Smith'
Betty
Maler;
MIldred
Jan~
, ~ary
Hele~ Tate; Francis
Moncrief;
Gra .e~,
.. M
L nn West: Janet Ellen
iri~g~~~~av:::~th
a~ghrS:
Gardiner
Cullen;

,60

.'

a:;.d

Francis

"""
Classes

by

- -- -(Send answers

m.:

young
Beginner:J Re:JponJ
to .the Appeal
5heae Special

13

(Prize winner in Class A)
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THE ETUDE

you enter on upper left corner of your
paper, and put your address on upper
right corner of your paper.
Write on one side of paper only. Do
not use typewriters and do not have anyone copy your work for you.
Essay must contain not over one hundred and fifty words and must b~ received at the Junior Etude Office, 1712
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 0), Pa.,
by the 22nd of August.Results of contest
will appear in November.Subject for this
month's essay, "Piano music."

t
Also published

fOl"

THE JOHN
Jheodore

Presser

Piano Duef

and for Two

Pianos,

~

Four Hands

CHURCH COMPANY

Co., Distributors,

11J2 Chestnut St., Philadelphia,

Pa.

Wall.
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by Armand

Piaggt, a California

photographer, and it seemed very fitting
to us for the August issue of THE
ETUDE, A young lady in San Francisco
posed for -this color photograph,' which
suggests summer evening recreation at
the piano or the hosts of accomplished
young lady pianists who in the summer
months alone or with small instrumental
ensembles furnish dinner music or evening musicale programs which add to the
enjoyment of many seeking rest and relaxation at any of the fine seashore,
mountain, lakeside, and riverside resorts
on the North American continent. Yes,
music not only gives enjoyment to its
hearers and performers, but it also gives
many opportunities to earn money and
to enjoy privileges which often are beyond the reach of the average person.
READTHIS ANDSINC!-For

Ing a volume entitled TWENTYPIANO
DUETTRANSCRIPTIONS
OF FAVORITE
HYMNS.
This is not a duplicate of his two earlier
volumes CONCERTTRANSCRIPTIONS
OF
FAVORITEHYMNS and MORE CONCERT
TRANSCRIPT·IONS
OFFAVORITE
HYMNS,how_
ever it does contain hymns equally popular and well known.
Among the well beloved hymns in the
book. are: When Morning
Gilds the

MONTH-Paul

Guillumette, Inc., ot New York, specialists in color photography and agents for
a number of professional color photographers in various parts of the United
States, brought to our attention a koda-

Voice Strtdents,

PUBLISHER'S NOTES
A Monthly Bulletin of Interest to all Music Lovers

Skies; Abide with Me; The King oj Love
My Shepherd Is; In the Cross ot Christ
I Glory; Nearer My God to Thee; Rock
of Ages,' and 0 Per teet Love.

i

I'HACTlCAL KEYBOARDl\fODULATION-

AU'ju:J1 1944

For

ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION
OFFERS
All of the books in: this list are ilt
preparation for publication. The
low Adoance Offer Cash Pricesapply only to orders placed NOW.
Delivery (postpaid) will be made
when the books are published.
Paragraphs describing each publication appear on these pages.

Class,
Roy

Privale,

or

Sell

Illstruction,

by

Roh
Peery-Among some otherwise
capable performers and accompanists a
fault frequently noted is their inability to
modulate fluently from key to key. Especially is this noticeable at church and
Sunday School services where one. hymn
follows another without spoken interludes.
The art of modulation should come
easy to a student of harmony, particularly to one who has had this study
right with piano lessons. But not all
teachers integrate these studies and for
players who have not had the advantages
of harmony study at the keyboard this
book will prove most useful.
Briefly and concisely this book shows
the easiest way to pass from one key to
another by harmonic progressions pleasing to the ear. It presents one' hundred
and thirty-two models of good modulation and, in the supplement, choic~ musical examples of modulations to all intervals that will inspire many a church
pianist and organist to keep a copy of
the book handy for ready reference.
The response to previously published
announcements of this work's forthcom~
ing publication has been surprising, even
to the author and the publishers. It indicates that there is a real need for a book
of this kind. Single copies may be ordered
now for delivery when published, at the
Advance of Publication cash price, 50
cents, postpaid.

This unique collection was arranged
from a practical as well as an artistic
viewpoint. The key of each hymn is
within the singing range of the average
congregation. They can be used as elaborate accompaniments for church and
Sunday School. The added sonority of
the duet arrangement
would make a
suitable background for outdoor mass
singing such as Sunday evening "Union
Meetings" or for evangelistic gatherings.
While this book is being prepared those
Interested.may place an order for a single
copy at the Advance of Publication cash
price of 60 cents, postpaid.

and
Choir
Singers,
by Clyde R.
Dengler-One of the most inspiring things
Album of Marches for the Organ ......
.60
Finger Fun
Adler
.20
in contemporary educational activities
Nutcracker Suite-Piano
Duet
OUR LATIN-Al\lERICANNEIGHBORS-lor
is a group of high school students finding
Tscha ikows kV- Felton 1.00
Piano-Cornpiled and Arranged
by Ada
Our Latin.American Neighbors.
.Richter
,40
thorough enjoyment in learning to do
Richter-At no time have the rhythms
Piano Pieces for Pleasure
Williams
.60
fine vocal work under the direction of a
Practical Keyboard Modulation.
Peery
.50
and melodies of our southern neighbors
competent teacher and educator. It is
Read This ond Sing!-Student's
Book
been heard so widely in this country as
Dengler
.25
usually the case that such competent
Read This and Sing!-Teacher's
Manual
at present. There can be no doubt that
supervisors of vocal music are kept exDengler
1.00
this music has exerted a marked influReverentiol Anfhems
'
Baines
.25
ceedingly busy in satisfying the musical
Second Piono Port to Bach's Fifteen Twoence on our popular music taste and on
activity desires of their youthful cohorts
Part Inventions
Vene
.lS
our own composers.
and in meeting the demands of the
Second Piano Port to Thompson's Tuneful
Jasks~.-:
"
,. Benford
.15
In preparing this book, the alert Mrs.
school and the community for a share
Twenty Piano Duet Transcriptions
of
Richter has done a great deal of reof the music treats such a well trained
Favorite Hymns ..•..•.......
Kohlmann
.60
search, for its contents include music
body of students is able to offer.
from Mexico, BraZil, Chile, Peru, EcuaObviously it is essential' that such a more effective singing in the church
dor, Costa Rica, and Argentina. Twentybusy music supervisor sho,uld have assist- service.
two songs and instrumental
pieces are
This is the last opportunity for anyone
ing teaching material and text that will
presented, among the former being such
conserve his time and also help in pro- to obtain a single copy of the student's
favorites 'as Ay, Ay, Ay; The Breeze;
ducing the maximum results within the book at 'the nominal advance of publicaCarmela; La Cucuracha; 0 Ask oj the
teaching and rehearsal periods available.- tion cash postpaid price of 25 cents a
Stars Above You; Cielito Lindo; and La
Dr. Clyde Dengler is well-known to man\' copy becaUse the book will be .on the
Golondrina. Instrumental
novelties inmusic supervisors throughout the countr~ market so that quantities will be availclude a Mexican hat dance, Jarabe
for the fine results he has obtained with able for the open:ng of the school term.
groups of school singers, and it is out There is also a TEACHER'S
MANUAL
which TWENTYPIANO DUET TRANSCRIPTIONS Tapatio, and two tangos, La Cumparsita
of his years of work with .such' g'roups besides proving exceedingly helpful in the OF FAVORITE HYMNS by Clarence Kohl- and EI Choclo. All songs are provided
with English· translations
printed bethat he has produced this book READ classroom handling of READ_THIS AND mann-Mr. Kohlmann's musicianly treattween the staves.
THIS ANDSING! which covers a 36 weeks SING! presents much of general value to ment of well-known hymns is constantly
A last chance to secure a single copy
course of vocal stUdy. This course is all seriously interested in obtaining best increasing in popularity. It was only
ideally suited for the work of a vocal results in voice teaching and voice study. logical for pianists who enjoy ensemble of this attractive collection at the low
department in the average high school, A single copy of the TEACHER'S
MANUALand p~ano duet playing to make per- Advance of Publication cash price of 40
and it also will be fOl1nd very helpful to READTHIS ANDSING!prior to publica- sistent deman~s .for an album of hymns cents, postpaid, is offered this month.
to the choir director who wants to lead tion may be ordered at the Advance of in duet form. Mr. Kohlmann has gra~
the average volunteer choir group to Publication cash price of $1.00, postpaid. ciously answerea thi3 request by arrangPIANO PIECES FOR PLEASURE, by John
M. Williams-In
this new volwne the
YOUR MUSIC SUPPLIES FOR THE SEA· popular items may have to remain' out of or special delivery mail are appreciated
author of the immensely successful "Year
print until the paper quota of next year it is not possible at the oeginning of a by Year" series of piano instruction
SON JUST AHEAD-Ask any purchasing
agent for any large company' about his is available if the pUblisher has no paper season when there is always a deluge of books, and the frequently-used
OLDER
difficulties in getting supplies. The in- out ·of this. year's quota available for a orders facing all mmical organizations
BEGINNER'S
PIANOBOOK, presents a colformation that would be forthcoming reprinting.
throughout the count!·y to give special lection of enjoyable recreation numbers
certainly would bring the realization that
Naturally, this will mean the selection attention to such specially forwarded
that will appeal especially to "grown-up"
in these unusual times anything that is 'of another publication in place of the orders when such special attention would stUdents who have progressed past the
wanted should be ordered as far ~ ad- one not available, and to allow time for be at the expense of those who have had beginner's stage, but which also includes
vance of the time it is needed as it i3 any possible second choice it is obvious the foresight to send their orders in
much of interest to younger students
possible. Just in carrying along the details that ordering cannot bz done at the al~owing a few weeks time for delivery: with well-developed hands who are capaof this business THEOD()RE PRESSER "last minute." THEODORE PRESSER
It;. be~1a1fof its loyal and busy staff, ble of playing third grade music. TalCO. has to order many of its supplies CO. is determined to do everything pos- TH.t<.;ODOREPRESSER CO. wishes to ented adult stUdents may even find this
three and four months in advance. Gov- sible to hold war-time inconveniences to express its appreciation to thousands of volume suitable for use following the
ernmental and war industry.priorities
its patrons to a minimum, and it is teachers and other active music workers completion of their work in the OLDER
as well as help shortages affect deliveries toward this end that users of music are who already have sent in their orders for BEGINNER'S
PIANOBOOK.
from paper mills, printers and binders
urged to make sure during the 1944-1945
music wanted for the beginning of the
For those who have not read previous
and added to these things ~very p_ublishe; season that there is no waiti::1g until the 1944-1945 season. And likewise there will announcements of this volume's forthis limited to 75% of the paper tonnages last minute before 'ordering required be appreciation for the kindness and coming publication, we list some of the
in the year named by the Government music. It is particularly urgent that the consideration of those who get their contents: Gondolij!rs from "A Day in
as the base year. The paper limitations
first supplies desired for the beginning of orders in during the month of August Venice," by Ethelbert Nevin' The Maorders are definite reasons why ordering the season should be ordered at least two if they have not as yet placed orders for rines Hymn; the old popuI~r favorites
should be done as far in advance as or three weeks ahead of time. Although music that will be needed for the months Meditation, by C. S. Morrison, and Melpossible by those active in music since it the circumstances sometimes necessitat~ of September and October to start the ody oj Love, by H. Engelmann;
The
is highly possible that even some very ing the sending of orders by telegraph season.
.
Chorus

(Continued
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S ·allow, Mexican

popular song, by N. FINCER FUN lor the Little Piano Beginner
A SECOND PIANO PART-to the Fifleen
s:rr.adell. From the classics Mr. Williams by Myra Adler-There are a dozen musical
Two-Port Inventions of BACH, by Ruggero
nas selected and arranged th.e beautiful
offerings by Myra Adler in this forth- Vene-Here is a "must" for the library of
Fantasie-Impromptu
by Chopin: also the c?ming publication which is an excepevery piano teacher as well as the reperpoet-pianist's Nocturne op. 37, No.2 and tlOnally well planned aid for the develop- toire of all two-piano teams. This is one
the Funeral March. From Schubert's
ment of the playing ability of little piano of the very few real musical two-piano
compositions he bas chos~n By the Sea beginners. It is supplementary to the adaptations of solo works. In no way did
and the Rosamunde Alr;
and from a~erage beginners books, and its 12 study Mr. Vene distort or destroy the original
Schumann, the lovely Traumerez Also pieces without impressing the young idea of the composer. The first piano
included are a few favorite Christmas
pupil as being study tasks cleverly intro- part is the original Invention as Bach
carols and hymns, .amon~ the latter,
duce Diatonic Succession, Intervals up to wrote it. The second part adheres strictly
Holy, Holy, Holy; Ablde 1.?zthMe; Lead, the Fifth, Repeated Notes, and Legato to the style of Bach. There is no attempt
Kindly Light, and All Hoil the Power oj
and Staccato Phrasings. Everything lays to introduce new material of melodic or
well under the beginner's hands, and the contrapuntal character which would dis~-esus'Name.
At the special introductory Advance of beginner will find these numbers such as tract from the original.
The parts are of equal difficulty. The
to arouse an early appreciation of the
publication cash price, 60 cents, postpaid,
this is a bargain few will want to over- beauty to be found in piano playing original invention is printed in score over
when the fingers have been trained to the second piano part; which facilitates
look.
play their part. While the work is in the study and sight reading. This volume will
course of production details, orders will find its place among the most outstanding texts for piano study and performing.
NUTCRACKERSUITE by P. I. Tsebnikcw- be accepted ~t the Advance of PublicaA single copy may be ordered while
sk~', Arranged jar Piano Duet by William tion postpaid cash price of 20 cents a
1\1. Felton-In
the orchestral repertoire
copy. Only one copy to a teacher at this this work is in preparation. The Advance
this suite occupies a prominent place. price, and delivery will be 'made to ad- of Publication cash price is 35 cents,
programmed frequently by all leading vance subscribers as soon as the work is postpaid, and delivery will be made immediately after publication.
~ymphonic organizations it appeals to published.
young and old. Numerous piano solo ar- ~
ALBUMOF MARCHESFOR THE ORGANrangements have been made of these
nparkling
compositions, from excerpts SECONDPIANOPART-bY Robert T. Ben- Organists are always eager to find suitford-To TII,Iie/1t1 Tasks-by John Thompson able marches which can be used for
within the pjnylng capabilities of chil-Easy
literature for two pianos has Postludes at Church, Church festival
dren, such as the Ada Richter arrangefound an engaging contribution in Mr. occasions, holidays, weddings, and fument, to transcriptions
that present a
Benford's SECOND
PIANOPARTTOTUNEFUL nerals. This album fulfills this demand
challenge to accomplished pianists.
TASKS.The teacher. with two pianos in and the organist needing music for the
Our Editors believe that this new pia~10 his studio will find tt.is new- book a above mentioned occasions will find suitduet version by Mr. Felton will be well helpful aid to pupil response.
able material here. Besides it contains
received, as the mol',:) complete harTeachers have long used Thompson's marches suitable for lodge room and
monies madp- possible by utilizing four
TUNEFULTASKS,twenty little tunes of community gatherings.
hands at one piano make piano performNone of the marches in the contents
supplementary material for first year
ances morc nearly like the original or- stUdents, which furn~shes a good foun- of the volume are beyond the playing
chestral compo-itioO!. Th; entire suite is
dation for musicianship. Since the SEC- ability of the average organist. Suggested
included from the Ove1·tw·e to the Walt.1
ONDPIANOPARTis written in the same registration is given for the standard
oj the Flowers.
grade, the practice of having the pupil church pipe organ as well as the HamThis volume will be a distinct addition
alt~rnate in playing the original exer- mond Organ.
to the "Pre.~.~el'yollection" [md we feel cises and these second parts with their
An order for a single copy of this
sure that it \vill find a place in the studio nelodic and harmonic material will prove album may be placed now at the Adof many mu. ic teachers who have in- very beneficial. The SECOND
FIANOPART vance of Publication cash price of 60
terested pupils in gr.J.de::4 to 6. In homes offers additional training and oppor- cents, postpaid.
where piano duet playing is enjoyed it tunity for sight reading as well as exwill become a treJ.sured book of the musi- cellent material for any recital program.
WAR BONDS!
See Your Bank
cal library. While this work is in prepWhile this work is in preparation, a
aration for publi ~ation single copies may single copy may be ordered at the special
BLOOD DONATIONS! ::: ~;o~:cal
be ordered at the special Advance of Advance of Publication cash price of 35
publication cash price, $1.00, postpaid.
cents, postpaid.
REVERENT}.\L ANTHEMS-by
William
Baines-Every director of a volunteer
choir in evangelical churches will be delighted to learn of the excellent new
collection of Mr. Baines' anthems, which
is now in process of publication. For
years choir directors have acclaimed
William Baines as an outstanding and
Unusually successful composer of interesting anthems,
which are singable,
melodious, and enjoyable.
Since the anthems have been comPosed with the abilities of the average
volunteer choir in mind they contain a
limited amount of solo .~or:~. Many anthems in this collection have already become well established in choir r.epertoires,
and the new ones written especially for
this compilation are certain to prove
equally worthwhile.
The director will find excellent a~thems for general use as well as special
numbers for Christmas Lent and Easter
with Scriptural
text~ pre'dominating.
Choir and congregation alike will profit
by the use of Mr. Baines' dignified and
churchly anthems.
Advance orders are now being accepted
for one copy of this collection at- the
special Advance of Publication cash price
of 25 cents, postpaid.
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J New Album for

A Collection
Every Pianist
Ought to Possess-

Young Piano Pupils
OUR

NATIVE
AMERICAN
FOR PIANO

THE DITSON
ALBUM OF
PIANO SOLOS

AIRS

SOlO

Compiled by RUTH BAMPTON
Arronged

by WILLIAM SCHER

As this country was developed into a great nation man~
were inspired to put their experiences,
emotions,.
~nd
yearnings into song. !hese s.o~lgs started on pralrles,
mountainsides,
plantatIOns, sal111lg vessels, c~n~l paths.
etc. It is such songs-some
lusty, some plamtlve. and
somecarefree-that
have been selected and arranged for
this collection. There are 20 numbers .t~lal c~ildr~n as \~'e!l
as adults with only limitedplaying ablhty "':111en.Joy bemg
able to render on the piano.Theyarc chiefly In .grad~s
11k and 2. There are illustrations
and texts are given In
score.

Oliver

Price,

Every pianist delights in
playing
Engelmann's
"Russian
Dance,"
"The
Pines"
(Matthews).
"Jeunesse"
(Manney) and
the effective piano soloar·
rangements
of Cadman's
.. At Dawning."
Co\..-les·
. 'Forgotten,"
and Bart·
lett's "A Dream."
These
and almost a dozen others
are presented in this album. All of the composi.
tions are within the cap·
ability ofthe average pianist. Ideal for students in
grades 3 and 4.
Price,

$1.00

50 cents

Ditson

Co.

THEODORE PRESSER CO., Distrib'rs
1112 Chestnut
St •• PHILA. 1, PA.

*-----'''-------*

PIANO

~eaturinlJ

Love of [ounlfY
* *

* * *

SONGS OF MY COUNTRY
Compiled and Arr bV ADA RICHTER
Pr.. 7Sc.
IN EASY ARRANGEMENTS FOR PIANO SOLO
Americans in the first
YOUNG
of piano study will be thrilled

and second gr-ades
With this book of
clever easy-to- play piano arrangements
of ~6 songs ~f
the U.S.A. Likewise grown-up
piano beginners wJ!1
enjoy these readily played presentations
wlth.Included
texts'. All the favorite patriotic numbers are Included.
embracing The Stars and Strioes Porerer ; The /\olarines' Hymn;
Amerire.
the Beautif"l,.
and others.

Cat. No.
Tjtl~
Composer
Gr.
Price
27235 Allegro (On !lrio {Victory Theme Irom
Symphony No.5) g eethove n-Peerv 3112 $0.40
2348 America [With SiK Other Well-Known
Melodiesl
Arr. Ridcoby 1
.50
16840 America-Grand
Triumphal March
Rolfe 5
.60
27360 American Patrol. March
Meacham-Levine <I
.40
30864 American Patrol. March. 'Simpllfied
Arr
Meocham·Schaum
2Yz
.AO
.~37<1 America Aroused. March .. Schelling <I
.60
14739 America fir". Marche Militoire. Rolle 2112
.25
16861 America Victorious. March. Strickland 3 12
.40
15344 Amer;(an Notional Anthems. The Star
Spangled Banner and Amedca
Arr. Stults 3
.25
19112 American Patr;otlc Medley March
Martin 3
.35
19556 American Supremacy. March .. Phelp~ 3
.35
111870 Color Guard, Tho. March ..... felton 3
.40
5677 Comrade; in Arms. Two-Step .. Hayes 3112
.50
26230 Crash On[ Artillery, Coa,t Artillery
Marching Song., .. Hewitt·Osborne
<I
.50
27454 flog of My Counlry.
. ... Sloirs 1
.25
(JC)
Glory 01 the Yankee Navy. March
Sousa 3
.50
30860 Hail to the Spirit of liberty. March
Sousa <I
.50
16':;01 Hots Olf to the flog. March
Spoulding 3
.40
6B18 Independence Day. Military, March
Cadman 2112
.35
11B2S Independence Day.
.Spoulding
2
.25
{JC)
Invincible :091e Merch.
. .Sousa 3
.50
30044 Liberty Bell. The. March
Sousa 3112
.50
30761 Liberty Beil. The. March. Sousa·Peery
3
.50
23403 Morine Corps Re,crves. March. Geibel 3
.50
27356 Marines' Hymn, The (from the Halls
01 Montezuma) (With Word,)
Arr. Car/elon 1112
.30
(JC)
Men of Volar
Klahr 3
.50
8952 No Surrender. March
Morrison
3
.40
15215 On the Old Camp Ground. Arr. Rolle 2112
.30
8235 Our Army and Novy. March
Kern 3
.50
27154 Our Flag
Adler 2
.25
2534 Our Glorious Union Forever. M",dley.
01 Notional Melodie,; ....
Howard
3
.35
18425 Our Invincible Notion..
.Rolfe 5
.50
11896 Ours I, a Grand Old flcg (With
Words)
. Spaulding
1
.25
14070 Patriotic America
Spenser
2
.25
15101 Patriotic Day
,Crammond 2
.35
25485 Pride of the Nation. The. March. Grey 3
AD
19367 PrIde of the Regiment. March.
Crammond 2112
.30
15963 Solute the Colors. March .... Warren 3
.50
17720 Solute to the Colors. March. Anthony 2112
.40
30849 Shoulder to Shoulder. March .. Klohr 3
.50
6969 Soldier Boy (With Words) ... Bugbee 2
.35
22874 Soldier's Song
.Krentzfin 2
.25
14568 Stand By the Fiogi Patriotic March
Stults 3
.35
30111 Stars ond Stripes forever, 'The. Morch
Sousa <I
.50
30552 Stars and Stripes forever. The. March
Sou~a-Schaum
2112
.50
30868 Stors and Stripes Forever, The (Trio
Theme). Simplified Piano Arr.·
Sou.a·Cadeion 1112
.30
27261 Stor·Spongled Bonner, Th"
Arr. Richl"r 1112
.25
2348 Star·Spongled !lonne', The (With Six
Other Well-Known Melodie'!
Arr. Rickoby 1
.50
11872 Top,! Military March.
. Engelmann 3
.35
25081 To the front. Military March .. Cfark 3
.40
26009 Volley Forge March. (Vocal Refrain)
Goldman <I
.40
(OD) Yankee Doodle. Brilliant Variation:;
Arr. Grobe 3·4
.40
13529 Yankee Doodle. Colonial
Arr. Greenwald
2
.25
2348 Yankee Doodle (Wifh Six Other Weil·
Known Melodies] .... Mr. Rickoby
1
.50
) 6675 Young American's Patrol .... law,on 2
.40
1
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---Ht-----Letters from
Etude Friends.
A Musical

•
:Jl.e September £tuJe
WII 2Jehgl.t .Att
Destiny ploys (I port in all icvmcflsm.
Sometimes
the
tlde of tine
material
rises exceptionally
high, ond September's
issue will surprise
even
the mod enthusiastic
Elude readers.

when Lfcund he could play so ,w:e:B.,
I offered .#:..Augustthe
.oooiant~'d_ auth?is
to be disto play with,..lli~ .. .cp~?.p<?) wh~ev~r be 'had ·'·9US~ep.are: "The RIse of SIlas Lapham"
time. So ':.We'are ~lll:y!n~·ne~ '8':1fi. ~ld thmgs . ....:..William-,\ D
Howells
(August
6) •
~-ufiTIng'>hisspare time.
...
-)
_
.
.
,
I discovered long ago. that anyone.who plays, "Poemsv-c-JohnKeata
(AUgust 13); "The
any solo instrument Ilke the. .vlctin •. Cth°l'!l~t, Luck ~'of Roa ring
Camp"-Bret
Harte
trombone- and so forth can play WI
.....
e
.,
piano and-advance ~o.mucJ:l_f<l;.;>ter:,So.o~ten; (AUgust 20); "and "Laws
of War and

"

they get careless With the.lr time, phrasing,
Peace"-Hugh
. Grotdus (August 27)
and other pomts~and when they are playm.g
.
-_.
.
with the: plano they can see and hear. In .tl;115
way f have .found a way to help not only .this
friend but to' help me. -too. 'He plays very w~!l
and'l have had to work to keep up,·as.fus .
accorrmamst. The other night hls father tpld
me that the help I had given h!ffi v.:as worth
five or six years of what he received m- school.
So I feel that I have helped him along, and'
how I love it! There are others who could
(Continued from" Pape 433)
help young folks along that way-s-those .tc
whom small-town band instructors have little
time to give anything in the way of private'
instruction.
, .
vided the opportunity
for Sir Henry to
So i would say to some of the musical become world famous as a choral conrrlendsof THEETUDE,
that if you want to have.
ductor. In 1908 and 1911 he toured Amersome real fun with your music, find a prom..' isin,l{ young player such as I have bere and ica, giving concerts
which raised choral
work with him: you'll have the ttme of your
to entirely
new standards
of
life! We also play in church and other places, singing
as we get a chance. In church yesterday we artistry.
played the selection, 1 Heard the Voice of
Jesus Say. from t,he book you put out last
summer~"Ten Famous Songs." arnme:ed for
THE
FIFfEENTH
ANNUAL Ch.
Trombone and Piano. Everyone liked it so .
.
lcago
much. Every number in the book is good. We Music Festival will take place on August
are especially fond of the first two. Gene plays' 19 at Soldiers' Field. As usual there will
tht'l<:eso beautifully.
Dr. Cooke, please pardon this old lady who be vocal and choral contests,
band cong"ts so carried away P"bont these articles and tests, baton twirling
con. tests, and also
what we C::ln do to help the c"use alon!!".You
k now. :"omeImes
t·
At the
one h "S t 0 t f> II.1iomeb 0dy th e contests for various instruments.
things that are always in one's heart, and you Festival luncheon on August 18, the guest
seemed to be the logical n"!rson to blk to.
f h
·11b J hn AId
MRS. T. J. WALTERS, 0
onor WI
e 0
en Carppnter.
Wyoming.

T
lOT aR.~
It, or Leave It " .

TOr~~eEI~~~d so many interesting and helpful ideas in your magazine that I would never
miss a copy, for fear that I might mISS the best
t

onf fi:ve been using an idea that perhaps'
might prove helpful to other teachers; so I
send it to you.
.
In order to arouse more interest in practicing
scales and acquiring knowledge of keyboard
harmony and general musical subjects which
every musician must know, I have been having my groups of students playa musical game
of "Take It or Leave It," with due apologies
to the radio program of that name.
The group first chooses two perrna.nent captains and sides, and chips are used mstead 'of
money. In a basket, face down, I have slips
of paper, upon which are written various mu·
sical Questions. One member steps forward
and takes a question. If he answers correctly
in a specihfiedtime (detennfin1Ldby the timekeeper, W 0 may be one 0 cue group or an
assistant),
I say:
• _
"You have
won a dollar. 'Do'you
wish. .to
take it-or leave it and try for two?"
If the second question is answered correctly
,ne has won-two .dollars for' his side'. If the
. third is correct he has doubled his money and
.'-hns .four do!lars; then eight.' sixteen. thirtytwo, and finally the sixty-four~doJlar question.
which is as high as lie can go on that tum.
At any time he chooses he may take his money
-and return to his seat without trying for the
next question.·
For a few weeks I U§€ groups of questions
on the same subiect, such as key signatures
and scales. A typical question in this group is,
"Name the key signature and play the scale bf
G--ffat major."

FRITZ

KREISLER

FRITZ KREISLER CIVES HIS
PHILOSOPHY OF MUSICIANSHIP
In e. conference
secured for The EtUde by Miss
Rose HeYlbut, the great violinist and composer
gives stimulating
ideas which will be helpful
to all mUSICians, Whether they play the .violln,
the piano, the trumpet, or the bass drum.

MUSIC IN
WAR TORN NORMANDY
The eyes of the world have been centered 0\1
the

greatest

military

feat

of historY

in

Nor-

mandy, Maurice Dumesnll, French conductor.
pIanist. teacher. and author, born and broug!:t

UP in Caen, tells what music has meant
native land. This is a fare article at

moment III cIvilization.

to hiS
Ii.

great

THE ORICINAL PROTOTYPE
OF TRILBY
Mme.Anna.Bishop'slife was an extraordInary
romance on many continents. Her first hus_
band Sir Henry Bishop, wrote Lo! Here the
G~ntle I,urlc! and /Iww, Sweet 1Iome for her
, and her secondhusband.RobertBochsa.harpist, conductor.and composer.wasSlloid
to ha~e
hypnotized her at his concerts, From thlll
legendOuMa.unergotthe Ideaforhis ''TrilbY.''
At the age of fifty-sIxMme.Bishopwas shipwreckedon Wake Island ,in mid-Pacific,but
continued her tour of Chma and India. Mr.
EdwardB. Ma.rkshas permittedus to reprint
Incidentsfrom her ilie containedIn his recent
book, "They All Ha.dGlamour."

THE MUSICIAN'S

BIBLE

Bach's "WeJl_Tempere_d
Clavichord" is two
hundred yea.rs old. Mr. HerschellGregory's
article wlll bring you many new ldeas about
this greMclassic.

WHY CHILDREi'\ SHOULD
START MUSIC YOUNC
MissEugeniaWebster.a highlysuccessfulhead
of a musle school. gives teachers an article
they will want to showto the parents of their
pupils.

IT CAME IN A DREAM
Some of the greatest composershave had inspirations come to them In dreams. Read. in
Dr. Wa.ldemarSchweisheimer'sarticle. how
the subconsciousmind has created masterpieces.

QUEEN LILUOKALANI'S
FAMOUS TUNE
The Queen of the Sandwich Isles (Hawaii)
poSSiblywas more proud of her musicalability
than of anything else. Her expenencesIII the
art were always picturesqUeand make very
sprightly reading...Ilolm Oc is oneofthe world's
famousfolk tunes.
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Then we spend a few weeks on chords and
their inversions, intervals, definitions. and so
on through the various phases of musical
knowledge. Finally, for several times we have
the "musical Hash" program in which all
tyPes of previous questions are put in together, and the questions may cover any
subject previously stl~died.
A record o.t each day's score is kept, and
at the end of a suecified time the losing side
has to give the winning side a rarly.
The students are having a grea deal of fun
with it. and it is provin~ a tremendous stimu~
Ius to'?i'~rd keepin~ knowledge which they
otherWise may learn and then forget.
-BEULAHVAFlNER
BENNE'l'T,
CalifoITlia.

TheWotld

Midsummer Wartime
Radio Music
(Continued

from Page 480)

the NBC Symphony
Orchestra,
the Columbia Concert Orchestra,
and the programs called Invitation
to Music rate
highly on the lists of "musts" for LatinAmerican
enthusiasts
of good mUsic. It
might be noted that the cultural efforts
in behalf of good music in North America is extending
far beyond our borders,
and one begins to suspect that
in the
not too distant
future
many of these
programs
will be heard throughout
the
Always Something for
world. Thus, it can be truthfully
said,
the United States leads the world in the
Everyhody
promulgatton
of good music.
The late Theo'dore Presser always said
During the summer and autumn
cycle
that THE ETUDEshould contain "Always
of the Invitation
to Learning
series
something
for everybody,"
and we are
(Sundays
11 :30 to 12 :00 noon, EWTdelighted
to receive this letter from a CBS Network).
there will be twenty-six
loya-l friend of many years.
distinguished
literary
works discussed.
The popularity
of this Sunday morning
To the Editor:
program
cannot be overestimated.
Most
In our little town of Cody we have a music
club with perhaps half the members sub- of us are readers, and many of us return
scribers to THEETUDE.And there isn't ever a to the old classics consistently.
Somehow
meeting that someone doesn't CBllme and ask
if I can find material for a paper for the next or other, a friend of ours said recently,
meeting in some of my Etudes.
one forgets
about
certain
good books
Now I believe I can safel:y say-"T~
ETUDE
which one had intended to read for long
never fails us." This I thought might be stated
in an issue sometime and may.be do some years; that's why listening to Invitation
good. This was a question I answered only
is worth while. It not only
a day of two ago. Our next program is on to Learning
Russian music and musicians, and I went to awakens one's memory but also definitely
my Etudes and found in February, 1930, just stimulates
one to an activity which he
what I needed about Mussorgsky for our
meeting. Some of his music is also in the may well find was put off far too long.
August, 1933. issue.
are always
a group of- leading
This is not the only time THE ETUDEhas There
and critics participatcome to the rescue, which brings me to the scho!ars, authors,
question~why doesn't everyone who is at all ing on this program,
and one meets via
interested in musIc have it? I preach it all
of whom
the time, but I am not sure of many who the airways many personalities
have subscribed because I asked them to. one has formerly only read. Their enthuHowever, I still talk to them and it doesn't
seem to m2ke much difference how far back siasm is strangely contagious, and we feel
I go. I have one copy from 1903 that was a certain that others besides ourself have
veritable gold mine for us; find so on down
been grateful
to them for their recomthe years there is always something for us.
For some time I have been wanting to tell mendations
and comments. Lots of folks
you a ~hort story of somethin~ I :have been
away from a program
doing for the past eip;ht months. It's in line are frightened
with "Music for the Fun of It" in 1942. and bearing a title which implies educational
Mr". Davies' "Go Back to the Piano" in April,
but Invitation
to Learning-is
1941. I think I would call this "Share Your intent,
Music." I haw' a young friend across the something more than just an educational
street who is the first trombonist in the school
plenty of human interband which. by the way, is very good. I have feature-there's
always been very fond of the trombone and est in its approach
to its subject. During
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ALBERT COTSWORTH,
dean of Chicago
organists, church musician, business man,
and music critic, died. at Elgin, Illinois,
on June 13, at the age of ninety-two.
He
was long connected
with the
Illinois
Chapter, A.G.O. and the National Association of Organists.
now merged with
the American
Guild.
For over thirty
years he was on the staff of "Music
News" Magazine. Mr. Cotsworth
was born
in Lafayette,
Indiana,
October
9, 1851.
He stUdied organ with James H. Rogers,
and later held organ positions
in Burlington,
Iowa
(twenty
years),
and in
several churches
in Chicago. He was a
champion
pedestrian
and had
walked
thousands
of miles in various states of
the Union.
THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER co., musical instrument
manufacturers,
which
has been heavily engaged
in war and
defense work, received
the Army-Navy
"E" award for putstanding
production
of
war materials.
Over one hundred
twelve
of its employees are in the armed forces.
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Scales

S

CALES ARE of great
importance
to violin stUdents,
as well as to
amateur
and professional
players
alike. Indeed they might
be said to be
the Inundation, upon which all excellence
in violin playing depends.
To playa perfect scale, it is necessary
to make sure that the first note is in
perfect pitch. Also it is important
that
the intervals
of half and whole tones
are properly
measured
on the fingerboard; and in the case of notes raised by
sharps, it is better to have these played
a little on the sharp side than flat, and
the reverse case with notes lowered by
fiats.
Then in playing
three-octave
scales,
the pressure on the bow should be increased towards the higher
notes, thus
preventing
the /break in evenness, often
noticeable in the playing of pupils.
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ArdentMarigolds-ByEdna
B. Griebel (3-4).
.35
Autumn Reverie-By John
Kirtland (5).
.40
The Bugler's Call-By Matilda Eidt (1-2) .....• 30
Clown Capers-By
Milo
Slevens (2).
.30
Day Dreams-By
Milo
Stevens (2).
.30
Enchanted Evening-By
Elmer C. GaUermeyer
(3).
.
35
Fairy Dance-By Matilda
Eidt (2).
.30
The
Forest
Brook-By
Harold Wansborough
(2-3)
.35
Forgotten-By
Eugene
Cowles (4)..
.50
From The Rim of the Canon
-By C. Franz Koehler
(4)
35
The Happy Little ClockBy Lewis Brown (1) .30
Hawaiian Twilight-By
John Tieman (3).
:30
Jig-By
Elliot Griffis
(3)
35
Little Country Dance-By
lewis Brown (1).
.30
Little Reaper's Song-By
Richard L Bruce (2) .30
The Lillie Skipper-By
A. Bennett (2).
.30
lotus Bud-By Edna B.
Griebel (2-3).
.35
A Memory of SpringtimeBy Morgan West (3) .. 40
Merry Revelers- By Edna
B. Griebel (4).
.50
Nodding Poppies-By Milo
.
Stevens (2). . . . . . .. .35
Pranks-By
lewis Brown
(2)
,
30
Puppets-By William Scher
(2)
. . . . . . . .. .30
Reflections-By
Thelma
Jackson Smith (3). .30
Riding the Waves - By
Sidney lawrence(3) .30
A Sea Mood-By Orville A.
Lindquist (4).
.40
Spring Charms- By Milo
Stevens (2-3). . . . .. .35
To The Surging Sea-By
Irina Podeska (4) .. 35
Valse Souvenir-By F. A.
Williams (3-4).
.40
A Witch's Tale-By Vernon
Lane (2-3).
.35
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One.of

Dedicate

my symphony

"UPHOLDER
of liberty and social equality,
indeed! Now he will trample on the
rights of man," Beethoven raged. He had
just dedicated his Third Symphony to his hero,
Napoleon Bonaparte-and
now Napoleon
declared himself Emperor of France! Furiously Beethoven tipped off the dedicatory
page. He changed the name to Eroica. "In
memory of a great man," he wrote, implying
that Napoleon's soul was dead.
Ludwig van Beethoven, lover of freedom, has

<l

series of incidenfs In the lives of Immortal composers, palntl/!d (or (hI! MagnoVDXcolleellon by Walle..- Richards

to a tyrant?

Never!

been called "The man who freed music.
And today freedom is symbolized to millions
of people by the opening bars of his Fifth
Symphony-three short chords and a long one
-V for Victory. His Ninth} too, reflects his
unfettered spirit, defying all tradition by introducing choral passag~s.
Beethoven's impetuous spirit still lives in his
masterful compositions. Hear them played by
the instrument that does full justice to his
genius-Magnavox
Radio-Phonograph.
This

is the home instrument chosen, for irs clarity
and faithfulness of reproduction, by such contemporary artists as Kreisler, Rachmaninoff,
Rodzinski, Ormandy and Horowitz.
The Magnavox Company is now pro.
clueing electronic and communication
equipment for the armed forces. Also
~
music distribution systems for warships. It won the
first Navy "E" award (and White Star Renewal Citations) given to a manufacturer in chis field. When
the war ends, Magnavox will again rake irs place
as the pre-eminent radio-phonograph combination.
The Magnavox Company, Fort Wayne 4, Indiana.
~

Buy War Bonds For Fighting Power Today-Buying

Power Tomorrow

Maqnavox.3'kk.</r.d"""'.
RADIO"

PHONOGRAPH

At what age should your child
begin to hear good music? Some
authorities say six months, for simple,
rhythmic dances and matches. later,
folksongsandmusicalnurserythymes;
then, between three and seven, light
classics and parts of symphonies.
Thus appreciation of good music-a
lifetime pleasure and Inspjrarion-cdevelops as naturally as learning to talk.

